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FOREWORD 

THE steady shifting of the center of manufacturing 
westward, the diffusion of industrial activity through 
the agricultural regions, and the sudden development cf 

new and important industries outside the older industrial 
sections are among the most striking features of the past 
quarter century of our history. These developments have 
resulted from changes in agricultural conditions, iJnproved 
transportation facilities, wider availability and use of elec
tric power, and greater abundance and f1exibilit'y of capital. 
They are a sign that we are industrially still young and vig
orously growing; but, like all growth, they have brought in 
their train new and perplexing problems. 

Among the most difficult of these problems are those in
volved in the situation of certain of the old industrial states 
in the North Atlantic group. Through early and long de
velopment they have held and still largely hold their in
dustrialleadership; but in recent years their supremacy has 
been challenged by the rapid growth of modem types of 
industry in the southern and western states. The manu
facturers and business men of the northeastern states as 
well as the general public and their legislative represent~ 
tives, knowing well that industrial ingenuity and business 
initiative are not geographically localized, have lately be
come concerned over this trend and have sought the probable 
reasons for it in many quarters. 

In this rivalry between the old and the new among the 
industrial states there have been many factors. Railroad 
rate structure, sources of materials and power, changes in 
indu~rial technique and organization, and changes in stan
'aards of living and market conditions, as well as other !pings, 
have played a part. Interest has been centered largdy, how
ever, on the main circumstantial factor in interstate compe
ti cion, t~t of differences in legislative policy toward industry 
arising from dJ.1ferences in taxation, corporate regult.lion ami 
labor legislation. 
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There is no question of the far-reaching influence of local 
legislative environment upon relative economic progress of 
the various states and of the need for wise planning and in
telligent appJication of legislative policy in the states in the 
light of the long-time economic and social interests of their 
populations. The ultimate solution of the questions involved 
in this aspect of interstate competition probably lies in the 
lap of time. The first step toward amelioration of the situ~ 
tion doubdess requires a careful stock-taking by each of the 
states of its economic and legislative situation with a view to 
coming to a clearer and more objective understanding of the 
real relation of its legislative policy to its present industrial 
position anq future growth. 

A noteworthy effort in this direction was begun in 1926 by 
New York State through the creation by its legislature of an 
Industrial Survey Commission charged to consider the indus
trial and business conditions of the state in the light of its 
legislative policy. Desiring to assist the Survey Commission 
in its work, Associated Industries of New York State, Inc., a 
state-wide organization of industrial employers, requested 
the National Industrial Conference Board to study the indus
trial legislation of New York and its bearing upon the relative 
industrial position and progress of the state. The presen t 
volume is one of a series growing out of this study. 

The main results of this study of "Industrial Progress and 
Regulatory Legislation in New York State" were submitted 
in preliminary form in public hearings before the Survey 
Commission in January, 1927. rn the present revised form, 
the material of the preliminary report has beel) rearranged 
and amplified to make the presentation clearer. Additional 
material which has since become available, and analyses of 
census data which could not be completed in time for the 

(loriginal draft, have been included, but these supplementary 
data have tended to confirm ~ther than to alter the ongina! 

.cohcl\lfions. 
In as\embling the data for the inquiry the Conference 

Board has drawn freely upon the publications of govern
mental agencies, and has held many conferqtces .nth offi
oals, b&'ness executives and others who were able to be of 
assistanre. Special obligation is felt to nearly five hundred 
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. manufacturing establishments in New York State; which 
together employ about one-fifth of the state's wage-earning 
population, for information furnished, as well as to the com
mittees of industrial executives which acted as coordinating 
agencies in various communities in the state in securing the 
widest possible cooperation from industrial concerns. The 
Board wishes to express to all these groups its appreciation of 
the assistance rendered. • • 

This volume is the result of an investigation conducted by 
the Conference Board's Research Staff, under the supervision 
of the Staff Economic Council. 

In the preparation of its studies the National In,pustrial 
p>nference Board avails itself of the experience and judg
ment of the business executives who compose its membership, 
and of recognized authorities in special fidds, in addition to 
the scientific knowledge and equipment of its Research Staff. 
The publications of the Board thus finally represent the result 
of scientific investigation and broad business experience, and 
the conclusions expressed therein are those of the Conference 
Board as a body. 
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INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS AND 
REGULATORY LEGISLATION 

IN NEW YORK STATE 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE growth of industry and its increasingly. important 
rale in the economic welfare of the community have 
inevitably brought with them a larger measure of social 

regulation and control. As it displaces the isolated, self
sufficient agricultural economy, industry touches the life 
of the community at ever more numerous points-in its 
health, its family life, its educa~ion, its citizenship, as well 
as in its material standards of living-and thereby sooner or 
later affects public interests, arouses social instincts and in
vites governmental surveillance and legislative regulation. 
The more important industry becomes in the life of a nation, 
the more successful, in other words, it is, the more it must be 
prepared for this intrusion of the public or of the community 
interest into its affairs. 

This natural sequence, however, gives rise in its turn to 
new and difficult problems. It is precisely because govern
mental regulation is so inevitable that its character and direc
tion become so important. The industry of a nation, how
ever strong and vigorous it may appear to be when it is most 
flourishing and progressive, is peculiarly sensitive to an 
inappropriate or hostile legislative environment. Though 

"'~ often astonishes by the vigor with which it overcomes 
technical or market obstacles, it as frequently is Slj(;li.,t~ 
languish and wither under some feature of public policy 
which seems at first sight to be disproportionately trifling. 
This is bee,""s ... industry and trade are fundamentally de. 
pendent for their vigor and growth upon the psycht}ogy of 

1 
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the individdal personalities who initiate and manage them. 
The uncertainty, lack of confidence and fear which are en
gendered by a hostile or oppressive legislative atmosphere 
are fatal even though intangible infiuences upon industrial 
development. 

The force of these considerations is vastly increased in 
their application to American conditions by the fact that 
American industries have grown up and operate within the 
jurisdiction of forty-eight states, in almost each one of which 
the legislative environment is different. At the same time, 
the breadth of the market for their products and the excel
lence of transportation and communication facilities have 
tended to make competition nation-wide, or at least to 
compel the industries of each state to take the field against 
the manufacturers of many other states. The lack of uni
formity in legislative regulation in 'the industrial states (not 
to mention the spread of industries to non-industrial states' 
to escape legislative restriction) has.in effect added to the 
ordinary legitimate competi tion of manufacturers in pro
. ductive efficiency, quality and price of their product, and the 
questionable and almost insurmountable factor of compe
tition in legislative interference. If some artificial or cir
cumstantial obstacle to or advantage in trade or production 
is an element in defining the unfair competition which is 
forbidden by our common and statutory law, it would 
probably not be stretching the point to say that the very 
differences in industrial legislation as among our states con
stitute a continuing basis of unfair competition in American 
industry. 

Yet the remedy for this evil is clearly not to invite greater 
ones by supplanting diverse state by uniform federal regu
lation. The principle of state regulation and the economic 
differences among the various states are deep rooted, and 
are too valuable a source of the flexibility and variety in our 
economic and political life to be dispensed with. We neec! 
~cJ['b(\iformity but intelligent diversity in this matter. The 
difficulty has been that our stllte industrial legislation has 
grown up or has been built up often hastily and usually 
PlindJY\t without regard to the needs and poosillUities of the 
local situation, the relative stage of industrial development, 
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and the potentialities of future progress. The prime need 
in almost every industrial state is to layout the legislative 
program affecting industry with an eye not only to the im
mediate and local evils to be corrected, but with considera
tion for the industrial future of the state and the relation of 
its industries to those of the country as a whole, being careful, 
above all, to adjust the elevation oflocallegislative standards 
to the realities of the situation and to the general progress in 
that respect. • 

From this point of view it would appear to be eminently 
desirable for the manufacturers and business men of the 
various states, few of whom have not felt the force of this 
problem in recent years, to give careful study to tJ(e trend 
of industrial and business growth in their respec~ve states, 
absolutely and in comparison with other states, and to 
approach the questions of industrial legislation and taxation, 
which are ever coming up, in the light of a clearer under
standing of the true relative position of their states in the 
general industrial growth of the country. 

The adverse effects of regulatory legislation on industrial 
progress and activity of a state faU first and hardest on the 
workers of the state because their welfare is inextricably 
bound with industrial prosperity and growth. 

In a sense the industrialists and business men of a state 
are charged with a responsibility to the· state itself in this 
matter, because there are many states in which the economic 
welfare rests almost wholly upon the strength, permanence 
and growth of industry. From a purely business standpoint 
it is easy-and is becoming easier with the mobility of capital 
today-for industries to shift their operations to other states 
for even relatively slight advantages, and many have done 
this in the older industrial states, leaving the general public 
to awaken too late to the consequences of its insufficiently 
far-sig,hted policies. But business men are not often in-

~ifferent to state and local sentiment, and will usually feel 
that, before acting in sheer self-interest or self-proteot:Oll, 
they have a first duty to acquaint the public with the'situa
tion that confronts them as a result of untimely or iIl-con
ceived ecoMmic policies. 

In this they have no easy task. Though-to fevert t~ 
2 • 
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what has been said above concerning the effects of legisla
tion upon industrial growth-tangible and obvious evidences 
of adverse effects are rarely lacking in such cases, for the 
most part the existence of an unfavorable or inappropriate 
legislative environment for industry is not immediately 
manifest. Its effects are subtle and continuing and make 
themselves concretely evident only indirectly and after a 
long time. For this reason these effects are difficult to im
'press upon the public even if they are detected where they 
do exist, and those who protest them or point the danger 
in them get scant hearing. The public, and, particularly 
those who have devoted themselves to the advancement of 
regulatbry legislation, demand ocular evidence in such mat
ters; if, after the passage of a new law which they have 
advocated, factories do not immediately shut down in large 
numbers or move to other states, they are unconvinced that 
any damage has be~n done. The gradual change in the tone 
of the industrial life of the state, the gradual shifting in the 
kinds of industry found in the state, and the slow changes in 

,features of industrial operation as manufacturers and busi
ness men'try to adjust themselves to the new situation-all 
of which are seen only by those engaged in industry and trade 
or sometimes are buried beyond the knowledge of the public 
in official statistics-go unnoticed for a long time. 

These considerations, among others, make very difficult, 
for any group interested, the scientific analysis and valid 
comparison of the regulatory legislation in the various states 
in the light of their industrial position-or, at least, the 
drawing from such study of conclusions effective as a practi
cal guide to legislative policy. The difficulty is increased 
especially by one fact which. is often ignored in discussions 
of this kind, as in many others. Laws are not merely a 
matter of paper and ink: they depend for their effectiveness 
and in their effects upon their administration; and this in 
turn depends not only upon the formal machinery 'estah
lilibedfor the purpose, but upon the quality, intelligence and 
attitUde of the men who operate that machinery. Since 
human qualities are difficult to measure and compare, it is 
p'ractically impossible to present a completC<-t!l!l!nparison of 
the le~ and governmental environment of industry, in the , 
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various states, without intimate experience 01 the situation 
which is necessarily beyond the range of any objective in
vestigator. The utmost that can be done in this matter is 
to note the more striking contrasts between the formal pre-
visions of the law in the various states. ' 

Beyond this fact is the obvious one that legislative in
fluences are by no means the only ones that play upon in
dustry. The geographical position of the state, its looal 
natural resources, its transportation relationships to the 
rest of the nation, the peculiarities of its people, changes in 
its population, the organization, skill, education, race and 
attitude of its working force, the qualities of its industrial 
and business leadership, its fiscal policy, and Il'\any other 
factors affect the relative position of its industries, and it is 
difficult if not impossible to distinguish in this complex play 
of influences those of regulatory legislation and its adminis
tration exclusively. 

New York State affords an unusually excellent illustration 
both of the importance of the intensive study of state condi
tions affecting industry and of its difficulty. Its tremendous 
industrial growth, which has put it in the position of in
dustrial supremacy among the states, has .brought with it 
increasing demands for legislative control of industry and 
for fiscal expansion which have raised increasingly difficult 
problems of public policy in relation to regulatory legisla
~ion, taxation, workmen's compensation, and other matters 
affecting the general economic welfare, until both the legis
lators and business men of the state have been compelled, 
as noted in the Foreword of this volume, to pause and take 
stock of the industrial position of the state by way of securing 
guidance in fu ture legislative policy. Certain of the more 
special aspects of the legislative problem, such as the Work
men's Compensation Laws of the state, have been considered 
in detail separately.' Other broad subjects, such as the fiscal' 
and the educational problems in their relation to industry, 
are being studied. Realizing that the whole qUe3tion of 
industrial progress resolves itself ultimately into one of the 
relative economic status of the workers of the state, this 

!"'.:.~ 

1 National Industrial Conference Board, uTbe Workmeo.~s Compellsadon P:Ob_ 
I .... in New York State," New York, 1927. 
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aspect also is" being made the subject of separate investiga.
tions by the Conference Board. 

The present study is intended primarily to consider the 
broader aspects of the regulatory legislation of the state in 
the light of its industrial position. It has been necessary to 
know where the industries of the state stand relatively today. 
What has been their relative progress economically? Is 
tb.e state behind its proper position in respect of its legis
lative standards in industry, and what, in the concrete ex
perience of New York business men, is the relation of those 
standards to its industrial position at present and in the 
future? ,These questions are examined in the following 
chapters. The first chapter outlines the industrial character
istics of New York State and provides a background against 
which the problem of regulatory legislation may be better 
understood. The second chapter describes the legislative 
regulations affecting New York State industry and compares 
them with those of competing states. The third chapter 
summarizes the views of New York State industrialists 
regarding the industrial position and prospects of the state 
and the relation of its legislative structure to them. Finally, 
the fourth chapter analyzes the official data regarding the 
development and changes in features of operation of New 
York State industries to ascertain whether they reveal any 
sign of retarding or adverse influences to the industrial 
progress of the state. 



CHAPTER I 

THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION IN NEW YORK 
STATE 

NEW YORK AS AN INDUSTIUAL STATE 

NEW YORK.is essentially an i~dustrial state; I?espite 
the large role of New York City as a commercial and 
financial center for the whole country, the manu

facturing industries of the state are the mainstay of its 
economic life. Its population of over ten million in 1920 
included four and one-half million persons who were gain
fully employed. Of this number 39% were engaged in manu
facturing and mechanical industries. No other state in the 
Union comes within a million of having as many gainfully 
employed persons as has New York, nor within three hundred 
thousand of equaling the" number of persons engaged in 
manufacturing and mechanical pursuits in New York. Ex
cepting Pennsylvania, the next ranking state in number of 
persons industrially employed is Massachusetts, and the 
latter has only about half as many such workers as has New 
York. 

The relative importance of the chief occupations in New 
York is indicated in Table 1, showing the distribution of the 
working population both for the state and for the remainder 
of the country in 1919. 

A comparison of the figures for New York State with those 
for the United States in Table 1 reveals the special impor- . 
tance not only of manufacturing and mechanical pursuit., 
but 'of trade, and clerical occupations which are closely de
pendent upon the former. These three groups qlmbihe& 
constituted nearly 65% of the working population in New 
York, while for the remainder of the United States less than 
47% of ~ working population was employed in these 

• •• • occupations. 
7 
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TABLE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF WORKING POPULATION, BY 

M.4.]OIl GIlOUPS, 1919 
(So""", Fourteenth Census of the United s ..... ) 

United 

Ottupation.t Group. 
New York State Stata. 

Enludinf 
N_Vor 

Number Puc.", PerCent 

~~ulture ............................... 314,n4 7.0 28.7 

~~J~h.ri~ ;~d'~~~'''''::::::::::: 7,549 .2 2.9 
1,757,108 39.0 29.8 

Transportation .........••.......•........ 403,574 9.0 7.2 
Trade ......•••.......................... 591,334 13.1 9.8 
Public ...... ice •.....•••....••.•.•••••.••.• 100,374 2.2 1.8 
Professional service.' ..................•... 288,764 6.4 5.0 
Domestic arul personal service ..•••••...•••. 4n,961 lo.s 7.9 
Clerical •••..••.•....••..•.••••••••..••••. 566,766 12.6 6.9 

Total ...... , ,4., ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4503204 100.0 100.0 

The importance of manufacturing in the economic life of 
the state may be further indicated by a few significant com
parisons with the extractive industries, agriculture and 
mining. The figures in Table 2, taken from the latest general 
census, show the relative number of establishments and per
sons employed in New York in each of the three major occu
pations, together with the value of their products. Although 
the agricultural industry in New York is of no slight im
portance, and indeed in some products takes leading rank 
among the states, it is obvious that in the range of their 
effects upon the economic welfare of the population of the 
state, the manufacturing industries are dominant. 

TABLE 2: RELATIVE POSITIONS OF AGRICULTURE, MINING 

AND MANUFACTURING IN NEW YORK STATE, 1919 
(Source: Fourteenth Census of the United S .. t<o) 

Number of 
PemnuG.iD- W;r.E.~ Value of OttupatiCll Yuma or i:ver-ace 

Eat.b1i.hmt:nta fully Employed UlDber} Pwducu 

~p;culture .......... 193,195 314,774 73,365 S743,82.1,OOO 
~:nin~ ...........•.. 700 7,549 6,202 56,780,000 

azt.J. acturing .•..... 49330 1757108 1228130 8867005000 
~ 

In the case of manufacturing, more recent statistical in
formation is provided in the United States Cen1iW>ll of Manu
fadurdofi 1923. Although no comparable figures for other 
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occupations are available, it is possible to compare the vari
ous features of productive enterprise for New York and for 
the United States as a whole. These data are given in 
Table 3. 

TABLE 3: COMPARISON OF MANUFACTUIlING .INDUSTRY IN 

THE UNITED STATES AND IN NEW YOIllt STATE, 1923 
(Sauro:: U. S. Census of Manufactures) • 

Numbu W..., I c...ol I Value of 0' w .... Primary 
L ..... E ...... Mauriala Prvducu Ho_ 

lilh- \<'- ..-
mm .. =borj Thounods or DolIuw 

United States . .. 196,309 8,778,156 11,009,298 34,705,698 60,555,998' 33,094)228 
New York State. 38,186 1,150 .. 901 1,581,349 4,764,627 8,960,638 3,263,325 
Percentage. New 

14.80 York State .... 19.45 13.11 14.36 13.73 9.86 

Two significant facts revealed in Table 3 are the relatively 
large proportion of establishments and the relatively small 
percentage of primary horsepower in New York. New York 
has nearly 20% of all the manufacturing establishments in 
the United States, but only about 10% of the rated horse
power capacity of engines, motors and other prime movers. 
These facts are of great importance in securing a clear picture 
of the industrial character of New York State and will be 
discussed more fully later. Here it need only be noted that 
they suggest a relatively smaller average size of establish
ment and a smaller use of power per establishment in New 
York State than in other states. 

NEW YORK. AS THE LEADING INDUSTIlIAL STATE 

Not only is manufacturing the pivotal industry in New 
York State, but New York leads all other states of the Union 
in this field. Table 4, giving the latest available census data. 

~ for e:ch of the states which in 1923 produced manufactured 
products valued at more than one billion dollars".:;hO\\'s • 
clearly the relative importance of the foremost states. 

These figures reveal that in 1923 New York State exceeded 
the next mc»important industrial state, Pennsylvania, bt a 
billion and a half dollars in the value of its manbf.tctured 

• 
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products. The number of establishments in New York was 
double that of Pennsylvania, while the number of wage 
earners employed in manufacturing in the two states was 
approximately the same, but with New York slightly in the 
lead. Here, again, it may be noted in passing, the figures 
suggest that. industry in New York is organized on a smaller 
scale of operations ·than in Pennsylvania and some other 
!itates, a question discussed more fully in the next section. 

TABLE 4: RELATIVE IMpORTANCE OF LEADING INDUSTllIAL 

STATES, 1923 
t 

(5oor<e: U. S. Census of Manufactures> 

s .... Number 01 WqeEamerli V-allfe 01 Jt.v ..... Prod_ 
Ettabli.hmenu ~""l (Thouuodt) 

New York . .. d, ••••••••••••• , •••••• 38,186 1,150,901 $8,960,638 
Pennsylvania-. , .......... , .......... ' 19,054 1,095,057 7,381,687 
Ohio ...•.•...•.•.•.•.•....••...• ,. 11,195 699,132 5,146,S15 
Illinois . ................... , ....... 14,345 645,627 5j 041,114 
Michigan .......................... 5,697 503,308 3,882,192 
Massachuset ........................ 10,519 - 667,172 3,570,543 

~:lif=:::::.::: :::::::::::::::: 8,767 448,069 3,396,628 
9,220 246,154 2,215,282 

indiana ......•.......•............. 4,909 291,131 2,031,675 
WisoonsiA •.••.•..••.••.••... _ ••.••• 7,832 247,851 1,720j l98 
Missouri ...... ; .................... 5,291 196,694 1.547,189 
Connecticut . . , ..................... 3130 263 232 ! 288 281 

With the exception of Pennsylvania, no other state suffi
ciently approaches the record of New York to furnish a 
striking comparison. Ohio and Illinois each produces slightly 
more than half as much value in manufactured products as 
does New York, and each employs a proportionate number of 
wage earners. New York has more than three times as many 
establishments as Ohio, however, and almost three times 
as many as Illinois. Michigan, with its large automobile 
factories, and Massachusetts, with its extensive textile mills, 
teach employs approximately half as many wage earners 
as are occupied in manufacturing in New York, but the 'Value 
ot thc:"output in each of these two states is considerably 
below one-half of the New York values. 

To illustrate in a different way the leadership of New York, 
an examination has been made of the large itwkstries in all 
o( the sta'tes appearing in Table 4. The following list shows 
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for each of these states the number of industries producing 
. commodities valued at more than $75,000,000 in 1923: 

State NWDbu or lndll.me. 
New york .•..•...•.•••.•.•••...•.•..•.••.••.•••••••.• 26 

r=:l~:,::'.:: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::' ~ 
Ohio ................................................. 10 
Massachusetts. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . • • . . . . . . . . 9 
N ... Jcroey ....................................... : ... 8 
Michigan............................................ 6 
California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •• . . • . • . • . • 6 
Indiana. ... . •. .•. . . ..... . ..• . . . ..•...... . .. ......... . 6 
Wisconsin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • . . 4 
Missouri ............................................. 3 
Connecticut. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 3 

As regards the total manufacturing industry in tKe United 
States as well as in individual states, there was little change 
between 1923 and 1925 except for a slight reduction in most 
states of the number of establishments, and the number of 
wage earners employed, together with a general increase in 
the total value of manufactured products. Detailed figures 
for individual industries by states are not yet available for 
1925. 

In 1923 New York led all other states in number of large 
industries, number of manufacturing establishments, value 
of factory output and number of wage earners engaged in 
manufacturing. The importance of the manufacturing in
dustries of New York State not only in its own economic life 
but in that of the nation may be further emphasized by 
referring again to Table 3, in which certain features of New 
York State industries are compared with the corresponding 
features for the United States. Considering manufactures 
as a whole, the product of the factories of New York State 
in 1923 Constituted nearly 15% of the total values produced 
in the United States, while the average number of wage 
earners engaged in the production of these commodities 
amounted to over 13% of the total in the factories of the
natiort. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW YORK STATE INDUSTRY 

In studying the industrial situation in a state in the light of 
legislative re~ulation, it is of prime importance to u'ldetstaad 
not only the place which the manufacturing industriC'o'l occupy 
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in the economic life of the state but the make-up, character
istics and peculiarities of the industrial picture. For if the 
industries of the state or its working population are in some 
way peculiar or highly specialized or differ widely from those 
of other"states, comparisons are made difficult or meaningless, 
and the problem of legislative regulation must be regarded 

" in a special light on that account. The first test ofindustrial 
peculiarity is of course the relative importance of the various 
industries in the state's total industrial make-up, and a com
parison with the industrial make-up 'of other states. 

In measuring the relative importance of the manufacturing 
industriel of a state, a number of criteria based upon the 
census figures migh t be used, each resulting in a somewhat 
different arrangement or classification. If the amount of 
money expended in the form of wages by the various in
dustries were taken as a means of comparison, those indus
tries which employ a large number of highly skilled artisans 
would rank high.l If the selection were based upon the value 
which the respective manufacturing processes add to their 
raw materials, greater importance would be given to the 
highly integrated industries and to those whose finished com
modities, produced from relatively inexpensive raw materials, 
have, for one reason or another, a particularly high value.' 

Industries might also be ranked according to the respective 
number of establishments or the amount of coal or power 
utilized. All of these methods, however, serve to empha
size some aspect of industrial organization which is not of 
great importance in connection with the present study. In 
general the most satisfactory standards for measuring the 
relative importance of individual industries are those pro
vided in the census figures showing the value of the products 
of the several industries llnd the number of wage earners 
employed by each. Both of these standards furnish bases for 
~ determining the relative size and the influence upon ind4strial 
aQd business conditions of individual industries in a state. 

• Ta~ 5 shows the relative importance of the twenty-five 
leading industries of New York State as determined by the 

1 The .fur industry, for example, ranks fifteenth in importance Oft this basi~ while 
on,.n. bpis of number nf wage .......... employed it ranks twenty .. ixth. 

I This cla:si6cation brings l'hotographic apparatus and supplies and patent 
medicine inhusrries into & positlOD of increased importan<:e. 
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value of their products according to the lateSt available 
census figures. These industries combined produced in 1923 
products having a value of over $5,500 millions, or a little 
more than 60% of the value of all the products manufactured 
within the state. Since the remaining 40% is distributed 
among approximately 250 other industries, the importance 
of this group as a whole is greater than the percentage fij!:llTes 
would appear to indicate. 

TABLE 5: LEADING INDUSTlI.IES IN NEW YOR.K STATE ON 

THE BASIS OF VALUE OF PR.ODUCTS, 1923 
(Sour<e: u. S. Census of Manufactures) 

Rank lDdulUY Value of Imclucta 
1. Clothing, women', .........•.... , • . . . . •• . . •. ••. $1,123,349,691 
2. Clothing, men· •. ...................... '" . . . .. . Sffl.179)934 
3. Printing and publishing.. ..............•......•• 511,172,634 
4. Foundry and machine shop products. • . . • • • • •• ••• 273,933,262 
5. Bread and bakery products. . . . . . . • . . . . . •• . . . . • • . 236,546,477 
6. Knit goods. . • • . • • . . • . . • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • •• • • 230,525,505 
7. Millinery and \aoe goods. .•••.•••••..•••••••.••• 197,627,982 
8. Slaughtering and meat packing.................. 196,355,801 
9. Sugar refining,. cane.. ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . ... . . . ... . 196,163,387 

10. Boots and sh .... other than rubber ........•...• , • 195,082,384 
11. Electrical machinery, apparatua and supplies... •.. . 192,224,937 
12. Motor vehicles (not including motorcycles). • • • ••• • 167,315,911 
13. Fur goods... •••..•.•••.•...•.•••••.•••.••••••• 157,768,262 
14. Paper and wood pulp .......................... , 140,468,586 
15. Furniture..................................... 137,328,234 
16. Tobacco-ciganJ and cigarettes. . •. • .• . •• • .• . •.••• 129,659,423 
17. Chemicals, not elxwhere claasified................ 128,376,073 
18. Iron and steel,. steel works and roUing mills. . . .. . . . 122.964}813 
19. Gas, manufactured, illumina.ting and heating....... 107,969)436 
20. Silk manufactures. ............................. 105,018,097 
21. Confectionery and icc cream. •• . . ••• •. . ••• ••• ••• • 103,215,338 
22. Shirts......................................... 101,029,797 
23. Car and general construction and r<pnirs, steam rail-

road repair shops. • • • . . .. • • . . • •• • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 92,263,272 
24. Flour-mill and grain-mill products................ 89,848,140 
25. Food prepara.io .. , DOt elsewhere classiJicd.. . . • • • •• 86,890,730 

Total .•••••••..••••..•••...•••••.•••••.••••. $5,536,278,106 

One of the most significant facts indicated in this table is 
the rell\tive importance of the clothing industry in New York 
State. The two branches of that industry combined pro-, 
duced nearly 30% of the total value of the products of'the 
twenty-five leading industries and approximately 18% of 
the total value of all manufacturing products of the state. 
The third ranking industry, printing and publishing, pia no. 
produce values equal to one-third of those of the clothing 
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industry, whlIe fo1J1ldry and machine shop products, ranking 
fourth, were valued at little over half of those of printing 
and publishing. . Industries ranking from fifth place down 
to twenty-fifth did not differ much in value of products, but 
the values were all small compared with those of the four 
leading industries in the state. 

,TABLE 6: LEADING INDUSTRIES IN NEW YORK STATE ON 

THE BASIS OF THE NUMBER OF WAGE EARNERS EM
PLOYED, 1923 

(Source: u. s. Censua of ManwactUreS) 
W~Eamera 

Rank IDdu.tly Employed. 

1. \:Iothlng, women's .....•..•...•.•.•.•.•••••.•••..••• , 81,437 
2. Clothing, men'.. . . • . • • • . • . • . • . • . • . • . . . • . • . . . . • •• •• . . • 58,620 
3. Foundry and machine shop prod""",. • . • . . . •• • . . . . • • • • •• 52,098 
4.. Printing and publishing.. • • . ........... • ..... ......... 49,624 
5. Knit goods ......................... , .. ..... ......... 45,419' 
6. Boo",andm-,otl!er thanrubbcr ...................... 41,277 
7. Electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies. . • • . . • • . . . • 36,054 
8. Bread and other bakery products......... .. ............ 32,126 
9. Millinery and I.ce good ............. ,. .. .. ... ... ... .. • 30,869 

10. Car_~.t:~.~.~~~.~.~:.~.~~ 30,085 
II. Furnitun:........................................... 25,674 
12. Paper and wood pulp... .............................. 17,773 
13. Iron and steel. steel works and rolling milb. . • • .• . • . • .• . • 16,978 
14. Tobaa:o-cisan and agate'...... .. . ..... . ..... .... . ... 16,030 
15. Motor-vehicle bodies and parts. .... ..... . ..... ..... .... 15,266 
16. Chemical .. DOt elsewhere cl ... ified. . . •.. . . . ..•. •.•. . .• .• 15,061 
17. Coofcctionery and ice cream........................... 14,986 
18. Carpets and MIS'> wool, other than rag.. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • 14,352 
19. Silk manwac...",.. • • . • .... . . ..... . ......... ...... . . •• 14,m 
20. Shirts............................................... 13,326 
21. Boxes, pa~ and other, except wooden . . . . ..... . .. . . . .. 13,200 
22. Motor vehicles (notincluding motortycles) . . ... . . • . .. . .. 11,160 
2J. Collars, men'.. . . .. . . . ..... .. ... ... ... ............ ... 10,164 
24. Gas, manufactured, illuminating and heating. . . . . . . .. . .. 10,164 
25. Brass, bronze and other noo-fen'OUl alloys and manufactures 

nf these aUnya and of _ .... . .... . . ...... ..... .. 10,109 

Total •••••••••••••.••••••••.•••• : ••••••.•.•••.•.• 676,124 

In Table 6 the industries of New York State are arranged 
in the order of their importance on the basis of the number of 
wage earners employed in each. These twenty-five indus
<trieloCombined employed 676,124 workers, or approximately 
58% of all the wage earners engaged in the manufacturing 
industries of the state in 1923. Slaughtering and meat pack
Plg,. cane sugar refining, fur goods, flour-mill products and 
food preparations, industries which were included in Table S, 
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are less important from the point of view. of the' number of 
wage earners employed and therefore do not gain recognition 
in Table 6. Their places are taken by industries producing 
motor-vehicle bodies and parts, carpets and rugs, paper 
boxes, men's collars, and brass and bronze products, which 
ranked among the twenty-live leading industries of New York 
State in 1923 on the basis of wage earners employed. 

In spite of some shifts in relative position, it is noteworthy. 
that the leading industries are in approximately the same 
position when measured by the value of products and by the 
number of wage earners employed. The clothing industry, 
measured by the number employed, again stands;n first 
place, although its pre-eminence is not so great. The printing 
and publishing industry exchanges places with foundry and 
machine shop products, which it outranked in Table S. The 
knit goods industry, which ranked sixth on the basis of the 
value of its product, ranks fifth with respect to the number 
of workers employed. Other industries, which rank in 
approximately the same position in both tables, include 
millinery and lace goods, paper and wood pulp, tobacco, 
chemicals, silk manufactures and shirts. . 

In view of its high ranking among the industries in New 
York State, both as regards the value of its products and the 
number of wage earners employed, the clothing industry may 
be expected to exert a decided effect on the industrial 
make-up of the state. It is important, therefore, to analyze 
the character of the clothing industry in New York State, the 
number of establishments and the number of wage earners 
per establishment, and to compare the situation in New York 
with that in the country as a whole and particularly in some 
of the leading industrial states. 

Clothing Industry and Its Effect on. Industrial Make-Up 
Clothing manufacturing establishments, as a rule, are 

organized on a small-scale basis, yet the clothing industry. 
in New York State was larger in 1923 than the leadin~ in
dustry in any other state. In New York there were 7,288 
clothing establishments, and they produced goods valued at 
$1,636,529,625, as shown in Table S. This is an ... vt\l"ags 
value of product per establishment of approximately$22S,OOO. 
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. These 7,288 establishments employed 140,057 wage earners, 
or nineteen wage earners per establishmen t. This is an 
amazingly small number of wage earners per establishment 
for the leading industry of a state, but the product per wage 
earner was unusually large. Only two states, other than New 
York, had an industry producing goods valued at one .billion 
dollars in 1923; in Michigan it was the motor vehicle 
.group, and in Pennsylvania the iron and steel mill group. 
In these two industries tile average number of wage earners 
per establishment was over 2,700 in the former and 900 in 
the latter, but the value of the product per wage earner was 
less thl\ll in the New York clothing industry. It is obvious 
that the effect of the clothing industry on the industrial 
make-up of the state is to reduce the average size of estab
lishments. 

It is significant, furthermore, that in the entire United 
States there were only 11,653 clothing establishments, as 
compared with 7,288 in New York. The 4,365 establish-

. ments outside of New York State were distributed among 
about thirty states, with less than one thousand in any state. 
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio and 
Maryland had only 3,232 establishments in 1923. 

Several other industries contribute in marked degree tc 
the tendency toward small scale organization in New York 
In millinery and lace goods production, for instance, Ne ... 
Yock had 1,702 establishments employing 30,869 wagf 
earners in 1923. This reveals an average of eighteen wage 
earners per establishment. There were only about 990 other 
millinery and lace goods establishments in the United States, 
and New Jersey had 393 of them. Illinois ranked third with 
162 and Pennsylvania fourth with ninety, the remainder 
being scattered among about twenty states. 

Another illustration of similar character is the fur goods 
industry. There were 1,301 establishments in Ne..., York 
:;tate in 1923, with an average of eight wage earners per 
establishment. In the remainder of the United States there 
were only 457 establishments, and no other statt; had as many 
as one hundred. 
• ne Qverage number of wage earners per establishment for 
all ind'lstries in New York State in 1923 was only thirty, 
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whereas in Pennsylvania it waS fifty-seven. This no doubt 
is due partly to the difference in the types of the dominating 
industries in the two l;tates, the New York list being headed 
by such groups as the clothing industries, whereas the most 
prominent industries in Pennsylvania are the iron and steel 
mills. The one operates many small establishments, while 
the other operates a few very large ones. Yet it is not alto
gether because of the clothing and similar industries that the 
average size of establishment in t:Iew York is so small, com
paratively. The tendency, though in less degree, is common 
to most of the larger industries of the state. In foundry and 
machine shops, for instance, the number of emplo.vees per 
establishment is smaller in New York than in Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey, Connecticut, or Michigan. In 
fact, if establishments employing less than fifty workers be 
excluded from the comparison so as to eliminate or at least 
minimize the effect of the clothing industries upon the aver
age employment, the average number of workers per estab
lishment is still considerably smaller in New York than in 
the chief competitive states.' 

It is' rather probable that the concentration of a large 
portion of the manufacturing establishments of the state in 
and about New York City has been a factor in restraining the 
tendency toward large scale enterprise, since conditions in 
the metropolitan district are not favorable to the latter. 
According to the United States Census' of 1919, New York 
County at that time contained 46.6% of all the manu
facturing establishments in New York State. The average 
number of wage earners per establishment in New York 
County, which includes only Manhattan, was seventeen, and 
the value of the product per establishment was $153,000, 
whereas for the remainder of the state there were thirty-two 
wage earners per establishment, producing goods valued at 
$203,090. From this it is apparent that the product per 
wage earner in New York County was about $9,000, and it} 
the remainder of the state it was only slightly above $6,300. 
In New York City as a whole the average number of wage 

:\ This comparison is for 1919, because the later censuses of manufactures do not 
permit such • scparaticm to be made. _ • • 

• Fourteenth Census of the Uoil1:d S ...... I920. Vol. 9, Manofactures,.p. 971. 
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earners per 'establishment was 20, while for the state, ex
clusive of all five boroughs of New York City, the average 
number of wage earners per establishment was thirty-five. 

It is well known that the expenses of manufacturing are 
much greater in New York County than in the remainder 
of the state. Real estate is too costly, rentals are too high, 
and congestion is too great a handicap to be attractive to 
large scale industry. The record proves, however, that small 
industries thrive within Manhattan. The demands and the 
opportunities in- metropolitan New York make possible and 
profitable such industries as the clothing, millinery and lace, 
fur gooqs, and other small-scale manufacturing establish
ments which find it advantageous to keep their factories at 
the very heart of their markets.1 

As will be seen later, these circumstances have probably 
been influential also in making the amount of power installed 
in the average establishment in New York State compara-
tively small. _ 
. A most striking feature of the industrial situation in New 
York State is the small role which corporate ownership plays 
in the control of its manufacturing establishments, in com
parison with other industrial states. The percentage of the 
total number of establishments owned by corporations in 
New York in 1919" was 29.1, less than in any other com
peting industrial state except Pennsylvania, while the per
centage of the total number of wage earners employed in 
establishments under corporate ownership was 76, or about 
10% less than in any other competitive state. This fact 
lends added significance to the predominance of small scale 
establishments in New York industry. 

Even from the general facts just presented it is clear that 
New York State industry has characteristics different from 
those of industry in any other important state. Specialized 
production, small scale organization, a relatively lal'lW num
per of establishments and an immense metropolitan market 
for its goods near at hand, distinguish the state as an unusual 
industrial area. 

I See Reports or Regional SIlrV<Y.Il .... u Sage Foundation. 
< • Tlti: .. ~aration by typeO or ..... nership £or individual ...... is not available £or 

later _lOS periods. 
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The industrial peculiarities of the state, however, are not 
and can not be fully revealed in the census data which have 
just been discussed. The classification of industries is too 
broad and the statistics are too general to afford the clear, 
precise and concrete picture of the industrial character of the 
state which is to be desired~ It is a fact well known to ex
perienced persons from direct observation that many states, 
and perhaps all, have distinctive -characteristics i.n their 
industrial life as well as in their general economic and social 
features. Such elements as the particular type of product, 
the size and ownership of establishments,- the attitude and 
temper of the industrial management, the character of the 
typical industrial worker, and others, contribute t<t impress 
this distinctive character upon the industrial life qf the state. 
One has only to mention Massachusetts to call to mind an 
example of this curious phenomenon of "personality" which 
a state may have, industrially, as in other respects. It is 
fair to say that the industrial character of each state is one 
of the most important factors which determine the effect 
that industrial or other legislation will have upon its ec0-

nomic life. At least, it is an element which should be but 
rarely is taken into account in formulating governmental 
policies.-

A comprehensive and careful study of New York State 
has never been made from this point of view, but there are 
indications that industrially New York State still belongs 
today, as it does historically, among the New England group. 
Generally speaking, it is still a state of craft industries, and 
its products are specialties of relatively high labor content 
and value. In other words, the era of mass production, of 
large-scale mechanized industry, has not made itself felt 
in any dominant way in New York State, and the state re
mains still in strong contrast in its industrial character to 
those southern and middle western states in which some of 
the n~w gigantic machine industries have sprung up over 
night. 

If this contrast is valid-and it is merely suggested and 
not insisted upon here-it is obvious that the legislative 
policy toward industry in New York State must needs be 
differently conceived than if the state were one lik.~ l'l'IiclU-

3 
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gan, for insmnce. What has been termed "craft" industry 
involves a very different type oflabar relationship. a different 
type of labor, different influences upon wage costs and differ
ent requirements for the protection of health and safety of 
workers, as well as different degrees of ability to bear the 
cost of such regulation, than do the new large scale mass 
production industries. There is need for closer study of 
I,egislative policy in all the larger industrial states from this 
point of view. 

CoMPOSITION OF THE WORKING FORCE 

The composition and characteristics of the industrial 
population of a state are important factors in considering the 
appropriateness of its industrial_legislation. .Should it be 
found, for example, that the industries of New York employ 
a much larger proportion of women wage earners than is the 
case in other industrial states or that the number of minors 
employed in manufacturing establishments is unusually 
large, the demand for more stringent regulatory legislation in 
'New York than in other states might be justified. Urban 
congestion is perhaps one of the strongest incentives to regu
latory legislation, and this may be the result of a large influx 
of foreign'bom or of the general drift from farm to city. 

Industrial workers have been recruited during the last 
few decades from two main sources: from rural districts and 
from immigration. Throughout the United States the move
ment from country to city has been noticeable, and while the 
concentration of population in urban centers has gone for
ward to a greater extent in New York than in those states 
whose industries are of more recent origin, the rapidity 
of urban growth in New York has been approximately the 
same as for the country as a whole, as may be seen from 
Table 7, which shows the percentage distribution of urban 
and rural population in the United States, New York and 
selected states for the two decades 1900 to 1920. • 
• The movement from country to city has been much more 
rapid in Illinois, Ohio, and Michigan than in New York. 
The contrary has been the case in Massachusetts, while in 
P,ennsylvania and New Jersey the rate has been about the 
sameo'asC.in New York. A relatively high degree of urban 

• 
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development has already been reached in Mdssachusetts 
and New York, which enables other states now undergoing 
a rapid industrial development to record a greater per
centage movement of population from rural to urban com-
munities. . 

TABLE 7: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, URBAN AND RURAL 

POPULATION, 1900 TO 1920 
(Source: Population Censuo of the United States, 1920) 

1920 1910 1900 
S .... 

Urban Rum u ..... lbn.1 u .... R....! 

Unitc:d States . .............. 51.4% 48.6% 45.8% 54.2% 40.~ 60.0% 
N ... york ..••.............. 82.7 17.3 78.8 21.2 72.9 27.1 
Illinois . .................... 67.9 32.1 61.7 38.2 54.3 45.7 
Ohio ...••••.•.•• : .•.•••..•. 63.8 36.2 55.9 44.1 411:1 51.9 
Michigan ................... 61.1 38.9 47.2 52.8 39.3 60.7 
Massachusetts . ......•...... 94.8 5.2 92.8 7.2 91.5 8.5 
P~~ ............... 64.3 35.7 60.4 39.6 54.7 45.3 
New ................. 78.4 21.6 75.2 24.8 70.6 29.4 

Racial Char,"lw of WorH"g Popuialio" 
New York City has been the port of entry for a very high 

percentage of the immigrant population which has tended 
to congregate in the cities and formerly represented a con
siderable proportion of the country's industrial working 
force. The percentage of foreign-born white inhabitants in 
New York State was 26.8% in 1920, as compared with 13% 
for the country as a whole. On the other hand, the non
white population, made up chielly of negroes, represented 
only 2% of the population of New York in 1920, whereas the 
figure for the United States was 10.3%. The general dis
tribution of the various elements in the population of the 
state is shown in Table 8. 

The table shows that the percentage of foreign-born whites 
is higher in New York City than in any other industrial 
center in the state. Albany, Syracuse and Troy have a 
comparatively small proportion of foreign-born inhabitants .• 
In the case of Troy there has been a considerable decline in 
the percentage of foreign-born during the past two decades, 
while in only two of these eight industrial centers has the 
number of foreign-born whites increased during th; $'UIl1t 

period. • 
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TABLE 8: IlACIAL CHARACTER OF THE POPULATION IN NEW 

YORK STATE, BY INDUSTRIAL CENTERS, 1900 TO 1920 
(Sour"" Population Census of the Unitod Sta .... 1920) 

N~ ..... Bur.. N~ R~I>-
8<ho-

Syn-R"" V .... Yo" YMk n~ T"", Urin 
SU .. baBY r ... CO", ~ur "d, eo .. 

Native white. ~ .... 
~ % % % % % % % % 

1920 71.1 83.3 75.1 61.7 75.3 76.4 80.4 83.2 74.9 
1910 68.4 80.8 71.6 57.5 72.5 74.0 76.7 79.0 70.9 
1900 72.5 79.9 70.0 61.4 74.6 77.0 77.1 75.6 75.7 

Foreign.born whl ... 1920 26.8 15.6 24.0 35.4 24.1 23.1 18.8 15.9 24.7 
1910 29.9 18.1 28.0 40.4 27.0 25.6 22.4 20.1 28.6 
1900 26.0 18.8 29.5 36.7 25.0 22.5 21.9 23.7 23.9 

All other.'. . . .•... 1920 2.1 1.1 0.9 2.9 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.4 
1910 1.7 1.1 0.4 2.1 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.5 . 1900 1.5 1.3 0.5 1.9 0.4 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.4 

With the exception of Massachusetts, Connecticut and 
Rhode Island, New York State has the highest percentage of 
foreign-born white population of any of the industrial states . 

. The number of such persons in New York was 2,786,112 in 
1920. This was approximately twice the number of such 
inhabitants in Pennsylvania, and more than twice as many 
as in Massachusetts or Illinois .. In regard to the percentage 
of the foreign-born white population who have become 
naturalized citizens, obtained first papers, or remained aliens, 
there appears to be no special difference between New York 
and the competing industrial states. 

Sex Composition oj Working Population 
In determining the character of the population in its rela

tion to economic and industrial development, the question 
of sex composition is important. New York State shows a 
somewhat lower ratio of males to females than is true of the 
entire United States. More significant, howeverl is the 
relatively high ratio of males in those cities of the state in 

• which the leading industries are of such a character that men 
are predominantly employed. In Buffalo, Syracuse and 
Schenectady the ratio of males to females is higher than in 
pthe.r cities. In Troy, Albany and Utica, on the other hand, 
womer!" are conspicuously more numerous than men. 
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TABLE 9: SEX COMPOSITION OF POPULATION OF NEW YORK 

STATE, BY INDUSTRIAL CENTERS, 1900 TO 1920 
(Males to 100 Females) 

(Sour<e: Population Census of the United States, 1920) 

N_ N_ 
IIo<h- sc ........ S""'. Vo" Albany Buff.!. York T ... uc.. 

Su .. City ..- ..... -
1920 99.8 91.2 100.2 99.5 96.8 102.3 100.2 84.7 94.7 
1910 101.2 92.9 .100.6 99.9 98.7 114.2 100.5 85.4 95.6 
1900 98.9 91.7 98.6 98.S 91.1 116.6 94.1 85.8 91.1 

Since regulatory legislation deals chiefly with the employ
ment of women, the analysis of the working force may 
properly be narrowed to women wage earners. ne wage 
earners engaged in manufacturing in New York State at the 
close of the year 1919 numbered 1,228,130, of whom 876,680, 
or 71.4% were men, and 351,450, or 28.6% were women! 
In similar occupations the proportion of women wage earners. 
for the country as a whole was 20.1%. In New Jersey, Penn
sylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin and Ohio the percentages of 
women wage earners in manufacturing ranged from 23.6% 
to 14.4%. Michigan had the lowest percentage, 11.4. In 
certain eastern states, however, the proportion of women 
workers in industry was greater than in New York. In 
Massachusetts 31.4% of the industrial wage earners were 
women, while in Rhode Island women constituted 35.8% of 
the state's industrial workers. While it is true, therefore, 
that New York has more women wage earners in industry 
than has any other state of the Union, and while the pro
portion of women so engaged in New York is higher than it is 
in the United States as a whole, nevertheless the percentage 
in New York is not much above the average for such states 
as Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois and New Jersey, 
while it is actually below the average for Massachusetts 
Rhode.Jsland, New Hampshire and North Carolina. 

In Table 10 are shown the principal industries in New York 
State employing large numbers and percentages of women 
workers. The women's clothing industry, it should be noted, 
again leads the list. Industries producing various articles 01 
wearing apparel for both men and women constitute aJlirl¥ 

I Fourteenth Censuo of the United Sta .... 
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proportion ~f the twenty-five industries included in the 
table. 

TABLE 10: NUMBER OF WAGE EARNERS AND PERCENTAGE OF 

WOMEN IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES, NEW YORK STATE, 1919 
(Source, u. s. Census of Manufactura) 

Ind1Ulr7 

Clothin& women' •.••• ~ .............................. . 
Ct~~, men's. ',' ': ••••. _ .••...•.•......•..•.•.. ,., 
PnntlDg and publithing •..•••••••.•••••.•••.•••••••.• 
Knit goads .•.•••••.•••••••••..••••...•••••.•••••••• 
Electrical Machinery, apparatus and supplies ..•.•••..•• : 
Boo .. and shoes, other than rubber •..•.•••..•••••...•. 
Broad and baJ<ery produc ............................ . 
Millinery and lace goads •.•.•.•.•..•..•••••.•.••.• " • 
Tobacc:o-cigara and cigarettes ...•••...•••............ 
Confectionery and ice- cream •••.••••..•••••..•••...••• 
Bo..., paper and other (except wooden) ••••.•.••••.•••• 
Silk goads •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••.•.••••..•• 
Shi ................................................ . 
CoIIan and cuffir, men·s •.••••••••••••.•••••••• -•.•.••• 
Cot"", goads .••••.••••••••••.•••••.•••••..•.••..••• 

. Carpe" and rugs, other than rag .•••••.••••..•••...••• 
Bookbinding and b1ank.book making .•.•••...•••.•..•• 
WooIen'and wonted goodo •••••.•••••••••••.•.••..•.• 
Buttons ..•.. ," ••....••...•.....•.•.....•....•.....•. 
Dy.ing and finishing textiles (not i. textile mills) .••••.•• 
Fumishi~ goods,. men· •............................•. 
Fancy artI~ not .Isewh .... specified .••••••....•..•••• 
Gloves and m ........ l .. ther .......•................... 
Canning and preserving, fruits and vegetables ..•.••..•.• 
Patent mediCInes and compounds .•••.....•....••••...• 

Avcnle 
Num~r 

<:eo and 
omeD) 

102,652 
62,008 
49,260 
~1,372 
37,598 
34,710 
28,541 
28,096 
21.095 
16,622 
14,509 
13,342 
12,136 
10,920 
9,222 
9lf1J 
8,513 
7,812 
6,568 
6,076 
5,961 
5,943 
5,510 
4,835 
4546 

p--of w ...... 

61.2 
35.3 
18.8 
64.3 
18.6 
30.5 
25.2 
71.7 
55.6 
52.5 
55.9 
58.7 
74.7 
n.7 
39.1 
36.8 
49.6 
50.6 
46.7 
31.3 
69.4 
51.6 
so.o 
47.2 
52.9 

In many other resfC':ts, the composition of the working 
force in New York's Industries resembles closely the condi
tions prevailing in other industrial states. Among children 
under 16 years of age who are employed as wage earners in 
manufacturing industries, the percentage of girls in New York 
is practically the same as in the United States as a whole. 
Massachusetts, which imposes greater legal restrictiolJs upon 
the employment of children under 16 years of age than New 

- 'York, and Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Rhode Island with 
less in the nature of regulatory restrictions, all have higher 
proportions of girls among this group of employed young 
P'!~ns than has New Y'Ork. 
Ex~ination of other groupings of the working force, such 
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as the persons gainfully employed (both as a. 'Whole and in 
manufacturing and mechanical industries), and the tota.I 
population classified in various ways, fails to reveal anyout
standing peculiarities of the New York wage earners. 
Although industry in New York State has developed along 
certain lines which have no parallel in any other state, the 
individuals who work in its factories represent a. fair cross
section of the industrial population in the United States. It 
is true that more women are employed in manufacturing 
in New York than in any other state, but the percenta.ge of 
women workers in the manufacturing and mechanical in
dustries in 1920 was lower in New York than in four other 
states,' and not much higher than in such induslrially de
veloped sta.tes as Pennsylvania, New Jersey and IUinois. The 
characteristics of New York's industrial population, therefore, 
can not be regarded as a decisive consideration in relation to 
legislative policy toward industry in New York State. 

REPRESENTATIVE CHAIlACTER OF INDUSTRY IN NEW YORK 

STATE 

So far emphasis has been placed on the peculiarities of 
New York's industrial life. The effect of the wearing 
apparel industries on the industrial make-up of the state 
was pointed out and compa.red with the situation in other 
states. It remains to be seen whether the prominent position 
which these industries occupy in New York is sufficient to 
'mark ,the state as so peculiar an industrial unit that com
parison of its industrial situation and development with 
those of other states would not be a valid' test of the suita
bility of the legislative environment of industry in the state. 

Of the twenty-five leading industries of New York State, 
as determined by the value of their products in 1923, only, 
seven industries were not included among the twenty-five 
most. prominent industries of the United Sta.tes. In thil 
respect, the situation in New York resembles more closely 
the situation in the United States as a whole than is true ~T • 
any industrial state with the exception of Ohio, Pennsylvania. 
and Illinois. Ohio, with only six of her twenty-five leading 

, New Hampshire. M .... chuset ... Rhode Island and North Carolin_ ~4uIa-
cian c. ..... of 1920, Vol. IV, P. 51.) • 
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industries o~ of line with the twenty-five most important 
industries of the United States, is the only state which seems 
to be more representative than New York. Among the 
other states, however, New York's position is unexcelled, 
being on a parity with that of Pennsylvania and Illinois and 
on a much more representative plane than is the case with 
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, 
Missouri, Michigan or Wisconsin. 

The following list shows the number of leading industries 
in eleven industrially prominent states which are not found 
among the twenty-five leading industries of the United States. 

Ohio.... ......................................... 6 
New York .......................•................ 7 
Perulsylvania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
Illinois........................................... 7 
Massaehuseru. .. .. . .............................. 9 
Wisconsin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 

~'icl.~-=~:::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::::: l~ 
Missouri ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 
Connecticut .. ......................... , .......... 17 
Rhode Island. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . .. . .. 17 

A further test of the representative character of industry 
in New York State may be made by means of a percentage 
distribution of production and labor in this state and in the 
United States. The thirty leading manufacturing industries 
of New York, sdected on the basis of the value of their 
products and the number of wage earners employed, ac
count for 65.5% of the value of the state's manufactured 
products, and for 61.2% of its wage earners engaged in 
manufacturing. In the country as a whole the products of 
these thirty industries comprise 51.7% of the total value of 
manufactures, and the wage earners employed by these 
industries constitute 49.5% of the total. 

Table 11 presents the comparative data for the thirty 
~ndustries. It shows that in many c~ the percent:tge of 
total production in New York represented by a specific 
r;dustry is very close to the percentage which that industry 
bears to the total product of the United States. The table 
reveals that in twenty out of these thirty industries New 
YOi"k;~.rc;latively ahead of the United States as regards the 
percentage of value of product in each specific industry to the 
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TABLE 11: RELATIVE INDUSTRIAL STANDING OF"NEW YORK. 

STATE AND THE UNITED STATES, 1923 
(Source, U. S. Census of Manufactures) 

Valu~ of ProdlKU NmnberofWqo Eamen 

,~: Ratio Percentage Itario . (W Distributioo (ll 
1 ... .-,. U. S. N~ U.S. N_ 

United N~ 
wid> York 

United Now 
wid> York 

N.V. .. N.Y . .. 
S ..... VMk .,.. United s...a V.rl< .,.. United 

c:luckd s.. ... dud ... Stata. 

Clothing" women·s~ •••.•...••• 2.3 12.5 .5 79.9 IS 7.1 .7 61.1 
CI~~mCD·s .............• 1.9 5.7 1.3 43.S 2.2 5.1 1.8 30.1 
Printing and publishing ...•.•. 3.3 5.7 2.9 25.3 2.8 4.3 2.6 20.1 
Foundry and machine shop 

·5.2 produclS ................... 3.9 3.1 4.0 11.7 5.1 4.5 11.6 
Bread and bakery products .••• 1.9 2.6 1.7 21.l 1.9 2.8 1.7 19.8 
Knit goods ................. , 1.4 2.6 1.2 27.2 2.2 3.~ 2.0 23.4 
Millin...,. and lace goods. •..••• .5 2.2 .2 66.4 .6 2.7 .3 56.9 
Slaugbtering and mea, packing. 4.3 2.2 4.6 7.6 1.5 .6 1.7 5.1 
Sugat mining, cane .......... 1.2 2.2 1.0 27.0 .2 .4 .1 28.7 
Boots and ab.... other than 

rubber ............... : .... 1.7 2.2 1.6 19.5 2.6 3.6 2.4 18.3 
Electrical machinery, apparatus M: s:J:~ . (,;.;, j,;cl;;di;,g" 

2.1 2.1 2.1 14.9 2.7 3.1 2.6 15.3 

motorcycles) ............... 5.2 1.9 5.8 5.3 2.7 1.0 3.0 4.6 
Futgoods ................... .3 1.8 .1 79.7 .2 .8 .1 67.6 
Paper and wood pulp ......... 1.5 1.6 1.5 15.5 1.4 1.5 1.3 14.7 
Furniture. .................. . 1.3 1.5 1.2 17.7 '1.9 2.2 1.9 15.3 
Tobacco-cigan and cigaret .... 1.4 1.4 1.3 1S.8 1.5 U 1.5 12.3 
Chemicals ••..•.•.........•.. 1.0 1.4 1.0 20.3 .9 1.3 .8 20.1 
Iron and sted, .t<d wotks and 

rolling mills ................ 5.2 1.4 5.9 3.9 4.4 1.5 4.9 4.4 
Ga~ manufactured.. ilIuminatini! 

.7 1.2 .7 24.0 05 .9 .4 24.0 and heating ................ 
Silk manufactures . ........... 1.3 1.2 1.3 13.8 1.4 1.2 1.5 1l.4 
Confectionery and icc cream . ... 1.0 1.2 1.0 16.5 1.0 1.3 .9 17.3 
Shirts ....................... .4 1.1 .3 41.9 .6 1.2 .5 25.8 
Car and _'1 CODst. and ..... 

pairs, St9Jn R.R. n:pair abops 2.4 1.0 2.6 6.4 5.6 2.6 6.0 6.2 
Flour mill and grain-mill prod. 

1.7 ucts .••••.••..•.••.•......• 1.0 1.9 8.6 .4 .2 .4 7.2 
Food preparations . ....... , ... .8 1.0 .7 18.4 .3 .5 .3 20.0 
Me_ vehicle bodies and partS •• 1.7 .9 1.8 7.9 1.9 1.3 1.9 9.3 
CarpelS and rugs, wool, other 

tbanrag ................... .3 .8 .3 35.2 .4 1.2 .3 40.8 

~~.~.~~.~~t. .4 .7 .4 23.0 .6 J.1 .6 23.2 
Collars, men's . ............... .1 .5 .0 96.5 .1 .9 .0 97.3 
B~ bronze and other non~ 

fcn'O\l8 allOfIJ etc. . ......... .S .9 .S IS.S .7 .9 .7 IS.6 

'48.ii --
Other industrioa ............ 3404 50.3 10.7 50.2 38.9 51.9 10.1 

All industries . ............. 100.0 100.0 100.0 1 14.8 100.0 100.0 lOOo9 ,"13:\ 
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total produh. Women's clothing and knit goods industries 
fall among the twenty-five leading industries of the United 
States as a result of the extremely heavy production in 
New York State. A few other manufactured lines, such as 
fur goods, millinery and lace goods, and men's collars, which 
are confined chiefly to New York, as well as men's clothing, 
shirts, and carpets and rugs, are important in New York, 
but not sufficiendy prominent in the country as a whole to 
be ranked as leaders. 

This analysis of the industrial structure in New York 
State shows that in spite of its peculiarities, the state as a 
whole if a well-balanced industrial unit. The leading in
dustries of the state, with the exception of the wearing 
apparel establishments which are concentrated in New 
York City, are fairly representative of those of the country 
as a whole. If the clothing industries, which are centered in 
a few cities of the state, be ,left out of account, New York 
is fairly typical in the composition of its industries. This 
. means, for one thin~, that there is no prima facie reason for 
exceptional legislatIve regulation of New York State in
dustries, and also that a comparison of the industrial de
velopment 'of New York State with that of other industrial 
states and with the United States as a whole should afford a 
good test of the relative progress of New York State indus
trially, and a suggestion whether there appear to be any 
hampering influences at work in it. To make such com
parisons it is first necessary to ascertain what are the chief 
states having industries with which those of New York corne 
into important competition. 

STATES COMPETING WITH NEW YORK. 

To determine with a fair degree of accuracy which states 
may be classed as competitors of New York, Table 12 has 

f been compiled from census data.1 Taking as a basisJor the 
computation the twenty-five most important industries of 

"'New York State as determined by the values of their prod
ucts, the table shows the states, excluding New York, which 
rank highest in these same industries, together with the 
~r8e{lt~ge ratio of the product of each state to that of New 

• 1 United Stain Census of Manufac ....... 1923. 



TABLE 12: LEADING INDUSTR~ES OF NEW YORK. COMPARED IN VALUE OF PRODUCT WITH THE PRINCI-
• PAL PRODUCING STATES IN 1923 

New York-IOO 
(Source: U. S. ConJUS of Manufactur .. ) 

p" Po, P" p" pu. p" p" 
R.nk Cent Cent c. •• eo •• c. •• Cent eo •• 

;" .r ,r or or or or or 

f::t Jpdu'U7 SUt. N", s .... N", Stue N,,, State N ... Stl~ Now St.t, N", Statt N", 
York Yorl::. Vntk York York York York 

Stact Prod- Prod- Prod· Prod- Prod- Prod. Prod· 
.<t .0< .n .ot .n .ot .<t - -- -- -- -- ---- -- --

18 1na'llnd .uel,lIteel -.orb Ind rollin, mill •.• T •••• P. I·~U Ohio 6$8 Ind. 200 III. 174 W.V •. 81 AI •• 61 N.J. <? 
U Motor vehidu (not includin, motorcycles} •...••. Mich. Ohio 212 Ind. 89 Mo. 82 N.J. 77 Wi •• 71 Po. 58 
8 SI.UlhtCft1hland meat plckinl* ••••••••..••••.. III. 109 K ..... 11< Neb. 87 Mo. 78 low. 78 Minn. 63 Po. 61 

20 Silk I'IUlDUr.ctum •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Po. 272 N.J. I7S Conn. n M.n. n R.I. 3D V .. " Md. I 
23 Clr lind metal conltrUCboD lUul repai .... ,tum 

lIilrOI n!pair .ho." ..••...••............... Po. 266 III. 129 Ohio 111 Ind. 74 Tuo 51 Calif. 46 Minn. .. 
16 Tobacco-rilafl and cilfaRtlu .••••.•.•.•••••.. N.C. 204 Po. 92 N. J. S2 Vo. .8 Fla. 28 Ohio 22 Mith. 16 
2' Flour...nill .nd ,rain-min product ••.••••••••••• Mino. 191 Kana. lI? Ill. 80 Mo. 69 Ohio .a Te"u 'S Calif. +< 
10 800t. and .hon, other thIn tubber, •.. , •••••.•.. MIN. 149 Mo. 62 Ohiu II Ill. 11 Wi •• 29 N.H. 28 P •• 26 

• Foundry and machine .hot produeu ............. P •• 126 Obio 12! Ill. 101 Mich. 61 Wi,. .. Mill. tz N.J. <I 
II Electric") mathine", app 'Inca Md .uppliel ..•.. III. liD Po. 105 Ohio 91 M .... 61 N'b 54 Ind. • 0 Conn • l? 
6 Knjt~ ••.••• "., ••••••••• ~ •••••••••• , ••• P •• 96 Wi •• 28 Ma ... 20 Tenn. 17 N .• 16 N.J. 13 Ohio 9 

17 Cht .. tllc .... not e1nwbere c:Ia .. ifi. , •••••• " •••••• N.J. !U Po. 67 III. 39 Ohio lS Mith. 14 V •• 21 Mat •. 18 
21 ConfuUonery and ice croall) ••••••••••••.•.• " Po. 18 III. 71 Mall. ro Ohio 36 Calif. 11 Mo. 20 Wi •. 20 
14 Paper Ind wOod pulp •••••••••••••• , ••••••••• , M,. 72 Ma". 67 Wi,. 6S Mich. 61 P •. 52 Ohio <8 N.H. 25 
IS Furniture, ••• , ••.••••••••••.••• •···••••••••• 111. 68 Mich. 68 Ind. !J P •• 39 Wi •• 3. Ohio 32 N.t. 29 
9 SUI.r relitlinat cane ......• ,., ••.•••.••...•.... PL 6S Lo. U 
5 Bre.d IlIld b e!y' produc:tt .................... P •• 56 ilL U Ohio 32 M_. 27 C.lif. 26 N.J. 20 Mich. 18 
3 Printin, and publiwn& ..••..•.• ,., •• , •••••••.• IIi. 53 P •. 19 Ohio 27 MOL 23 Calir. 21 Mo. II Mich. 12 

2S Food prt'Paratio:J not e1tewhlre claui6ed .•••••• Mic:b. 46 Iowa 41 Ohio ., IU. 37 TlnD. It Lo. 30 Calif!' 28 
19 Gu. manuf.cm • illuminatiD& and he.alina .••.• ilL • S Po • U Mil •• " tJ-}: 28 Mim. 11 Cllif. 16 Ind. I: 

.2t Sl1irq •.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• Po. 39 N·l· 19 Md. 1+ I •. J2 Mo. 10 Ohio 7 Conn. 
Clothinl, mIn' ••• , , , •....•.•••••••••••••••••• III. 36 P •• \0 Ohio II Md. '0 Ma ... 8 M •• 7 N.). 5 

\ Milline:a and l.ee aood •••••••••••.•••••••••••• N.J. 12 III. 12 Mo. 6 Calir. < Po. t M .... 1 OhiO 3 

'I. Fur ~~."'"'''''''''' ................ , .... Minn. 1 111. • Po. 3 Calir. 2 M.ar.' 1 Mich. 2 Wi •• 1 
Clot in women· ........................... , , P,. S IU. S Ohio 3 Man. I N .. 2 Calif. 2 Mo. I 

11. Ofd~r not to lii.elo .. operatioslI of indJ"ldud eatablialunent. tbe Cenlu, omlu value of product for tlte Itato wheAl blanka app.ar in tbil tabt •• 
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York. It reveals that in five of the most important indus
tries New York State has no real competition, because a 
very large part of the national production is in this state. 
The women's and men's clothing groups afford striking 
illustrations of this condition. Other examples are the 
millinery and lace goods, fur goods, and shirt industries. 

Industries which by their nature serve primarily a local 
demand are for this reason not subject to state competition. 
In this class belong printing and publishing, bread and bakery, 
confectionery and ice cream, and artificial gas products. 

Analysis of Table 12, excluding the nine industries which 
have been ruled out of the competitive class, makes possible 
the se1ect~on of the states from which New York industries 
meet the most pronounced competition. In the total of 
sixteen industries wherein are arranged in order of rank the 
seven states leading in the industry after New York has been 
excluded, Pennsylvania appears fourteen times, Ohio thirteen 
times, Illinois ten times, New Jersey eight times, Massachu
setts, Michigan and Wisconsin eachseven times,and Missouri 
[our times. 

TABLE 13: RANK: OF THE STATES IN SIXTEEN COMPETrrIVE 

INDUSTIUES (NEW YORK EXCLUDED) 
(Computed from Table 12) 

S-
Number of Appelilraaeet. ill V.riotU lbn'" 

I .. 2nd 3,d . .. 5th 6'" 7'" Toni 

Pennsylvania ............... 6 3 0 1 1 0 3 14 
Ohio .••••.•.••••••••••••••. 0 3 4 1 1 3 1 13 
Illinois ••••..•• ~ .•.•••..•••• 3 1 3 3 0 0 0 10 
New Jersey ...••..••.•..••.. 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 8 
Massachusetts ..•..•.•..••.. 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 7 
Michig"!' ....•••.•••........ 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 7 
WlSCODSUl •••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 0 3 1 1 7 
Missouri .•..•••...•••...••. 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 

From Table 13 it is clear that Pennsylvania leads tlte list 
of competitive states. In the sixteen industries under con
;ideration, Pennsylvania takes first rank on six occasions. 
Ohio, liIinois, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Michigan 
appear frequently enough in first, second or third rank to 
cl~:>ot~ru as industrial competitors of New York. Wisconsin 
and MiSSl)uri, although important industrial states in many 
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respects, do not seem to rank high enough as cempetitors of 
New York to require further attention in this report. 

Considering the six competitive states on the, basis of 
their standing in the sixteen most important competitive 
industries in New York, it is significant that Pennsylvania 
is ahead of New York in only four industries; Illinois in 
two; Massachusetts and Michigan each in one. On the 
other hand, New York is ahead of all others on six occasions. 
In the nine industries which were excluded, furthermore, 
because in them appeared to be no active competition 
among states, New York was far in the lead in every in
stance. Thus in the twenty-five most important industries 
in New York, there are fifteen in which this state"produces 
more of the product than does any other state, while in only 
ten cases does New York yield first place to a competing 
state. 

In the industries in which New York does not excel, the 
state is still an important factor. It ranks second in the 
production of boots and shoes, being surpassed by Massa
chusetts and followed by Missouri, Ohio and Illinois, 
respectively. In the case of silk manufactures, New York 
stands third, both Pennsylvania and New Jersey produ'cing 
silk products of greater value. In the production of foundry 
and machine shop products, New York ranks fourth. 
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois are the three leading states 
in this industry, although Illinois is only 1% ahead of New 
York. In slaughtering and meat packing Kansas and 
Illinois are the only states which rank higher than New York. 
In the manufacture of electrical machinery, apparatus and 
supplies, Illinois and Pennsylvania are ahead of New York, 
although their leadership is very slight. In motor vehicle 
production, only Michigan and Ohio excel New York, but 
the lead of Michigan is very great. Indiana, Missouri, 
New Jersey and WISconsin, which often are thought of all 
automobile producing states, do not equal the record of New 
York. Only North Carolina exceeds New York in the ' 
manufacture of cigars and cigarettes. Pennsylvania and 
Ohio are far in the lead in the value of iron and steel produc- . 
tion, while in this respect Indiana and Illinois also~.:ank 
ahead of New York. In car construction and r~irS, for 
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steam railroAds, New York ranks fo~rth, being exceeded by 
Pennsylvania, Illinois and Ohio, while in flour-mill and 
grain-mill products the leading states are Minnesota and 
Kansas, with New York holding thitd rank. 

Cotton manufacturing is a prominent industry in the 
United States as a whole, but it does not assume great 
importance in New York. Nine other states are ahead of 
New York in this activity. The five leading states in the 
production of cotton goods in 1923 were Massachusetts, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Rhode Island. 

Although in individual industries other states assume 
peculiar importance, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, New 
Jersey, Massachusetts and Michigan, together with New 
York, are the outstanding competitive states in the field of 
manufacturing. In subsequent sections of this volume, 
therefore, the discussion of the relative industrial develop
ment of New York State will be limited to New York, these 
six other states and the United States !IS a whole. 

SUMMARY 

The data presented in this chapter afford a necessary 
background for a clearer understanding of the problem of 
regulatory legislation in its relation to industry in New 
York State. It is seen that the manufacturing industry is, 
to an exceptional degree, the basis of the economic life of 
the state, and that therefore every influence whicll affects 
the strength and progress of manufacturing in the state 
touches vitally the welfare of its people. But so large is 
the manufacturing activity carried on in New York State 
that it occupies an important role in the national welfare as 
well. Yet neither in the character of its industries nor of its 
working population does the state appear to offer conditions 
so peculiar as to call for' special legislative consideration. 

• Except for the magnitude of its industrial activity, NeV( York 
is in all essential respects arepresentative or typical industrial 
state which might be expected to grow industrially at least 
as rapidly as the average and to keep pace in its legislative 
standards with its competitors. The essential questions 
thlt,..may, be asked, therefore, are whether in these two re
spects it ~as done so. 



CHAPTER II 

REGULATORY LEGISLATION IN NEW YORK 
STATE 

AS used throughout this study, the term regulatory 
Il.. legislation refers to those laws and administrative 

rules of the State of New York which bear more or 
less directly upon industrial operation by stipulating condi
tions of employment, qualifications of employees, obligations 
of employers, character and equipment of work places, and 
the like. It is obvious that the legal environment of industry 
is exceedingly complex. since legislation of every kind has 
its indirect effects on industry and trade. Attention is con
fined in the following descriptions and comparisons, however, 
largely to the legislation of the kind just mentioned, which 
is most immediate and concrete in its effects and is the chief 
object of interest on the part of the industrial community. 
Laws of this kind are of the greatest variety and are found 
throughout the entire range of legislative enactments. Al
though in many cases the sections relating to industry may 
be included only as a part of the subject covered by a geheral 
law, there are statutes devoted in their entirety to the 
regulation of industry. These are the Labor Law, together 
with its supplementary Industrial Code Rules, as developed 
by the Industrial Board through the power conferred upon 
it by the Labor Law; the Workmen's Compensation Law; 
and the Employer's Liability Law. . 

In addition to these specific laws, which are devoted 
exclusively to the regulation of labor and industry, further 
restrictions are imposed by sections of the Domestic Rela
tions Law, regulating payment of wages to minors' and 
wives;" the Education Law, dealing with the employment of 
minors;' and the Public Health Law with the Sanitary Code 

I Domestic Relations Law. Sec. 72.. 
a Edocation Law, See. 626. 

• Domestic ReI.tioaa Lo", So<~ • .... 
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devdoped from it, regulating hours and conditions of work 
for aPfrentices and employees in pharmacies' and grocery 
stores. To a lesser degree the General Construction Law, 
the General Business Law, the Election Law, the Personal 
Property Law, the Railroad Law, the Public Service Com-

, mission Law, the Insurance Law and the Penal Law in vari
ous ways, directly and indirectly, affect industry and labor 
and add to the mass of regulatory legislation. Within the 
limits of this study, however, it is not possible to deal with 
these parts of the legislative picture, nor for the present 
purpose is it necessary. 

• THE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAw 

The Workmen's Compensation Law, rdating to the pay
men t of benen ts to employees or their dependents for injuries 
arising out of or in the courSe of employment and for certain 
occupational diseases, constitutes Chapter 67 of the Con
solidated Laws. This law has been t./te subject of a separate 
study by the National Industrial Conference Board.-

THE EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY LAW 

The Employers' Liability Law, while almost entirely 
supplanted by the Workmen's Compensation Law in con
nection with injuries arising out of or in the course of em
ploymen t, remains in effect for the protection of those 
employees who are not covered by the Workmen's Compen
sation Law. This is regulatory only in so far as the defenses 
of employers are limited. 

THELABORUw 

The Labor Law proper embodies the most important 
features of legislation affecting industrial operation. It is 
published as a separate volume, under the direction of the 
Industrial Commissioner. In general, it deals mainly with 

, the duties of employers and the rights of employees with 
respect to heal th, safety and working condi tions. Certain 
sections rdate to the protection of the public in matters 
....... bli'i.~.lth La .. , Sec. 236. • Public Health La .. , Sec. 236 .. 

• "ThO )\,orkmen'. Com_tioa Problem in New York State," New York, 1927. 
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growing out of industrial operation. The places regulated 
include manufacturing plants, buildings under construction 
or repair, mines, quarries, tunnels, mercantile establishments, 
laundries, canneries, bakeries and confectioneries, while the 
subjects covered embrace factory inspection, employment, 
hours of labor, payment of wages, public work, building con
struction and repair, accident prevention, fire hazards, sani
tation, manufacturing in tenement houses, public safety and 
the penalties for violation of the law or of the Industrial 
Code. 

In so far as specific provisions of general statutes have a 
bearing on the subject of labor, they are considered to con-, 
stitute a portion of the body of Labor Law. SucK. sections 
have been brought together by the State Department of 
Labor under the heading of Miscellaneous Labor Laws, 
and have been published as a separate bulletin. 

ADMINISTRATION 

While numerous bureaus, boards, councils, commissions 
and departments are concerned with the administration 
of regulatory legislation, the agency having most to do with 
it is the State Department of Labor. At the head of 
this Department is the Industrial Commissioner, appointed 
by the Governor. Within the Department is an advisory 
body known as the Industrial Council. It consists of ten 
members appointed by the Governor, five of these serving 
as representatives of employers and five representing em
ployees. 

The body within the Department of Labor which has 
direct supervision of industrial affairs is the Industrial 
Board. This Board is made ~p of five mt;mbers appoit.t~d 
by the Governor for terms of SIX years. It IS a quaSI-judiCial 
and quasi-legislative body for determining workmen's com
pensauon claims, settling industrial disputes, and formu
latin~ rules su~plement~ry to the Labor Law.I The In-, 
dustnal Board 18 authorized to "make, amend,and repeal 
rules for carrying into effect the provisions of • • • 
(the Labor Law), applying such provisions to specific con
ditions and prescribing means, methods and practice-,.to ., 

1 ExpiaDa""T Dote, New York State Labor Law, June I, 1926, p. 3. 
4 
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effectuate slich provisions' • • ." Its power includes 
the making of rules regarding sanitation and health measures, 
safety and fire protection. The rules of the Industrial 
Board, having the force and effect of law, make up what is 
known as the Industrial Code. This code contains general 
as well as special rules relating to many different subjects 
which affect particular industries, processes, buildings and 
equipment, materials and conditions of operation! . 

Under the authority granted to it by law, the Industrial 
Board has power to limit the application of rules to certain 
classes of establishments, places of employment, machines, 
apparatus, articles, processes, industries, trades or occupa
tions} 'The Industrial Commissioner may appoint com
mittees of 'elIlployers, employees and experts to suggest new 
rules, or changes in existing rules, but before any rule is 
adopted, amended or repealed, it is required that a public 
hearing be held. 

Variations in the application of the)aw or in the rules of 
the Board are rermitted under special conditions. The law 
states that "i there shall be practical difficulties or un
necessary hardship in carrying out a provision of • . • 
(the law) or a rule of the board thereunder affecting the 
construction or alteration of buildings, exits therefrom, the 
installation of fixtures and apparatus or the safeguarding 
of machinery and prevention of accidents, the board may 
make a variation from such requirements if the . spirit of 
the provision or rule shall be observed and public safety 
secured. Any person affected by such provision or rule, or 
his agent, may petition the board for such variation stating 
the grounds therefor.'" 

Factory Inspection 
The Industrial Commissioner or the officers and employees 

of the Department of Labor are directed to enter l/,nd in
spect every place which is, or which they have reasonable 
cause to believe is, affected by the provisions of the Labor 

1 Labor Law, Sec. 27 • 
• The Industrial Code ia issued in .... aII bulletins, esth relating to a distinct 8Ul>

j"".t,. A lis, of these bulletina i. published in the volume of Labor Law of June: I, 
192' ~c . 

• Labor law, s.c. 28. • Labor Law, Sec. 3(). 
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Law.l The owners, operators or managers of fhctories are 
required to furnish information and to render such assistance 
as is necessary for a proper inspection." All papers, books, 
records or other documents provided for by the law or the 
Industrial Code shall be available at all times to the factory 
inspectors, and the persons in charge thereof shall afford 
every reasonable facility for their examination and permit 
copies -to be made when required by the Industrial Com
missioner" 

Hearings, Subpamas and &oiews oj Orders 
The Industrial Commissioner, the members of the In

dustrial Board, the Deputy Commissioner or the· referees 
have power to issue subprenas for and compel the attendance 
of witnesses and the production of books, contracts, papers, 
documents, and other evidence. They may hear testimony 
and take or cause to be taken depositions of witnesses,' 
and are not bound by technical rules of evidence! 

Any person in interest or his duly authorized agent may 
petition the Industrial Board for a review of the validity 
or reasonableness of any rule or order made under the 
provisions of the law. The filing of the petition operates to 
stay all proceedings under the rule or order until the deter
mination of the review." After the case has been reviewed 
and a decision rendered by the Industrial Board, any person 
in interest may within thirty days appeal to the Supreme 
Court.' -

GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE LAnoR LAw 
All factories and establishments to which the Labor Law 

" applies shall be so constructed, equipped, arranged, 
operated and conducted as to provide reasonable and 
adequate protection to the lives, health and safety of all 
persons employed therein."sThe Industrial Board is 
charged with the duty of making rules to carry this pro
vision of the law into effect. 

Employers are required to post copies of the rules in 
conspicuous places on each floor of the premises. 

I Labor Law, Sec. 25. 'Labor Law, Sec. 31. 'Labor Law, Sec. 26-
~ Labor La .. , Sec. 39. • Labor Law, Sec. 41. • Labor La..,.s.e. flo. 
l Labor Law, Sec. 111. • Labor Law. Sec. 200. 
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Provisions Jor Sanitation 
Every part of a factory building and of the premises 

thereof shall be kept in a safe and sanitary condition and in 
proper repair. l Suitable receptacles shall be provided and 
used for the storage of waste and refuse.2 Pure drinking 
water is required.' Separate wash rooms and toilets for each 
sex are designated,' and dressing rooms separated from 
waterclosets must be provided for women.' Living quarters 
furnished by employers, either directly or by contract with 
a third person, must be maintained in a sanitary condition, 
in accordance with rules adopted by the Industrial Board.' 

AdelJ..uate ventilation and proper degrees of temperature 
and humidity are required at all t!mes in the workrooms 
of factories! Exhaust fans must be provided to carry away 
dust, fumes and vapors arising out of any process or manu
facturing operation. 

The number of persons permitted to work in any room is 
governed by the air space as well. as by the restrictions 
regarding exits. Between six o'clock in the morning and 

. six o'clock in the evening, two hundred and fifty cubic feet 
of air space are required for each employee. This limit is in
creased to four hundred cubic feet during other hours, unless 
a permit to the contrary is obtained from the Industrial 
Commissioner." 

The restrictions lor factories also apply to foundries, but 
here additional requirements exist for the removal of gases 
and for the protection of employees against dust. Where 
ten or more persons are employed, lockers and wash rooms, 
·with hot and cold water, must be supplied.! Other require
ments relate to the protection of employees against exposure 
to the outside weather. 

Laundries and Bakeries 
Aside from the requirements which relate to factories and 

mercantile and other establishments in general, particular 

1 La ..... Law. Sec. 291. I La ..... Law, Sec. 290. I La ..... La ... Sec. 292 • 
• Labor Law, Sec. 293. t Labor Law, Sec.. 294. • Labor Law, Sec. 298. 
'La ..... L .... Sec. 299 (the gonera! requirements reI.ti"!! to ventilation, heating 

.... h""l."' ty .... covered in detail by the Industrial Cncie). 
I La ..... J. ... , Sec. 300. • La ..... Law. Sec. 310. 
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reference is made to laundries, as well as to bakeries and 
other places where food products are manufactured. Laun
dries must be kept separate and distinct from sleeping and 
living quarters.' The Labor Law stipulates that no person 
having a communicable disease may be employed in bakeries, 
and all employees must submit to physical examination 
whenever required by a medical inspector.> Special clothing 
must be worn during work hours. No person may operate 
a bakery without a sanitary certificate obtained from the 
Industrial Commissioner.· 

Tenement House Work 
Manufacturing in tenement houses is covered partly by the 

Labor Law and partly by the Public Health Law .• Licenses 
are required, and managers before employing or contract
ing with any person for manufacturing in tenements must 
secure a permit from the Industrial Commissioner.' The 
provisions under which work may be performed require that 
rooms shall be clean and sanitary and free from disease. 
No articles of food, dolls or dolls' clothing or children's or 
infants' wear may be manufactured for a factory where part 
of the tenement is used for living purposes. The workrooms 
must be adequately lighted ;tnd ventilated. At least five 
hundred cubic feet of air are required for each worker." 
No article may be manufactured in a basement, except when 
one-half of the height of the basement is above the adjoining 
ground.. 

PIlOVISIONS REGAIlDING EMPLOYMENT 01' WOMEN 

The Labor Law provides for the operation of a Bureau 
for Women in Industry to investigate and report on the 
conditions of employment of women and minors.' Through 
the power conferred on the Industrial Commissioner, rules 
may be 'made in regard to minors in matters which are not 
specifically covered by the law.1 Women generally may be. 
employed under proper conditions, except in certain pro
hibited capacities or occupations. 

1 Labor Law, Sec. 296. • Labor Law, Sec. 333. "Labor Law, Sec. 337 
• Laber Law, Sec. 353. Public Health Law, Sec. 33. • Laber La",,:iec. 355-
• Laber La .. , See. 2Oa. 'Laber Law, Sec. 146,oSubd. 11. 
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In factories, mercantile establishments, elevators, hotels 
and restaurants, seats must be furnished, and women em
ployees permitted to use them to a reasonable extent. In 
factories seats are required for women when engaged in 
work which may be performed in a sitting position.l Sepa
rate toilets and wash rooms, as well as dressing rooms, 
must be provided for women. . 

Females are prohibited from working on grinding and 
polishing wheels, except that women over the age of twenty
one may engage in wet grinding under conditions prescribed 
by the Industrial Code.' Females employed as conductors 
or guards on transportation systems must be at least 
twenty-~me years of age. This age limit also applies to 
females working as messengers for a telegraph or messenger 
company. . 

Other specific regulations for female workers prohibit 
their employment at core making, unless the work is done in 
a room separate from that in whicl! the cores are baked. a 
Employment of females in mines and quarries is forbidden. 
·Employment of women in basements of mercantile establish
ments and restaurants is not allowed unless permission is 
obtained from the Industrial Commissioner.' Employers 
are also prohibited from knowingly employing a woman 
within four weeks after childbirth' or from employing 
women for night work.' The prohibition of night work does 
not apply to female writers or reporters employed in news
paper offices! 

PR.OVISIONS REGAR.DING MINORS 

The sections of the Labor Law relating to minors apply to 
factories throughout the state; but for employments in 
business offices, mercantile establishments and nine other 
specified occupations" the law is limited to villages of three 
thousand population or more. • 

ll..jbor Law, Sec:. 150. I Labor Law, Sec:. 146, SuM. 8 • 
• Labor Law, Sec. 147. • Labor Law, Sec:. 383-
• Labor Law, Sec. 145. I Labor La ... Sec. 172. f Labor Law, Sec:. 181. 
• Employment in or in connection with any telegraph oiIice, restaurant, hotel OJ' 

agartment houstt. theatre or other place of amusement .. bowling alley)' barber ahop, 
Ihoe-poli.ting establishment. or in the distribution or transmiS510n ot men:handise, 
articlea, or m_ or in the sale of articles. Labor Law, Sec:. 130. 
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The Education Law is stat~wide in application, and 
covers the employment of minors of certain ages in aU 
businesses or services. The provisions of this law are 
concerned principally with the attendance of children at 
school, but also specify the conditions under which school 
children may be employed during vacation periods and at 
other times. No child under the age of fourteen may be 
employed anywhere during the time that schools are in 
session.' Between the ages of fourteen and sixteen an em
ployment certificate is necessary, and in cities of five thou
sand population or more the upper limit is seventeen years.· 
Even when attendance at classes in not required, the lower 
limit of fourteen years still applies, except that hbys twelve 
years of age and over may be employed in the. sale or dis
tribution' of newspapers, periodicals or magazines, and in 
farm or outdoor work not connected with factories or other 
forbidden employments. For minors between fourteen and 
sixt~ years of age an employment certificate is required 
even during the time when school is not i,n session." 

Continuo/ion Schools 
Minors between the ages of fourteen and seventeen years 

who have not completed a four-year high school course, and 
who do not regularly attend full-time day school are ~ 
quired to attend part-time or continuation school. The 
Education Law provides that by the opening of the school 
term in September, 1928, the age limit shall be increased 
to eighteen years. The required hours of such schooling 
per week may vary trom four to eight, although the hours of 
attendance per week may be increased to reduce the number 
of weeks of instruction. Classes are held between eight 
o'clock in the morning and five o'clock in the afternoon, with 
a shorter period on Saturday.' 

Pro/'iOited Employment of Children 
The employment of persons under sixteen years ot age is 

prohibited in· connection with the operation of numerous 
kinds of machinery, various specific processes, and a number 

'Labor Law, Sec. 626. 
• Education Law, Sec.. 626. 

11 Education Law, Sec. 626-
f Education ~, Sec. 601. 
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of other manufacturing operations.1 Age requirements for 
devator opera tors are sixteen years for males, if the speed 
does not exceed 200 feet per minute, and eighteen years 
if the speed exceeds that limit; for all female operators, 
eighteen years; for persons engaged in the cleaning of 
machinery in motion, eighteen years for boys and twenty-one 
years for women, while boys working in mineS and quarries 
'must be at least sixteen years of age. Girls under sixteen 
may not work at occupations which necessitate constant 
standing,' and children may not work at night! 

HOURS OF WORK. 

No aspect of regulatory legislation in New York has been 
the cause ~f so much controversy as that relating to the 
restriction of hours of work. For years, bills dealing with 
this subject have been introduced at each legislative ses
sion, and the question has precipitated some bitter contro
versies. Attempts to restrict the working day for men 
ge!lerally have failed, and only blanket requirements exist 
for women and minors. 

The Labor Law defines the legal work day as of eight 
hours' duration, except for farm laborers and domestic ser
vants and for certain transportation employees, unless 
otherwise provided.' This reference merely defines the legal 
work day in its contractual aspects, and does not prevent 
an agreement for overtime at an increased compensation, 
except upon work by or for the state or for a n.unicipal 
corporation. 

Hours aJ Work/or Men 
Legislation actually limiting the hours of work for men 

applies only to certain wdl-defined employments. These 
iLclude occupations in connection with land transportation 
systems in which the permissible length of work day ra'nges 
fN>m ten consecutive hours, including one-half hour for 
dinner in the case of street surface or devated railroad 
employees in cities,' to sixteen consecutive hours for em-

• Labor Law Sec. 146-
~ Labor Lai:Sec. 170. 

• Labor Law, Sec. 146, subdivisions ',}-7. 
• Labor Law, Sec. 220. • Labor Law, Sec. 160. 
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ployees of steam or other railroads of thirty or more miles 
in length except where the mileage system is in use.1 An 
exception is made in the case of signalmen, whose work day is 
limited to eight hours. Provision in all cases is made for 
extensions of hours of work in times of emergency. Em
ployees engaged in interstate commerce are not subject to 
these provisions. The hours of labor in brick yards are 
limited to ten each day and may not commence before 
seven o'clock in the morning, except by agreement for extra. 
compensation. Work in excess of ten hours may also be 
performed under similar agreements.- The time that an 
employee is permitted to work under compressed air is 
definitely stated, the alternating intervals of work and rest 
varying with the conditions.' 

Hours 0/ Work/or Females anti Minors 
In restricting the hours of employment of young persons 

the Labor Law makes a distinction between factories and 
mercantile and other establishments. In factories, it pro
vides that persons under the age of sixteen shall not be 
employed more than six days or forty-foUr hours in anyone 
week. Work in anyone day is limited to eight hours and is 
prohibited between the hours of five o'clock in the evening 
and eight o'clock in the morning.' 

For male employees between the ages of sixteen and 
eighteen years, factory work is limited to six days in any 
one week and to a total of fifty-four hours. Work on anyone 
day must not exceed nine hours, except that in order to 
provide a shorter day or a holiday on anyone day of the 
week the daily hours may be extended to ten. No work may 
be performed between the hours of twelve midnight and 
six o'clock in the morning. These provisions do not apply 
to the canning and preserving of perishable products be
tween me fifteenth day of June and the fifteenth day of 
October.' 

The law limiting the work day for females was amended 
during 1927, but the provisions do not become effective 

1 Labo ........ Sec. 165. 
• Labo< La ... Sec. 170. 

• Labo< La .. , Sec. 163. • Labo< La"" §ec. 430 • 
• Labo< La..,Se<. 171 • 
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until January 1, 1928.. The present law restricts the hours 
for females over ~ixteen years of age in factory work to nine 
hours a day and fifty-four hours a week. A lO-hour day, 
however, is permitted to give a shorter work day on one day 
during the week. It is further provided that no female under 
twenty-one years of age may beemployed in a factory between 
nine o'clock at night and six o'clock in the morning. For 
women over twenty-one years of age the prohibited period 
begins at ten o'clock at night." Special provisions are made 
for the employment of women in canneries during the can
ning season. The work is limited to ten hours a day for six 
days, or a total of sixty hours in anyone week, although at 
the di~retion of the Industrial Board these hours may be 
increased during a specified period to twelve hours a day, 
with a total of sixty-six hours spread over six days in any 
one week.S 

In mercantile establishments, business houses and in nine 
other occupations in villages of over 3,000 population,' 
the hours of work for minors under sixteen years are the 

. same as for factories, except that the prohibited period of 
work begins at six o'clock in the evening. The Education 
Law specifies that boys may not sell or distribute any peri
odicals between eight o'clock in the evening and six o'clock 
in the morning.' The requirement for males between sixteen 
and eighteen and for females over sixteen years of age, doing 
work in connection with mercantile establishments, are the 
same as for factories, except that at Christmas time the 
limitations on hours do not apply and are also removed 
during two additional days when longer hours of work are 
required for stock taking. 

The restrictions in the hours of female employment in 
restaurants are practically the same as for factory employees, 
except that no increase is permitted in the nine-hour day.6 
These restrictions apply likewise to females operati9g eleva-

'The I.w u ..... nded provid .. an a.bour day and 48.bour week except that to 
giveoneshorterdayon_a~lone day of the week nine hours may be worked five 
daye and four and one.-half hours on the shorter day. Seventy...eight hours of over· 
time are allowed in any calendar year but in no case shall the work. day be longer 
than ten hours. 

• Lab91.l..aw, Sec. 172. • Labor Law, Sec. 173.. • See p. 40 of this volume. 
I Ed.~ftion Law) Sec. 626. • Labor Law, Sec. 182. 
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tors and to· those employed on street railroads as conductors 
or guards, or in telegraph or messenger service, except that 
in some cases work may not start before seven o'clock in 
the morning,' 

Male employees under twenty-one years of age are pro
hibited from peFforming telegraph or messenger service be
tween ten o'clock at night and five o'clock in the morning. 

The hours of labor of apprentices and employees in 
drug stores and grocery stores are limited to seventy per 
week, with provision for overtime and for time off! 

PERIODS OF REST 

The Labor Law provides that every employer o"perating a 
factory, mercantile establishment, or freight 01' passenger 
elevator shall allow every employee at least twenty-four 
consecutive hours of rest in any calendar week. Exceptions 
to the requirements for twenty-four consecutive hours of 
rest are made in the case of certain groups of workers, such 
as hotel employees, janitors, watchmen, dairy workers and 
a few others performing similar labor.' It is within the 
power of the Industrial Board to make such variations in 
these pmvisions as seem reasonable. 

Sunday Work 
The Penal Law prohibits aU labor on Sunday, excepting 

work of necessity and charity. Specific reference is made 
to trades, manufacturing, agricultural or mechanical em
ployments, and all work in connection with these is pro
hibited, except as required by necessity.· 

Time AOowedfor Meals 
All factory employees and females employed as conductors 

or guards on transportation systems are granted one hour fo~ 
the noon-day meal. Employees working at night on shifts 
which cover at least three hours before and three hours afte!; 
midnight are allowed a minimum of twenty minutes for a 
meal. In mercantile or other establishments, exclusive of 
factories covered by the Labor Law, it is specified that the 

I Labor Law, Sees. 183-185. • Public Health Law, See. 236,236a. 
• Labor Law, Sec. 161. 4, Penal Law, Sec. 2143 •• ,. 
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period for the noon-day meal shall not be less than forty-five 
minutes. Every person employed after seven o'clock in the 
evening must be given at least twenty minutes for a meal 
between five and seven o'clock. Shorter periods than those 
specified for the noon-day meal may be permitted, however, 
at the discretion of the Industrial Board.l 

PAYMENT OF WAGES 

The amount of wages to be paid for a legal day's work is 
subject to regulation only in connection with contract for 
public work, where it is specified that the wage paid shall 
not be les! than the prevailing rate for a day's work in the 
same trade.or occupation in the same locality; and shall be 
paid in cash.' 

Employers engaged in certain other specified industries 
are required to pay wages in cash, although it is provided 
that payment may be made by check if satisfactory proof is 
furnished to the Industrial Commissioner of the employer's 
financial responsibility, and reasonable assurance is given 
that checks may be cashed by employees without difficulty 
and for the full amount for which they are drawn. The law 
prohibits the use of store money-orders and other methods 
of bartering wages for materials, a and forbids deductions for 
rent or other -charges.' Certain classes of employees, such 
as civil engineers, book-keepers, etc., are not considered as 
coming within the requirements for payment in cash.' The 
industries covered include manufacturing, inercantile estab
lishments, transportation, certain public utilities and mining 
and quarrying. 

The time when wages are to be paid and the period 
covered by the payment are definitely stated in the Labor 

"Law. Employees of steam railroads must be paid on or be
fore the first and fifteenth day of each month for half-'\lonth 
calendar periods for service rendered up to and including the 
• 

1 Labor Law, Sec. 162. ' Labor Law, Sec. 220 • 
• N ... YorkCnrlral& H. R. R. R. C .... lIIi11i ..... I99 N. Y.I08; Kn""ui/k I ... 

C .... Htrii, ••• I83 U. S. 13;· Labor Law, Sec. 195. 
• Note to Sec. 195 01 me Labor Law. 
• Ptt1l'k .. 1fi; ... .,..ugIo RlrpiJ ~"",it Co., 169 App. Div.32. Note to Sec. 195, 

01 'he Labor baw. 
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fifteenth day of the current month or the last day of the 
preceding month. All other employees of corporations or 
stock associations are required to be paid weekly for thewages 
earned to a time not more than six days prior to the date of 
such payment.1 The payment of wages in full, every two 
weeks, is held to be in compliance with the law, the six days 
being construed to mean working days.! Assignments of 
future wages are invalid when made to employers in certain 
industries specified in the Labor Law. Charges for groceries, 
provisions or clothing may not be deducted from wages.· 

In addition to the provisions of the Labor Law, numerous 
other laws rela te to the protection of wages. These are 
compiled in the Miscellaneous' Labor Laws and'deal with 
assignments, garnishments, payment of wages'to minors, 
rights of married women, and the preferred status of wages 
over other debts of employers. 

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR WORK. 

The Labor Law is specific in its requirements for adequate 
scaffolds, hoists, stays, ladders, slings, hangers, blocks, 
pulleys, braces, irons, ropes and other mechanical contriv
ances for the protection of employees engaged in building 
construction and repair work. Immediate inspection of a 
scaffold or mechanical device connected therewith will be 
made by the Industrial Commissioner in case a complaint 
is filed. Rigid methods of procedure in building construction 
are incorporated in the law.' 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION 

"In all factory buildings, e~ery elevator and elevator 
opening and the machinery connected therewith and every 
hoistway, hatchway and well-hole shall be so constructed, 
guard~d, equipped, maintained and operated as to be safe' 
for all persons." The Industrial Board adopts' rules to 
carry this provision of the law into effect.' ' 

Standard legislation has been adopted and rules formu
lated for the guarding of machinery and the installation of 

• Labor Law, Sec. 196. • Note to Sulld. 2, Sec. 196, of ,., Labor Law. 
I Labor Law, Sec. 197. • Labor Law, Sees. 246-241. • Labor l':w, Sec. 2S S. 
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safety devices. Proper lighting is required during working 
hours not only in work places but also at designated points. 
such as halls, stairways and elevators.! 

Fire H azortis 
To safegUard against fire, the law has required all factory 

buildings over four stories in height, erected after October I, 
1913, to be of fireproof construction. Definite specifications 
are made as to building materials, doors, corridors, stairways, 
fire escapes, and fire alarms.' At least two exits from each 
floor are required, with no point in the floor area more than 
100 to 150 feet distant from an exit. The stairways must be 
not less than forty-four inches wide and must be equipped 
with treads which will prevent persons from slipping thereon! 

Buildings erected before October 1, 1913, and still used for 
factory purposes, if over two stories high, must have at least 
two exits, and as many additional exits as are necessary 
to bring every point on the floor within. 100 feet of an exit, or 
within 150 feet of an exit if the building is provided with an 
approved automatic sprinkler system. One of the required 
exits on every floor above the ground floor shall be either 
an interior stairway enclosed with fire-resisting material 
extending continuously from the basement to the roof, or an 
exterior fireproof enclosed stairway. The other exit shall 
be a stairway, a horizontal exit, an exterior screened stair
way, or ali outside fire escape, approved by the Industrial 
Board.' 

It was in connection with safety measures as applied to 
non-fireproof buildings erected before October I, 1913, that 
the Industrial Board issued" Rule Two," dealing with the 
necessity of exits and enclosed stairways. 

In addition to separate requirements for fireproof buildings 
,erected since October 1,1913, and for non-fireproof buildings 
which were in existence before October I, 1913, there are 

• general requirements for all buildings. 
A limitation is put on the number of occupants in any 

factory building above the ground floor, and is based on the 
number which it is estimated can safely escape from the 

'Labor J.-, Sea. 256-257. • Labor Law, Sea. 270, 272, 274, 279 • 
• Labor Lrw, Sees. 270, 272-274, 279. • Labor Law, Sec. 271. 
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building in case of emergency.l Every factory must be 
provided with properly covered fireproof receptacles for 
waste materials of an inflammable natore, and no waste 
materials, cuttings and rubbish shall be permitted to accu
mulate on the floors." 

In every factory building over two stories in height in 
which more than twenty-five persons are employed above 
the ground floor, unless exception is made because of the 
existence of an approved· automatic sprinkler system, an 
adequate fire alarm signal system .shall be installed and a 
fire drill shall be conducted at least once a month! 

Automatic sprinklers are designated for all facto?, build
ings over seven stories or over ninety feet in height In which 
wooden trim is used and more than 200 people are 'regularly 
employed above the seventh Hoor or more than ninety 
feet above the ground level.' 

Requirements for Mines, tuarries ana Tunnels 
The operation of mines and quarries and work in connec

tion with tunnels are specially regulated in matters affect
ing the health and safety of employees. Blasting methods 
and the storage of inHammable supplies ar.e subject to re
strictions, anti the use of steam boilers and hoists must be 
in accordance with definite regulations. Timbering, means 
of ingi-esS and egress, shaft equipment and ventilation are 
all covered by the provisions of the law. Special rules 
regarding safety have been developed. Wash rooms, prop
erly ,heated, are required where more than twc;nty-five 
persons are employed.' 

Where employees work in compressed air, the shifts and 
intervals in the open air are specified according to the con
ditions. The equipment and methods used in this work are 
also subject to strict regulation. Provisions are made for 
physical examinations, medical and nursing attention, dress-
Ing rooms, bathing and toilet facilities.o . 

A division of the law applicable to industry generally, 
governs the use, storage and transportation of explosives.' 

1 Labor Law, Sec. 278. 1 Labor Law, Sec. 281. • Labor Law, Sec. 279. 
• Labor Law, Sec. 280. 
• Labor Law, Sees. 425-431. 

• Labor Law, ~17. 
'Labor Law, Sea..(SQ-456 • 
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MISCELLANEOUS LAWS 

Five hundred or more emJ?loyees of a manufacturing 
or industrial corporation, haVIng at least three thousand 
employees, may form a voluntary mutual benefit association 
provided the employer has agreed to pay 20% of the total 
benefits. Such an organization is closely regulated by law, 
and before any plan becomes operative the approval of the 
Superintendent of Insurance must be obtained.1 Retire
ment pensions and sick benefits are subject to provisions 
of the Insurance Law! 

A final instance of regulatory legislation and one which 
only inliirectly affects industry and the employment of 
labor, is that providing for the licensing of such workmen as 
chauffeurs, master engineers, pilots and, in some localities, 
steam engineers. The license, of course, is a testimonial to 
the qualifications of the workman~ but it creates greater 
wage requirements which must be met by the employer. 

PENALTIES 

Any person who violates or does not comply with any pra
vision of the Labor Law or of the Industrial Code is guilty 
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished 
by fine or imprisonment, or both.· 

CoMPAIUSON OF REGULATORY PROVISIONS IN NEW 

YORK WITH THOSE IN OTHER STATES 

The effect of regulatory legislation on industry is particu
larly important from the point of view of interstate com
petition. Uniform restrictions upon industry in all com
peting states would put no state in a disadvantageous 
position, but at this period of narrow profit margins the 
competitive ability of a state's industry might be seriously 
hampered by more stringent regulation of its industry than 
is found in states with which it must compete in the market 
for its goods or services. A detailed comparison of regula
tory provisions in various states, however, is beyond the 
scope of this study; only a general comparison can be given 

'!1IIUfIU\f:O Law, See. 221. 
I Labor'Law, See. 1Z75. 

'Insurance La .. , See. ZZ9. 
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here, with special emphasis on the situation in the six 
states which have been designated as competitors of New 
York. There is, of course, no precise way of measuring the 
relative severity or stringency of the legislative standards 
affecting industry in the various states. The terms of the 
law, where there is wide divergence as between two states, 
are obvious enough, yet they do not tell the whole story. 
For one thing account should be taken of the whole body of 
industrial legislation, not merely of particular provisions. 
It is often the mass effect of a multiplicity of regulations 
trifling in themselves that is more oppressive than one or 
two legal provisions of apparent severity. Secondly, of 
course, it is ultimately not the law but the manlfer of its 
administration that determines its effectiveness, ·and that 
in turn depends not only on the formal machinery provided 
but upon the spirit of its operation. It is practically im
possible, however, to compare the regulatory legislation of 
two states from these points of view, and it must suffice here 
to set forth in contrast the major features of the law, so 
that the more obvious differences may be seen. 

REGULATION OF HOURS OF WORK. 

The statutory work periods for women in the various 
states range from forty-eight to sixty hours per week, with 
daily limits from eight to eleven hours in manufacturing and 
from six to twelve hours in mercantile establishments, as 
may be seen from Table 14. Only nine states permit a work 
week of sixty hours. All of these are southern states, with 
the exception of Illinois. South Carolina is included in the 
group, as employees in mercantile establishments in that 
state may be employed twelve hours a day and sixty hours 
per week, although the hours of work in cotton and woolen 
mills have been set at ten a day and fifty-live a week. North 
Carolillfl, with an eleven-hour· provision, has the longest 
legal work day for women in factories of any state which 
has enacted laws on the subject. Each of these states, with 
the exception of the Carolinas, has a ten-hour legal day, 
and in most cases the work week is set at sixty hours. Vir
ginia limits the weekly hours by prohibiting Sunday work, 
while Illinois has no weekly limit. A1abama:.Florida, 

5 



TABLE 14: LEGAL LIMITATIONS ON HOURS OF WORK FOR 

WOMEN IN VARIOUS STATES' 
(Source: State Statutes) 

ro H~u ... per Week 55-Sa H-n pet' Week 

s_ Hou .. - H~ .. 
Hoan pet D.,. ,,::,. Houn PCI' Day If!!k 

Georgia ••....•. 10(00<_ and 60 Minneoota ..•.• 10 (merean. 58 
n:xtiIe mills) tile) 

K:entucky ...... 10 60 Tennessee. , ... 10>' 57 
Louisiana •.•... 10 60 Vermont .••.... 10>' (ma.afae:. 56 
Maryland ....•• 10 60 

8>' turing) Mississic:, ..... 10 60 Wyoming. ..... 56 
North lina •• 11 60 New Mccico ... 9 (mere.n. 56 
South Carolina .. 12 (mercantile) 60 tile) 
lllinou ......... 10 .. New Mexico •••• 8 (fa<tOriea) 56 
Virginia', ...... 10 .. Nevada ....••. 8 56 

Connectic:u.t .•.• 10 (mauufae:. 55 

Connecticut .•.• .. ~) (mereaD_ 58 

Delaware ....•. 
tile) 

10 55 
South Carolina. 10 (cctmn 5S 

and ....,I-
en mills) 

5H9}4" Houn per Week . 43 Hours por Week 

S- Houn Sf ... 
Henu'lper Hc;:rr Hour. per Day .r.:. D., 

New Hampshire. IOJ( 54 North Dakota •• 8>' 48 
NewJ.....,. ..... 10 54 Arizoaa ..•....• 8 48 
Pennsylvania .•• 10 54 Califoruit ...... 8 48 
Rhode lsl •• d ... 10 54 District of ~ 
South Dakota ... 10 54 lumbia ... '" 8 48 
Arkansaa .•••.•• 9 54 Utah .......... 8 48 
Idaho .......... 9 . . COlorado' ..•.•• 8 .. 
Kansu ........ 9 (mereantile) 54 Mon .......... 8 .. 
Maine ..••...•. 9 54 Waahington' .•• 8 .. 
Michigan ........ 9 54 Muaaehuaetts. . 9 48 
Minnesota ....•. 9 (manufae. 54 0J0g0u ••••.••• 9 48 

MUaouri ••..... 
twins) 

9 54 
Nebraaka ....... 9 54 
New York' ..... 9 54 
Oklahoma ...... 9 54 
Texas ..•••....• 9 54 
Ohio ...•••.•••• 9 50 
Wisconsin ••..•• 9 50 
Kana .......... 9 (ma.ufae. 

turi ... ) 
49>' ~ 

1 Heurs of work given in the table refer to both manufacturing and mercantile 
establlshments unless otherwise indicated. The laws of lm~ Virginia, Idaho, 
Colorado, Montana and Washington do not specify a weekly mmt. 

• Sunday work: in Virginia prohibited. with certain exceptions.. 
I See foOtnote, p. 440f this volume, for 48-hour law, recently cnacted in New York • 
• Sunda'y.-.orIt prohibited, 011 oc<:upations except warUof necessity and ehurity. 
I Six .... )I. week specified for manUfacturins. Sunday work jIlObibited for 011 

employm ...... with ....... """,ptions. 
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Indiana, Iowa and West Virginia have no laws regulating 
the daily and weekly hours of work for women. 

In marked contrast are the laws of the eleven states 
which either have an eight-hour day, or a forty-eight hour 
week, or both. Eight states and the District of Columbia 
specify eight hours of work per day as the legal limit, and five 
of these stipulate a forty-eight-hour week. Two others pro
hibit more than six days of work a week. Two states which 
have the eight-hour day permit a 56-hour week, and another 
permitting eight hours of work per day does not limit the 
length of the work week. Three states having 48-hour laws 
permit eight and one-half hours per day in one instance and 
nine in the others. It is noteworthy that all these states, 
with the exception of Massachusetts, are western states and, 
but for California, unimportant from a manufacturing stand
point. 

Twenty-five states have enacted legislation establishing 
the length of the day or week at points between the limits 
of these two extreme groups. In these states the hours 
range from forty-nine and one-half to fifty-seven per week 
in manufacturing and to fifty-eight hours in mercantile estab
lishments, with a 54--hour week predominating. The daily 
hours range from nine to ten and one-half, the former applying 
in half of the states, while only four states permit the upper 
limit •. 

It is seen that, as regards the general limitation of hours 
of work, New York State occupies an advanced position. 
among all the states and an average position among the in
dustrial states. The new legislation recently enacted places 
New York, as the foremost industrial state, in the leading 
position in respect orits legal standards in this matter. 

Weekly hours of work for women are limited to fifty-four 
in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Michigan. 
Illinois .has a statutory lO-hour day, but it does not pro
hibit night work or limit the length of the week. As soon 
as New York's 48-hour law becomes effective on January 1, 
1928, this state will have much more stringent legislation 
in this respect than anyone of these four competing states. 
Restrictions in New York and Ohio then will be abC?J?t equal, 
and Massachusetts, with a straight 48-hour law, Wlll' be the 
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only competitor with more stringent laws on the subject of 
hours. 

,Furthermore, certain individual industries are more closely 
regulated in New York than in a number of competing 
states. For example, the canning industry has been defi
nitely exempted from all regulations as ro hours of work 
in Pennsylvania, Michigan and New Jersey, while in Ohio 
the restrictions are suspended during the canning season. 
Massachusetts is the only competing state where this indus
try is subject to more stringent regulation than in New 
York. 

Continuation schools for minors afford another example 
of the cOmparative stringency of New York laws. Pennsyl
vania, New Jersey and Massachusetts require attendance 
at continuation schools until the age of sixteen, Michigan 
and New York make the limit seventeen, while Illinois and 
Ohio require such schooling to the age of eighteen. New 
York will increase the limit to eighteen years in September, 
1928, unless the law is modified in t1ie mean time. 

New York and four of the competing states are on a 
parity in the matter of prohibiting night work for women. 
Ohio and Illinois, however, have no restrictions in this fidd 
of labor. 

Among the competing states, New Jersey is the only one 
having New York's requirement that wages generally must 
be paid in cash. Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts 
and Michigan leave the matter to the discretion of the 
employer. 

As regards workmen's compensation laws, the study 
made by the Conference Board and 'published in a separate 
volume1 shows that the New York legtslation has gone farther 
than that of any other state in providing adequate com
pensation for accidents arising out of or in the course of 
employment. 

SUMMAllY 

Even this general comparison of legislative provisions for 
the regulation of industrial operations in New York and the 
competing states is sufficient to warrant a number of con

t The ~"';'Dal Industrial Ccnf......,., Boand, "The Workmen', CompellOlltion 
Problem ... New York State," New York, 1927. 
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elusions. Massachusetts is the only competing state which 
subjects its industries to more strict regulation in the matter 
of hours of work for women than does New York. Ohio, 
and New York with its 48-hour law effective January 
1, 1928, are equal in this respect, while Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Michigan and Illinois permit the industries to employ 
women workers for a longer number of hours. Furthermore, 
the Workmen's Compensation Law of New York State is 
distinctly more liberal in its benefit provisions and its 
administration than the compens,ation law of any other 
industrially developed state. In other fields of regulatory 
legislation New York has either kept pace with its competi
tors or has been moving more rapidly in the dir"ection of 
closer legislative control of industrial activitits. This 
development could be easily understood if the composition 
of the state's industry or the character of its industrial 
population called for special legislative consideration. New 
York, however, is in its industrial make-up a representative 
state.. Its industries are faced with problems similar to 
those of its competitors, and therefore an additional element 
in the cost of operation in the form of relatively high legisla
tive standards may naturally be expected to place the in
dustrialists of New York in a less favorable competitive 
POSItIon. If ·it is found that New York is not growing 
industrially at least as rapidly as some of its competitors it 
may appear that more stringent regulation of industry in 
New York State is one of the retarding, although intangible, 
causes. This question remains to be examined in the light 
of the testimony of experience of New York industrialists 
and of an analysis of the official data bearing on the relative 
industrial progress of the state. 



CHAPT~R III 
EXPERIENCE OF EMPLOYERS WITIl REGU

LATORY LEGISLATION IN NEW YORK 

FROM the foregoing discussion it is clear that legisla
tive regulation of industry has developed more rapidly 
in New York than in any other state which may be 

classed as its industrial competitor, with. the exception of 
Massachusetts, in which the industrial picture is far more 
specialized and peculiar than in New York. It was also 
pointed ont that this development is not warranted by any 
peculiarity in the state's industrial make-up or in the char
acter of its working population. 

These considerations raise what is naturally the central 
question of the inquiry, namely: Is there any indication 
that the relative rapidity of growth, the extent or character 
of regulatory legislation in the state have tended to hamper 
the comparative development of its industries? It will first 
be asked whether such a tendency is shown concretely in 
the experience of manufacturers in the state in respect to 
such matters as the force of interstate competition, tendency 
to relocate establishments, difficulties in observing the law 
and particularly the cost of compliance with law. 

As regards the last point, which should throw light on the 
direct burdens of the legislative regulation of New York 
State industries, the Workmen's Compensation Law is the 
only regulatory measure whose cost can be determined 
on the basis of official or semi.official figures. Such data 
are Dot available for any other aspect of regulatory legisla
tion. Information on this subject could be obtained only 
from employers who had experienced legislative res~ctions. 
More than three hundred representative industrial concerns 
in New York State cooperated with the Conference Board 
and submitted their experience in this respect, and this 
chapter is devoted largely to a summary of this testimony. 
The recorded experience covers reported costs of compli
ance wilh"'laws and orders relative to the building code, 
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the health laws, guarding machinery, fire prevention, fire 
hazards, elevator rules, -double water supply requirements, 
and a few miscellaneous items; alleged inconveniences of the 
complex system of factory inspection; the seeming misunder
standing among inspectors as to the interpretation of laws 
and of the Industrial Code; satisfaction with the examina
tion and license system; criticisms of the continuation 
schools; the supposed retardation of industrial growth by 
regulatory legislation; the competitive position of New York 
industry; the decrease in production which would result 
from limiting hours for women to forty-eight per week; 
and suggestions for legislative relief. 

MONETAR.Y COSTS OJ' OSSEII.VING LEGAL RE~UIR.EMENTS 

The Labor Law of New York State has been described in 
a general way in Chapter II. Most of the sections of the 
law which involve direct expense to the employer occur in 
ArticleXI, dealingchielly with accident prevention, fire hazard 
and sanitation. Throughout the Industrial Code, moreover, 
there are supplementary provisions having the force of law. 

Expenditures in connection with accident prevention, 
fire hazards and sanitation were made by a large proportion 
of the manufacturing plants which reported to the Confer
ence Board. As may be seen from Table IS, 27% of the 

TABLE IS: REPLIES OF 307 FACTOII.IES TO QUESTIONNAIR.E 

REGARDING COSTS OF REGULATOR.Y LEGISLATION 

IN NEW You;: STATE 

(Source: National Induttrial Conferuoe Board) 

PIaau Al'ecud or UlIafi'ected by 

1hu1cliq Cod. Heal ... r..- Guardin8 MillCtillaaeou. 
1l .. 1Y Machinery Requi:rcmeau 

N •. p", No. p" No. p", No. p" 
of ""' .. of "",.of of """of of e ... 

• Pbn .. Total PI .... Taul ...... T .... ...... T .... 

No COlt reported • ....••... 119 39 127 41 42 14 171 56 
c...t~ .. _ ......•... 84 27 81 27 164 53 37 12 
~tion not answered ••••• 46 .15 46 15 46 15 46 15 

ot aif..,ta\ by the law' •••. 16 5 16 5 16 5 16 5 
Report<d. '" h .... no -.!. 42 14 37 12 39 13 37 12 . - --- -------Total .•••...•.•..•. _ ... 307 100 307 100 307 100 307 100 
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reporting plants made expenditures in observing the health 
laws; 27% found it unduly burdensome to comply with the 
building code; 53% incurred costs in guarding machinery, 
while 12% made outlays in compliance with miscellaneous 
requirements. Altogether 199 of these 307 plants reported 
that one or more of these regulatory measures had increased 
their costs of operation. 

The monetary costs to 199 plants over a period of five 
years, as shown in Table 16, amounted to nearly $900,000. 
Of this expenditure, 49% was for guarding machinery, 27% 
for compliance with the building code, 19% for sanitation 
and 5% for miscellaneous requirements . 

• 
TABLE 1<6: COSTS OF COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY 

LEGISLATION TO 199 NEW YORK STATE MANU

FACTUIlING ESTABLISHMENTS 

(SO"""" Natiooallndustrial Conference Board) 

Coat over 5~ Year Period Number Averqe 
A_ Coo • .., cr •• of Lecialatiou P.~ ofPIUI'tI Pta.t f_ Annu.aI 

AmOllllt Ii:enrRIC .<6 ..... SYnn C-

Buildint, laws .•.•.....•..•... $236,697 27 84 $2,817 $563 
Health wo ........•...•.... 168,462 19 81 2,079 416 
Guarding machin<ry .....•..•. ~30,899 49 164 2,627 525 
Miscellaneous . ............... 43,206 5 37 1,167 233 

Total ..................... $879264 100 199' 84 413' 

1 The Dumber of plants reporting costs. 
• The average total cost per plant for 5 years. 

The figure representing average costs per plant for five 
years does not convey an adequate idea of the range of 
expenditures of individual plants. Only forty-eight plants 
of the 199 reported costs in all three of the major fields of 
outlay under regulatory laws. For these forty-eight plants 
the average cost was )57,315 per plant. Individual plant Fe

'quirements frequently ran high in this group; amounts 
ranging from )511,000 to )520,000 were not at all uncommon, 

'and the maximum recorded was )547,150. Over 80% of the 
199 plants incurred costs in complying with the provisions 
for guarding machinery, and over 30% of the reporting 
establishments found this the only item of expense under the 
regula tory ,fuws. 
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The costs of regulatory legislation as applied to industry 
have been found to vary in a general way with the size of the 
plant, as measured by number of employees. This is illus
trated in Table 17. There is in these figures a direct though 
not conclusive suggestion that the relatively small size of 
establishments in New York State, noted in Chapter I as 
one of its, distinctive characteristics, may be a form of ad
justment in industry to the factor of industrial regulation in 
the state. This point will be referred to later, in Chapter IV. 

TABLE 17: COSTS OF COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY LEGIS-

LATION FOR 199 MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS IN 

NEW YORK. STATE DURING A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS 
(Source: Nationallndustrial Conference Board) 

SiR of PI.at by Number Under 
1500 

50-99 100-199 200-399 tOO-m 800-1499 ~d 
of' Employas SO 

: 0,., --
Total cost! to industries 

$50,193 ",po,~ ....•...... $48,662 UO,471 $128,495 $104,391 $46,049 $40,144 
Number plants . .... 23 24 23 16 17 11 5 
Average cost per plant 

$8,O~ rod ,...,.. .......... $2,115 $2,091 $2,629 U,14O $4,186 $8,02B 
Avu!S;e annual cost ... . 423 418 526 1,606 1,228 837 1,606 

Examination of thirty questionnaires reporting in detail 
annual costs over a five-year period reveals, however, that 
there is no uniff!N" relation between annual payroll, average 
number of persons employed in a plant, and the costs 
attributable to the meeting of legal requirements. Neither 
is there any uniform standard level of costs in relation to the 
size of a plant. Thus it is difficult to discover a basis for an 
accurate estimate of costs for the entire state.' As a rule, 
the largest expenditures are made by plants which have 
dangerous machinery or processes to safeguard. 

Table 18 gives in detail for thirty plants the annual 
expenditures made in compliance with the various aspects 
of regulatory legislation. TheSe are not selected plants, 
but constitute the entire number reporting annual expendi
tures in detail. The compilation shows the distribution of 
expenditures, the extent to which they- were constant or 
variable, and the range of annual outlays, as well as percent
age distribution of the expenditures for varioul.J>urposes. 

I ~ however, p. 65 of this volume. •• 
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TABLE 18: COSTS OF COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFIED TyPES OF REGI1UTOII.Y 

(Source: National Indus 

1921 .m 

l'h~.~ 
CMt or Cono! Cart Or Coot 0< eo.. .. Coot or Com- c...- Guard. COlt of Total eo... Com· G ....... Coot., = If!; M~ MiK. -.. tf.;;;. If"= ~ MiK. ....... eo.. ....... Cod':'" La"" uy Codo L"" "'Y 

I !!SO ~ $SO .. $150 $SO !!SO l~ .. • .. Ul 2.113 .. ~1)3 .. 
l.<ii{ 

.. 
3 .. 269 .. 630 300 5S7 .. • .. .. .. .. '. " ZSO .. 
5 .. .. m . , m .. .. 

672 
.. 

6 .. .. .. .. " .. 
7 ... .. 

345 
.. 

j4S 
.. "is 417 . . 

8 .. isO .. . . .. .. 
9 r 350 .. SOO .. ISO 

iM 
.. 

10 .. '58 .. ... 
lin " . . 

11 .. .. 124 . . ". 600 
1,738 .. 

n .. .. 'So .. ';0 ;;, 'So .. 
u urn .. .. .. .. 
\4 

3i:iJ l,~ .. z/W I,m :iOO 1~ .. 
15 200 

$200 
700 

$6SO 16 so 200 100 550 50 650 100 
17 250 100 .. .. 3SO 300 100 100 .. 
18 .. .. .. .. .. . , .. 

lis 
. . 

19 .. .. 
~ 

.. 
2.9U 

.. " .. 
20 .. .. .. .. " 2.f9S .. 
21 .. .. .. '00 .. .. 300 .. 
22 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Ym 
.. .. .. .. I,m .. 

1,732 
.. .. .. ,. .. .. .. . . .. .. 

15 9·1 .. iSo .. 
i41 16,400 

"00 .. .. .. .. S 80 " 21 2.000 .. '.000 .. <JJX) 2.000 .. 2,0(1) .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. ' . .. . . 
29 .. .. 

2.m 
.. zji> .. .. 

968 
.. 

30 .. .. .. .. .. - -Total ~ 30 Plauu •• J3.641 il,161 $16.191 $200 $21,193 $40,525 $19,339 $20,211 $650 

",--Di..-... 
ofCa.i •••••••••••• 17 S 76 , 100 10 <J 4S 2 

Con-.! DUtribwioD 
(plant. Ui elimia:ned) .. .. .. .. . . 16 ,. n 3 

Plant number 26 shows such abnormally high costs in one 
field that it throws out of balance the percentages for the 
entire table. A corrected distribution is therefore shown 

• with number 26 eliminated, and this gives a more representa
tive picture of the general situation. The table reveals that 
during each of the five years under review, the. guarding of 

· machinery was responsible for from SO% to 76% of the ex
penditures. Next in rank come the building code, and the 
health laws and orders. Thirteen of the thirty plants did not 
report ant costs under the health laws. . 

The tl'tnd of expenditures of thirty plants incurred over 

T ... 
AmuuI 
Coot 

$150 
3,319 
1.571 

SSO 
672 
<17 
75 

ISO 
10< 
I.~ 

10 
2,000 
I.6oo 1.t: 
m z.= 

1,000 
3~ 

16.085 
4,ODO .. 

968 
$44.785 

100 

.00 
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LEGISLATION, THIRTY MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS,NEW YORK STATE 

trial Conference Board) 

a five-year period is shown in Table 19. The annual cost of 
complying with the requirements of the building code rose 
from ~3,641 in 1921 to ~23,796 in 1925; of health laws from 
~1,161 to ~3,536;' the cost of guarding machinery increased 
from ~lo6,191 t<;> ~28,439; and of miscellaneous requirements 
from ~()() to ~2,377. 

In very few cases did the firms replying to the question
naires give in detail the purposes of expenditures and the 
amounts expended for each purpose. As a rule the data were 
not classified beyond the grouping of expenditllres under 
the four categories, namely, the building code, t~ health 



TABLE 19: ANNUAL COSTS OF COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY LEGISLATION, THIRTY MANUFACTURING 
ESTABLISHMENTS, NEW YORK STATB 

1 
2 

i 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
Il 
13 
l' IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

H 
26 
27 
28 
29 
lO 

Annual Coat of CC:II'npUalu:e 
Bllildina Codo 

National Indwtrial Confer.nce Board) 

Anubal Co.t of Compliance 
Health 1.". 

I No tolt reponed (or 1923; plant 16 rep<lncd J800 (or 192 •. 

Gnnd 
Tou1 
5~ye.r 
Period 
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laws, the guarding of machinery, and other requirements. 
One employer, however, reported an expenditure of $4,500 
for the installation of a sprinkler system; .another referred 
to the purchase of a dust collector at a cost of $3,000; a 
third mentioned that fire drills cost the organization $850 
a year; while a fourth, connected with a cement company, 
stated that the firm had spent $10,788 in five years for 
safety work. 

Cast af OostnJing Spuial &gulatians ftJr Buildings Erected 
before Ocf(Jber, 1913 

Section 271 of the Labor Law specifies that buildings 
erected before October 1, 1913, must be made to cOnform to 
specific requirements to insure the safety of the 'employees 
in case of fire.' 

In connection with this section of the law, the Industrial 
Board adopted an administrative rule, known as "Rule 
Two," relating to the required exits and the enclosure of 
interior stairways. This rule became effective January I, 
1924, and under it the factory inspectors of the State De
partment of Labor have ordered numerous plants to install 
equipment to meet the requirements of one or both of the 
Rule's provisions.. .. 

Fifty-two of the 307 plants which replied to the Conference 
Board's questionnaire received orders to enclose interior 
stairways. Twenty-eight of these plants complied with the 
order at a total cost of $47,176. The average expenditure 
per plant was $1,648, but costs to individual plants were 
reported as high as $5,800. Twenty-four plants petitioned 
for and were granted relief, thereby saving a sum which· 
they estimate at $47,450. 

Eighty-one of these 307 plants received orders to install new 
exits. Of this number, nineteen plants appealed to the 
Industtial Board and obtained modifications or waivers • 
which saved them approximately S37,110. On the other 
hand, sixty-four plants complied with the orders, at a total 
cpst of $46,277. In these establishments the average cost of 
providing a second exit was about S725. . 

The question of the cost and the status of "Rule Two" 
. --1 See po 48 of this volume. .' 
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'may be discussed to advantage in the light of data from 
another source, The Conference Board has had access to 
the corre$pondence between the Department of Labor and 
the owners or the legal representatives of 201 plants which 
received orders under .. Rule Two," and opposed the orders 
at formal hearings. The disposition of these 201 cases seems 

• to indicate that the Rule or its method of administration 
was ill-advised. Inspectors visiting these 201 plants gave 
231 orders for enclosing stairways or providing additional 
exits. Numerous appeals were taken to the Industrial 
Board. As a result of the hearings, 131 orders were waived, 
thirty-two were modified, and the operation of three orders 
was postponed indefinitely. Only five appeals were denied 
outright, and sixty appeals are held in abeyance pending 
the decisiolf of a legal action to test the validity of the Rule. 
In one case the order was complied with by the company 
after the appeal had been filed. 

One hundred and three plants which appealed success
fully against the orders of factory in~pectors reported that 
the saving to them in cash was approximately $323,000. 
This means an average saving per plant of about $3,135. 
Since it is likely that the cost of complying with the require
ments of "Rule Two" would have been unusually high in 
these establishments, it would not be correct to assume that 
the average cost per plant was as high as this for all plants. 

In connection with these 201 cases, where industry was 
harassed by a rule which employers considered to be arbi
trary, a point almost equal in significance to the cost of 
compliance is the high percentage of the orders which was 
waived or modified after having been threshed out in open 
hearing. It indicates that the enforcement of the provisions 
of "Rule Two" by factory inspectors is too rigid, and 
whether this condition results from the policy of the State 
Department of Labor or from the law, it is said to .work a 
hardship upon industry. . 

By June, 1927, the Department of Labor had issued 1650 
orders under "Rule Two." Of this number, 1121 orders 
were for additional means of exit from buildings, and the 
remainder, or 529 orders, were for the enclosure of interior 
stairwa)llt '-'ith fire-resisting material. 
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Since the building code rules are directed largely at pre- ' 
venting fires, material was collected on the. prevalence of 
fires in factories. Replies to this question by 186 plants 
show that only twenty-seven of the plants had fires on their 
premises during the past five years, and in only one case was 
a plant totally destroyed by fire. 

Estimated Costs for lhe Slate as a Whole 
A general idea of the annual costs to the industries of 

New York of the regnlatory laws and rules covering the 
building code, the health laws, the guarding of machinery, 
exits from buildings erected before October, 1913 (Rule Two), 
and miscellaneous items may be gained from the e~erience 
of the 199 representative companies whi~ submitted the 
necessary data to the Conference Board. The average cost 
for each of these 199 plants was approximately j;900. On 
the basis of the number of wage earners employed in these 
plants and in the state, as well as on that of the number of 
establishments employing over twenty wage earners, it is 
conservatively estimated that the industries of New York 
State pay J;2,OOO,OOO to U,OOO,OOO' annually in compliance 
with the regnlatory legislation of the types mentioned above. 

Estimates of this kind, however, are not only very rough 
approximations, but in themselves they may easily be mis
leading. Aside from the fact that they do not cover the 
whole field of legislation, but omit such subjects as the rela
tive restriction of hours of work, workmen's compensation 
and taxation, it must be remembered that the effects of 
regulatory legislation are shown not so much in what its 
observance costs the manufacturers who continue to operate 
in the state as in what the people of the state potentially lose 
through the deterrent effect of such legislation upon indus
trial development. The estimate of cost here given is rela
tively sijght in comparison with 'the total production of the 
state (though it may and doubtless does bear heavily in indi-
vidual cases), but its real importance lies in the fact that it 
weighs heavily in the balance for the business man con
sidering expanding an en terprise or starting a new one in the 
state. 
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EMPLOYERS' COMMENTS ON INDUSTRIAL REGULATIONS 

The Labor Law and the Industrial Code, as shown by the 
replies to the Conference Board's questionnaires, are on the 
whole favorably accepted by industry. A number of em
ployers indicated that adjustments in the plant, required by 
the law, have been made voluntarily. Nevertheless, the 
inevitable individual cases of maladjustment are reported,' 
as is to be expected when a code of general provisions is too 
rigidly and uniformly interpreted. It is objected that insuffi
cient credit is given to the lower fire hazards of newer, fire
prOOf structures, as compared with the old, poorly con
structed- buildings. Some plant managers consider it objec
tionable .that the requirements in the sparsely settled sec
tions of the state are as numerous and detailed as in the 
I;Ongested city areas.. These complaints are probably the 
result of too rigid exactions by inspectors, where the exercise 
of reasonable discretion might relieve the plants of unneces
sarily heavy burdens and at the same time maintain, in 

. principle, the policy looking to public and employee welfare. 
The fire prevention requirements in many cases seem 

especially .unreasonable to small factories. Section 270 of 
the Labor Law presents an illustration of objectionable 
features. It specifies that 

"!rt>tIJ • ..", floor ar'iI there shan be not less than two exits remote 
from each other, one of which on • ..", floor ,,}.~ 1M ground floor 
shaD be an interior enclosed fireproof stairway or an exterior enclosed 
fireproof stairway, and the other either such a stairway or a horizontal 
exit. No point in any Hoor area .han be more than one hundred feet 
distant from the entrance to one such exit.. * • .u 

The following quotations from questionnaire replies re
veal the nature of the objections to Section 270 of the law: 

.. Our only serious objection to the Industrial Code is to the fire 
exit requirements when applied to tw""'tory buildings. We believe 
local conditions should be taken into consideration in each case. For 
instance, in all cases but one where we have had to build additional 
exits. no persons have been regularly at work on the second floor, or 
their work took them there only for A few minutes at a time at infre
quent intervals. In one case, the building was of brick, slow burning 
construction, sprinklered and of high order of fire risk. It already 
had.t<V<l'wts and the actual hazard was practicaUy nil. Complying 
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with the order cost us $2,500, and was a waste of money. We berteVe 
the rule should be modified to cover only real hazards." 

• • • • • 
"The Company has just erected a three.story brick building with 

concrete fl""", and steel window sash. The building is approximately 
sixty feet long by thirty feet wide. On the middle floor, constructed 
of brick and concrete, and containing iron and nothing combustible, 
at the most only two people win be employed. At one end is a fire
proof stairway. The state demanded an additional mt at far end 
and rejected an application for variation." 

Other sections of the law also have aroused criticism. 
Specific objections are made to the elevator rules, and to the 
double water supply requirements, as may be seenefrom the 
following replies to the Conference Board's questionnaire: 

"One rule that has given us considerable trouble due to misrepre
sentation refers to elevators. In the Code' any hoist operated by 
power with platform eaeeeding nine feet in area is considered an 
elevator even though it may be used solely for elevating packages 
from the floor to the mezzanine or other non-inclosed elevated plat
forms. According to the rules we would be obliged to inclose such 
hoists with fire proof materials extending to a point 3 reet above the 
roof and access to such inclosures would have to be covered by fire
proof, automatically operated doors. Other safety devices would 
also be required. It seems to me that this rule should be broadened." . . . . .. 

.. In connection with our double water supply for fire protection our 
tire pump supplies water from a creek which is classed as non-potable. 
This water is pumped into our sprinkler system, and the city mains 
are protected by • double check valve system of the factory mutual 
type. We have been ordered to discontinue this entire system by 
July I, 1928. If we are compeUed to do this we will be compelled to 
expend three to live thousand dollars with DO benefit to the public as 
there is no non-potable water in our mains except when our fire 
pump is operating which is only in case of fire or testing." 

One company summarized its, experience in the following • way: ' 

"For new construction, we fed that we can avoid most of the exces.
sive costs for mts, stairways, etc., by preparing plans well in advance 
of requirements and submitting them to the Supervising Factory In.. 
spector with a request for such variations from the Code Standards as 
are justified, in our opinion, by the particular job. ~ese requests 
have had • fair hearing so far, and we do DOt feel that w .. llave been 

6 
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penali2ed to any serious degree, in being foreed to comply with pre>
visions which we would voluntarily follow regardless of the code. 

uFor existing construction we feel that in two instances the cost to 
comply with the Code has been excessive. 

.. 1. During 1923-1924, we changed the location of a freight 
elevator &om the center to the north side or Building No.4. For 
terra cotta enclosure, lire doors, door interlocks, etc., we spent nearly 
$1,000 (out of a total cost approximating $2,800) to supply refine
ments that did not exist before the elevator was moved. Formerly 
intermittent service coUld be obtained without the use of an operator; 
now. one operator is required. 

"2. During 1926, we have been ordered to reduce the Boiler Pressure 
from 90 pounds to 6S pounds on our Boiler N". 4 in Building No. 11. 
To replace this boiler, will cost u. apptoximately $10,000. The cause 
of thl> order is not any failure in the boiler itself. The new Boiler 
Code i. entirely responsible for it,-and, we believe, without just 
cause.· Our study of statistics covering this type of boiler fails to 
show where sufficient hazard exists to justify such a drastic change 
in the factor of safety .required. 

"For water supply system, plumbing system, dust collecting systems, 
we do not feel that we have been forced to spend any excessive sums, 
so far. In fact, we would have made these improvements voluntarily." 

Another rule objected to is that requiring a guard on 
belts of cone pulleys which have to be changed frequently. 
This rule is said to be highly inconvenient and costly because 
all guards are now required to be made of angle iron and 
expanded metal, whereas they formerly were made of wood 
and light wire. 

Criticism oj EnffJrcement Methods 
The chief and most constructive criticism of regulatory 

legislation is directed against its method of enforcement 
rather than against its provisions. The employers object 
principally to unnecessarily frequent inspections, to diver
gent views of factory inspectors and to multiplicity of in
spections by various agencies. Apparently the increase of 
local and state regulations, together with the growthoof work
men's compensation insurance, has resulted in a complex 
system of factory inspection. No less than eleven agencies, 
state and private, inspect New York industries. State 
agents operate from the Departments of Labor, Health and 
Farms. Table 20 shows the activity of the Bureau ofInspec
tion dming 1925 and 1926. 
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TABLE 20: ACTIVITY OF THE BUREAU OF INSPECTION OF 

LABOR DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK STATE, 1925 AND 1926 
(Source, Tn. lmilUlri.1 B"um", July, 1926) 

la.p«tiol'l Wot'k - F......u. Men:antile-
Eat.bUahmenta 

1925 1926 1925 1926 

R<gUIar inspections •.•••...•.•...... 63,145 * 64,838 90,109 91,970 
Buildi~ surveys ............ , ...... 45,778 46,684 176 511 
SpecUUlnsp<CO ..................... 25,398 42,158 6,210 7,146 
Compla~nlSiny~gated ........•.... 670 649 872 83S 
SpeCJal mvemgaocns ............... 3.816 5,_ 

32,179 Compliance visitl . .... T ••••••••••••• 95,763 90,718 33,276 

Total ........................... 234,570 250109 130 6430 133241 

A~~tration ......•...•..•••..... 51.531 70,086 108,256 105.155 
Samtatton ..... T ••••••••• TO T ••• TO •• 45,852 42,886 22,112 23,925 
Accident prevention . ............... 97,606 64,236 6,813 6,565 
Fire protection . .................... 6,177 7,677 .. 933 
Women and minors .. ............... 309 242 94 73 
Day of rat .....•.................. 1.674 1,210 3,349 2,712 
Payment of WageS! . .••.•...•••••••.. 47 54 I 2 

Total ........................... 203196 186391 140 625 139365 

The Department of Labor is the most active of the state 
agencies. I ts staff of inspectors consisted, at the time of 
this inquiry, of 168 individuals, 41 investigating mercantile 
establishments, 98 for factories, 13 for boilers, 13 for building 
construction and public assembly, and 3 for mines and 
tunnels. 

Table 21 shows that of 277 plants which reported to the 
Conference Board the number of agencies from which they 
received visits at periodic intervals, 270 plants had been 
visited by inspectors of the State Department of Labor; 
252 plants, by fire insurance companies; 236 plants, by 
workmen's compensation insurance companies; 210, by 
liability insurance companies, and 177plants were visited by 
inspectors from local fire departments. That is, on the 
average, these plants were inspected by five different agencies 
in the course of a year's time. Three plants, as shown in 
Table 22, were visited by ten different agencies' five plants 
were inspected by only one agency; 231 establist'melus were 
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visited by· inspectors from at least (our different agencies. 
It is inevitable under those circumstances that the activity 
of these various agencies should resul t in an unnecessary 
duplication of effort and, as will be shown later, should make 
a uniform policy in regard to standards to be followed 
exceedingly difficult. 

TABLE 21: EXTENT OF INSPECTION OF NEW YORK INDUSTRIES 

(Source, N.tiooal Industrial Conference Board) 

NumberofEanhtish--..Aa=i<o "'~,,"" ....... 
~ 

State Department of Health. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • . • .. .. .. .. 85 
Statl Department of Labor. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . • . . . . . . • .. • .. 270 
State.Department 01 Farms . .............. 4 •• • • • • • • ••• • • •• 16 
Local Health Department. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 66 
Local Building Department. .. .. ... .. . ...... .. .... . .... . • •• 89 
Local Fire Department. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .... In 
Local rue Prevention Bureau . ......... , ............ , .. . . .. 74 
Fire Insurance ~panies ......................•.•.....•.. 252 
Liability Insurance Ccmpanies ............................. 210 
Workmen'. Compensation Insurance Com~ ............ 2.36 
Rating Board. . . .. .... ... .. . ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. . 36 

TABLE 22: NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS PER PLANT DURING 

ONE YEAR 

(Source: National Industrial Conferen~ Board) 

5 plants ... '" visited by inspec:ton &om 1 agency 
13 ,~ II « « u .. 2: agencies 
28" ft u~, u «,3« 
5211« (I tf u ~'4 ~t 

70 U 5 
3811 n Uti ft '16 
28""" Ie 417ft 
23"«UUU 8 
17 If Ie u • 9 If 

311 U Ilff« «10 

277 

Many plants complain that their greatest trouble comes 
from the failure of inspectors to agree on what cOlI.stitutes 
adequate compliance with the code provisions. ,This lack of 
standardized policy, it is charged, leads to the counter
manding of the orders given by previous inspectors. It is 
true that some time may elapse between the first order and 
the subseq~ent countermand, but the objection persists that 
a chan~ of inspector often means a series of changes of 
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. equipment which previously had been inspected, modified 
to meet requirements, and approved. Many instances of 
this kind are mentioned, and it is said that an inspector 
rarely if ever remains on the same work for more than a year. 
'. One plant reports that after a certain machine had been 
guarded at considerable expense by order of one inspector, 
another inspector called at a later date and ordered changes 
made regarding the same machine. In another case where 
there had been compliance with instructions from one in
spector for the guarding of a shaft and belting, a later in
spector found the improvement to be unacceptable. Fre
quently it is charged that the equipment for guarding ma
chinery and exhaust systems, installed under orders of in
spectors, has interfered with the operation of machines. 
The expense involved in revision of previously executed 
orders IS often great. The following quotations from the 
replies received by the Conference Board illustrate some 6f 
the difficulties which the employers have to face as a result 
of toO frequent changes in inspection. 

ItWe have very recently, according to one inspector's order under 
Rule Two, constructed a second stairway as an exit from the second 
Hoor of oln' planing mill. This same inspector comes back and ap
proves the stairway making favorable comment on the way it was 
constructed. The last inspector says that the stairway never should 
bave been accepted without being covered." 

• • • • • 
"We believe the law should protect the employer against reposted 

changes being ordered in equipment after it has once been approved 
by the Department of Labor. As an instance we refer to our experi: 
ence with dust removers. The system installed in our plant at the 
time we started was condemned by the inspector a few years ago, 
and we were ordered to put in still another one which, after vainly 
objecting, we did atacost of several thousand dollars. We believe that 
the law should protect the employer from being subjected to these 
arbitrary and costly changes after the fust installation bas been 
appr6ved by the Department of Labor:' 

Many other similar complaints seem to indicate that 
there is a lack of agreement among the inspectors as to the . 
interpretation of the laws and regulations. This absence of 
standardization results in the giving of trivial but expensive 
orders. A status of complete compliance an.t sc:curity is 
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never reached in the factory. Such a condition leaves the 
impression among employers that each inspector's job is to 
find some laxity in the work of his predecessor, rather than 
to safeguard the employee, the employer and the industry 
at large. 

A:s has already been pointed out, the existence of various 
inspection agencies, state, local, municipal and private, 
leads to great duplication of effort. The fire hazard, for 
example, is a field for the State Department of Labor, the 
local fire department, the local fire prevention bureau and the 
fire insurance companies. Inspections of machinery, eleva.
tors, power transmission and general factory condi tions from 
the point of view of accident prevention are made by three 
agencies,ollamely, the State Department of Labor, the com
pensation insurance carriers and the Compensation Inspec
tion Rating Board. • 

Thirty-two per cent of the establishments studied ex
perienced this repetition of inspection activity. The ex
treme difficulty of this situation is the impossibility of 

. satisfying all agencies, because their standards are at great 
variance. For instance, machines may be guarded to the 
satisfaction of the Labor Department, but not to that of the 
Compensation Inspection Rating Board, with the result that 
no credits are given in the compensation insurance rates for 
work approved by the state. 

The Compensation Inspection Rating Board is an organi
zation sponsored by the state, and its membership is com
posed of the workmen's compensation insurance earners. 
The inspection work Conducted by the Rating Board is done 
in accordance with definite standards. Such inspections as 
are made by the compensation insurance companies are 
intended to duplicate the work of the Rating Board, and are 
meant merely as a check· for their own protection. 

Since the inspection activities of the Department QfLabor 
and of the Rating Board duplicate each other, it would 
seem that a plan of cooperation could be agreed upon, and 
it should be said that .efforts are being made to this end. 
Certainly, an economy of effort would be achieved by uni
formity of standards and practices, and more evidence of 
cooperatiPn" among all concerned would lead to greater 
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confidence on the part of industry. As it is, the obligation 
placed upon manufacturers to be familiar with the require
ments of state, local, municipal and private organizations, 
to conform to them and to adjust differences in standards, 
results in confusion, dissatisfaction and unnecessary costs. 

ATTITUDE OF EMPLOYERS TOWARD LAws REGULATING 

EMPLOYMENT 

Examinations and Licenses 
Certain regulations of industry have been freely accepted 

by and even receive the general approval of management. 
This was the tenor of comment on the present rules for the 
examination and licensing of certain workmen. These regula
tions do not touch the major part of industry, for the replies 
to the 307 questionnaires indicate thatonly44% of the plants 
which replied to the Conference Board were affected. The 
experience of the plants corning under these rules has been 
that such requirements are necessary. However, a proposal 
made recently to add to the present licensing requirements 
a measure providing for the licensing, by the Department of 
Labor, of operators of stationary engines and boilers is criti
cised as being unnecessary. State and private liability in
surance companies make systematic inspections of all power 
plants and demand that they be kept in first class condition. 
The parties affected assert that a new rule to inject the 
Department of Labor into this situation would really ac
complish nothing more than to complicate still further the 
supervisory function. 

One Day oj Rest 
Manufacturers, as a rule, are in agreement with the provi

sion of the law requiring that" every employer operating a 
factorJ, mercantile establishment or freight or passenger 
elevator shall allow every person employed at least twenty
four consecutive hours of rest in every calendar week." This 
provision has not generally resulted in the employment of ad
ditionallabor, in curtailing production, or in augmenting the' 
costs of production. One plan t reported that forty addi tional 
men had been employed because of this law. Anotlter called 
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attention to inconvenience which is felt where repair work 
must be done on Sunday. 

"In connection with maintenance and repair, however, the oper ... 
tion of the law has in many instances been unsatisfactory. Because of 
thenature of the work and the equipment involvedinmanyofourproc
esses it is often necessary to do considerable repair work 011 Sunday. 
Repairs have to be rushed on expensive equipment and in costly 
operations. It is impossible to carry an extra force to take care of 
these big repair jobs. They must be made by highly skilled me
chanics who have had a long experience 011 this particular work. 
When a crew of regular men have to work on Sunday on such a job, it 
upsets the schedule of work in their regular department the following 
week while these men are taking their day off. In these cases the 
men object to taking this day off." 

However, it is conceded that the principle of the "one
day-of-rest" law tends to increase the contentment of the. 
worker and that it is entirely reasonable. 

Employmmt oj Young Persons 
The employment of young persons "in New York State is 

restricted by the limitation of working hours, prohibition of 
their employment in hazardous occupations, the requirement 
of employment certificates, and the attendance at continua.. 
tion schools. These laws have been summarized previously.1 
Children may not leave school before the age of fourteen.' 
Employment certificates are required of young persons work
ing between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, and in cities 
of 5000 or greater populations the upper limit is seventeen 
years. That this is a field requiring regulation is indicated 
by the following data showing the number of children' em
ployed annually in the state: 

I See pp. 4O-4S of this volume. 
'Labor La ... , New York State. SeetiollSlimiting the employment of cbiIdren, 
Sec. 130 prohibits employment of childron undet 14 yetrI. 
Sec. 131 reguI .... employment of children between ages of 14 and 16. 
Sec. 145 provides for physical examina tioIl of child. • 
Sec. 146 names the prohibited employment of children and females. 
Sec. 170 regula ... 60 .... of work for children under 16 in factoriea. 
Sec. 171 r.guIa ... houri of work for mal .. between 16 and 18. 
Sec. 172 regula ... homo of work for females over 16. 
Sec. 180 reguI .... houn of work for cbildron undet 16 in p1acea other than 

factories. . 
Sec. 181 r.guIa_ hounofwork for kmaleaover 16 in men:antileeo.ablishmenrs. 
• Divioion pt V~ticnal Education, Albany, N. Y. 
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Number or~fJUft4: 
Year Perwa. Employed 
1918 •••.••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•.•••••••• 60,706 
1919 ••.••••••••.••••••.•••••••••.•.•••••••••••. 65,676 
1920 ••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••.••••••.•••••••• 74,686 
1921 ••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••• 58,003 
1922 ••.•••••••.•••.•••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••• 37,984 
1923 ........................................... 54,351 
1924.. ......................................... 48,831 
1925 ........................................... 48,668 
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The close supervision of the employment of young persons 
in industry has in many cases eliminated them from con
sideration by personnel officials. Thirty-three per cent of 
the establishments replying to the Conference Board's ques
tionnaire stated that because of the many regulat\ons they 
had ceased to employ such workers. Specific reaspns given 
were that the requirement of a shorter work day for young 
Fsons than for the rest of the force made them less useful, 
and that the inconvenience of the employment certificate 
was objectionable. Often the certificate requirements of the 
local authorities were found to differ from those of the state. 
However, the chief criticism in respect to the employment of 
young persons is directed against the continuation school 
system. 

Tke Continuation Sckool 
The law requires that young persons between fourteen 

and sc:venteen years of age, who are regularly employed, 
must attend continuation or part-time school at least four 
hours per week, unless they have completed the four-year 
high school course. It is provided that after September, 
1928, the upper limit shall be extended to 18 years. 

Of the 50,000 children who left school to go to work in 
1925, approximately two-thirds' had completed the ele
mentary school course. Consequently, -the continuation 
school was a substitute for high school for a large number of 
these children. In the school year 1925-26, as shown in 
Table 23, 128,920 boys and girls attended continuation 
schools in sixty-four cities of New York State. The con
tinuation school, therefore, is an important element in the 
state's educational system. It will be examined here from 

1 Diviai<>n of V_tiona! Education. Alban,. New Yurt 
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the standpoint solely of industry as an employer of labor, and 
on the basis only of the views reported in the questionnaires 
received by the Conference Board. 

TABLE 23: REGISTIlATION IN CONTINUATION SCHOOLS, 

1925-26 
(So.....,.: Division of Vocational Education, Albany, New York) 

Ci .. 80,. G;,u Total Ci<y - Gido 

Albany .......... 851 787 1,638 Newburgh ....... 235 185 
Amsterdam ....•• 454 500 954 N..,YorkCity •.. 54,JOO 38140 
Auburn .•.•••.••• 256 222 478 Niogara Falls •••. 393 '385 
Batavia ..... .... 91 118 209 Nonh Tonawanda 224 233 
Beacon ......• , . . 115 99 214 Norwich .... .... 20 36 
Binghamton, .•... 414 389 803 Olean .•••..•.••• 149 136 
Buft"aIo ....•..... 3,384 3,653 7,037 Oneid •.......•.. 39 28 
Canandaigua • .... 23 25 48 Oneonta ....... o' 16 22 
~ .......... 127 158 285 ~ ....•.... 79 47 
Cornios No. 9 •.•• 38 30 68 Oswego ......... 185 144 
Elmira .. ........ 293 305 598 Peekskill No.7 ••• 53 111 
Eodicott. ........ 65 62 127 PI .... burg •••••. 85 86 
Fredoni •..... . 0 •• 18 21 39 PonCh ........... 210 197 
Fulton .......... 96 78 174 Po .. Waahington. 36 21 
Gem:v ........... 65 64 129 Poughkeepsie .... 181 261 
Gloversville ...... 174 135 309 Rensoelai:r •••.••• 73 82 
.Herkimer ........ 101 88 189 Rochester . ...... 2,'Tl6 2,886 
Horndl .......... 105 88 193 Rome •••••.••••• 134 136 
Hudson .......... 81 101 182 Salamanca •• , ••• 79 51 
Ithaca ........... 53 58 111 Schenectady ..... ;3? 929 Jamestown ....... 291 207 498 ~ ........ 876 
ohnstown .... ... 82 80 162 Ollawanda .. ••• 100 72 

Kingston .. ..... , 184 198 382 Troy, .... ...... ~i 277 
Lackawanna .. ... 169 193 362 Utica . . , ........ 762 
La>Wnsburg •..••• 49 62 111 Watervliet. ...... 82 91 
La~nce .•...... 96 58 154 Watertown .. _ ... 9S 93 
Little Falls ....... 89 !12 181 White Plain •.•.. 103 128 
Lockport ••....•• 120 104 224 yonkers ......... 1,023 1,004 
Mechanicville .... 84 78 162 Coming No. 13 ... 1~ 21 
MHUn.ttnon ...... 73 74 147 Dunkirk ........ 266 
Mount Vernon ... . 329 288 617 ~City ..... 66 56 
N ... RochcUe ..•. 164 189 353 avcrly .• ~ ..... 27 23 

T ... , 

4 20 
440 

8 
57 
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7 
8 
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77 
4 
5 

28 
6 
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1 
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171 
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7 
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5 
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o 

30 

5 
44 
15 

5,86 
27 
1 

1,888 
1,81 o 

72 1 
533 

1,463 
173 
188 
231 

2JY27 
41 

430 
122 
50 

128-:920 

In thisstudyninety-six employers reported their experience 
with the continuation school. Of these, 82% stated that the 
school was oflittle value, that employees atteoded only because 
of the compulsory law, and thatitwas difficult to see beneficial 
results. The principle of the system was upheld by 18% of 
the employers who felt that it was always desirable to keep 
children at school as long as possible and that continuation 
school aottenbance helped the student in learning a new trade. 
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The criticisms of the continuation school made by manu
facturers in the questionnaires received by the Conference 
Board are based not only upon the observations of the em
ployers and their foremen, but also upon the testimony given 
to them by the students themselves. Minors have reported 
to their employers that their attendance is wholly a matter of 
compulsion, that the subjects taught are not of their own 
choosing and have little relation to their previous education, 
and that the half-day in school is not supplemented by any 
home study. Furthermore, the arrangement of a satisfactory 
curriculum is difficult. The student group, as a rule, is 
heterogeneous, made up of children w!l.ose previous educa
tion ranges from the grades to the thini year of high school, 
and who are engaged in a variety of trades. Because of 

.limited facilities, those who have attended high school some-
times must re-study subjects already completed. The fol
lowing quotations from questionnaire replies illustrate the 
difficulty which the young workers report to their employers 
as having encountered in obtaining desired training in con
tinuation schools: 

"Some of the girls who wanted to take courses in clerical work or 
stenography had to take sewing. One boy who wanted a machine or 
wood-shop course had to take tailoring. If the object of the con
tinuation school is to teach the minor a useful occupation we con
sider it a failure.." 

• • • • • 
"A boy is apt to go to the nearest school whether it gives him what 

he requires or not. We have boys trying to be iron workers who 
were taking electrical courses." 

The difficulty, as understood by employers, is that the con
tinuation school is not furnishing training to supplement 
the work of the student, and that it cannot be classed as an 
institution offering vocational courses. This leads some of 
the employers to state that the system stands in the way of 
systematic training for their trades. In the machine-manu
facturing industries, skilled machinists and toolmakers must 
be developed. But when four hours a week are spent at 
part-time school in the study of unrelated subjects, it is felt 
that instruction in the shop is interfered with to such an 
extent as to be discouraged. • •• 
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The experience of employers submitted in this study 
shows the system to be costly to botb the children and to 
the employers. Many employers report that they do not 
hire young workers who must report to part-time schools. 
Some of the reasons for this attitude are stated in the follow
ing replies to the Conference Board's questionnaire: 

"If they are rleeded at all they are needed all the time. As a result 
we can use them only in departments where several are employed 
on the same kind of work and where their half-day off can be 
staggered." . .. . . . 

"We have scores of minors who apply to these mills for work. Our 
work i.of such a character that we must have operators who perform 
continually. Therefore we have to refuse work to these minors who 
have to "ttend continuation school Case' after case has been brought 
to our attention where these boys are deprived of a chance to work. 
when they want to work.') 

Only twelve of the ninety-six employers who reported 
their experience with continuation schools paid wages to the 
students for the time spent in school. These twelve included 
the four factories which maintained their own schools. Some 
of the companies had abandoned factory schools after experi
menting with them. Many establishments reported diffi
culties in enforcing the attendance at continuation school, 
stating that employees would take time off and' then play 
truant, bringing upon their employers visits from the attend
ance officer. 

It would appear that the difficulties reported and dis
satisfaction expressed by manufacturers with the continua
tion school system are part of the larger question of the 
proper relation of the educational system as a whole to the 
industrial life of the state. This broad problem is to be the 
<ubject of a separate inquiry by the Conference Board. 

FIFTY-FoUR-HoUR WEEK 

The State Department of Labor has made a study of the 
practices of industry within New York State as regards the 
hours worked per day and per week by both men and women.' 

I New y ... k St;ote Do_en. of Labor, Tlu INllUtri.r1 BuD,';,., Albany, 
New YetI;, Flbruary, 1924, PI'> 106-109. 
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This survey, based upon repOrts from 1,300 factories em
ploying 284,121 men and 84,407 women, reveals that only a 
very small proportion of the women were engaged for the 
maximum legal period of fifty-four hours a week. As a 
matter of fact, over 56% of the women worked forty-eight 
hours per week or less, and about 87% worked fifty-one 
hours per week or less. The standard work week adopted 
by industry is shown to range from forty-four to fifty-four 
hours. 

Tables 24 and 25 set forth the practices of industry in 
New York State as regards the length of the work week . 

• 
TABLE 24: PREDOMINANT WORK WEEK IN LEADING IN-

DUSTRIES OF NEW YORK STATE • 

(Soun:e: Compiled Rom data published by~ New York Sta~ Department 
. of Labor) 

Per Cent of Men and Wome.a; Wot\iq 
49 co Sf. Moun 

Per Cent -of Mea ud Women Workioc 48 
Hours 01' I..c:a -

Induauy % lod""", % 

Miscellaneous stone-mineral . .... 73.4 Gold, silver and precious stones .. 80.8 
Lime, cement and plaster .. ..... 57.7 Cooking, heating and .... tiIating 
Brick, tile and pottery .•••••.••• 68.7 

~~i:iDcl~;cii.·~~' 67.4 
Sheet metal work and hardware .. 48.9 
Mill products ................. 51.J' apparatus .. .. -.............. 70.9 
Furntture and cabinet work .. .. , . 50.0 Instruments and applianc:cs .•••. 62.7 
Leather ...................... 89.0 Pianos,. organs, etc. .• ••••.••••. 64.5 
Pearl, hom, bone, celluloid, hair, Fursand fur goods (44 houro) ... 100.0 

etc.~ ..••• '" '" ...•••..•• , . 66.1 IIoots and shoes ............... 93.1 
Drugs and chemicals ........... 67.0 Rubber and gutta-percha .•••.• 65.4 
Paints, dyes and colors .•••..... 50.9 Oil prod"" .................... 77.4 
Payer oo.r.. and tubes. ......... 55.0 Miscellaneous chemical producm 83.2 

~.::'"w:\: ,,-:.;;:~ 63.2 Pa"..; ....................... 75.1 
Pnnting and book making ...... 97.3 

knit goods .................. 53.5 Silk and silk goods ............ .76.5 
Wool manufactures .. .......... 82.6 Cotton guod ................. 80.8 
M ... '. shir .. and furnishings ••••. 69.3 Wom ... •• underwear and furnish.. 
Misoel!aneoua sewing . .•.....•.. 73.4 ings ....................... 50.3 
Laundering, deaning,dyeiOS, etc. 63.3 Women~shead.wear .•••.•.••••. 97.4 
Fruit and _bIe canning ..... 87.9 M ... •• cloth~ ............... 93.6 
Automobiles, carriages and aero-. ~":~~~~~~~ 93.2 

plan ........................ 53.1 
Cigan and other tobacco prod"" .. 58.0 uct8 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 75.5 

Bread and bakery produclS. : •.. 8L8 
B .............................. 95.7 

The replies to the questionnaires of the National Industrial 
Conference Board show an even greater proportion ofindus
. trial concerns observing the shorter day than dtat>3hown in 



TABLE 25: PREVAILING HOURS OF WORK OF WOMEN IN NEW 

Y ORIt STATE INDUSTRIES 
(So ... ce, Compiled &om data published by the New York St.te 

Department of Labor) 

Per Cenr of Women WODen Whoee 
Sandard Work Week Wu 

Jndo.,. .f4Hour. <5 .. 48 oW to 51 52mSf .,Lca Houn: HouR HouR 
% % % % 

M"iacellaneous .tone and mineral prod"" ........ · . .. 100.0 .. 
Brick, tile and pottery .•.••••...•.•......•.. · . .. 95.0 .. 
Glua .•.•.•.•.••....•••..•••...••......•.. · . 72.5 .. 
Gold, oil ..... and precious stones •••••••••••••• · . 80.2 .. .. 
Brass, copper, aluminum, etc. . ............... · . 91.5 .. . . 
Sheet metal work and hardwano ••..•••.••.•.. · . 50.6 36.1 
Yu.umo, tools and cutlery .......••.....••. · . 55.5 27.8 16.2 
Cooking, heariDg and ventilating al'Pliances .•.. .. 75.0 .. 
MaclUnery (including electrical appliances) .•... .. 68.9 25.7 
Auwmobiles\ carriages, etc. .•••.••••••..•••.. · . 63.9 . . 29.7 
Cars, locomotives, ~opa •.•....•..•.•.. .. 91.2 .. 
Instruments and app , .................. .. 52.5 47.2 · . 
Saw mill and plaoing mill :rod ............... .. 59.2 40.8 · . 
Furniture and cabinet wo , ................. .. 24.5 48.2 · . • 
PiQo __ ......................... n.3 . . .. 
M' ....... wood produc ................... 16.5 70.0 
Leather .•....••••.•.••••.•••...•.•.••••.•. .. .. 75.7 23.3 
Fura and fur goods •.••••..•••.•••.•..•..••. 100.0 .. 
B .... andab ............................... -2.1.9 44.5 27.1 
Miacellaneons leather and canvu goods •....•. 24.4 33.2 22.9 
Rubber and gut ... ~ goods .•.•.•••.••... .. 69.8 19.8 .. 
Pearl, born, celluloid, etc. .................... .. 29.4 41.2 17.6 
D"'8I and chemicals ........................ .. 37.2 51.2 .. 
Pain ... dyes and col.,. ...................... .. 54.4 43.2 
Animal and mineral oil prod .................. .. 71.2 20.8 
Miacellaneoua chemical products .....•...•.•.. .. 85.8 9.0 
Paper ..................................... .. 30.4 31.1 37.9 
Payer boxes and tubes .•••..•••........•••.• .. 29.3 66.8 .. 
Miacellanooua paper goods ................... 39.9 60.1 .. 
Printing and book making ................... 46.3 48.0 .. .. 
Silk and silk goods. ......................... .. 74.5 21.2 3.9 
Wool manufactures .. ....................... .. 34.6 49.6 
Cotton goods .............................. .. n.4 .. 22.6 
CottOD and woolen hoaiery, knit goods .•.••••. .. 34.7 25.1 40.2 
Other teXtiles . ............................. .. 52.7 42.0 3.7 
Men', clothing ............................. 73.1 24.0 .. 
Men', shirts and fumiahiogs ................. .. 15.0 61.1 16.2 
Women', clothing .......................... 62.5 27.8 .. .. 
Women's underwear, etc. . ................... 25.7 67.6 .. .. 
Women's headwear . .... ~ .......•..•...•.... .. 65.8 .. 
Miscellaoeous sewing ........................ .. 29.5 66.2 
Laundering) cleaning, dyeing . ................ 24.0 16.1 49~ 11).5 

Flour, feed and other o:crea1 products .•.....•.. .. 46.1 4.3 47.8 
Fruit and _table canning ................. .. .. 71.3 28.5 
Groeeri .................................... .. 56.4 37.4 
Meat and dairy products ..••.•....•....•.•.. .. 17.1 15.8 62.3 
Bread and bakery ~rod ...................... .. 52.3 35.8 9.6 
Confectioru:ry and Ice cream . .... , . , ......... 21.2 15.2 55.3 
Beverages ................................. 46.7 .. 49.3 
Cigam and tobaqo produc ................... .. 41.4 33.2 25.0 

•• -Total ................................... 14.3 41.9 30.1 13.1 

80 
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Tables 24 and 25. Separate qu~stionnaires were used for 
this phase of the study, and data were supplied by 398 com
panies. For purposes of analysis, all establishments not 
employing both men and women were eliminated. Table 26 
shows the conditions in 255 plants employing 78,900 men 
and 34,855 women. As far as women are concerned, the 
table reveals that 81% of the plants, containing 85% of the 
women, are working fiftY-One hours or less per week. In the 
category of forty-eight or less hours per week, one finds'47% 
of the plants and 55% of the women employees. This bears 
out the conclusion of the New York State Department of 
Labor that women workers in about half of the state's in
dustry were employed on a schedule of forty-eight'hours or 
less per week at the time of the investigation. . 
~ The situation is somewhat different in regard to male 

- employees, their work week generally being longer than is 
true for women. About 80% of the male workers, or those 
in 69% of the plants, are employed liftY-One hours or less 
per week, while 50% of the men who constituted the male 
workers in 37% of the establishments are now working forty
eight hours or less. 

The number of hours worked weekly by wage earners of 
each sex in various types of plants in New York State is 
shown in detail in Table 26. 

An analysis of the figures in Tables 24, 25 and 26 shows 
that conditions vary so greatly from industry to industry as 
to make it exceedingly difficult to establish a work week of 
definite duration which would be equally appropriate to all 
occupations. Many employers have voluntarily shortened 
the work week below the legal maximum because the con
ditions of their industry justified that procedure, while others 
doubtless find the maximum limitation at times burden
some. Since it is obviously impossible to establish a legal 
work week which would satisfy all employers equally, it 
would appear to be necessary in regulating hours of work to 
develop a series of flexible rules which would apply to special 
industries or to any industry in times of emergency or sea
sonal demand for goods, and which would take into consid
eration the effect of shorter hours of work on the competitive 
position of the state's industries. • •• 
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TABLE 26: HOURS WORKED PER WEEK BY WAG 

(So""",: National Indus .. 

Male Worke,. 

.y. Hounr 01' 
<548l1oun 49-51 Hounl 52-5<e-w.. 

N.u"" 
Nu_ 

1M"'!", ...., "" Nu_ l! .... 
. Nu,. N._ Nom 

~, 
.1 Nu_ b .. "" 

N_ ...., Nu .... 

"" Work- "" !w~1 "" of be< of be< .1 
en 01 0" _ of Work. of W ... - ,..:!. Won. 

PIa ... ... PIaa" en PIao" on on 

Brick, tile and po ... .,. ............ 2 903 
l- IZ 1-.. .. . . 903 .. .. 

Gold, silver and preciOUS stones .. .. 2 430 .. .. 1 245 1 185 .. .. 
Pig iron and rolling mill prodllCts .... 2 743 ". .. .. .. 1 76 1 66 
Sheet metal work and hardware ..... IS 5,1!~ .. .. 2 240 4 3,009 7 1,78 
Flrearms, toob and fUtIerr. ........ 3 2,4~~ .. .. 1 1,774 1 710 .. .. 
Cooking, beating and _tllating app. 4 1,703 .. .. 2 1,398 1 305 .. .. 
It"achinery (inc. elccttical app.) ....• 15 8'E~ .. .. 5 3,812 9 4,395 .. 
Autos. carriages and aeroplanes . .... 7 4,7 .. .. 4 1,663 I 140 1 2,96 
Instruments and appliances . ....... 3 963 .. .. 1 3 2 ~ •• .. 
Saw mill and planing miD prOOIlCIS .•. 5 1~ .. .. 1 93 1 I 50 
Furniture and cabinet work . .. , .... 6 .. .. 2 313 1 35 2 19 
Pianos, organs, etc. . .............. I 2 .. .. 1 27 .. .. 
Mise- wood and allied products •.... 2 267 1 10 1 257 .. .. .. .. 
Leather ......................... 1 37 1 20 1 . 17 .. .. .. .. 
Furs and fur goods ............... 2 32 2 32 .. .. 

1;481 
.. .. 

Boo" and shoes .................. 14 3,53 4 598 3 999 5 1 12 
Mise. leather and canvas goads . ..... 3 61 2 46 1 15 . . .. .. .. 
!lubber and =-percha goods ••••• 2 !t 1 65 .. .. .. 

'41~ 
.. .. 

Pearl, horn, '} ceUuloid. etc.. . . , , . 1 .. .. 1 2 1 .. .. 
Drugs and chcmicola •..•..•..•..•. 6 788 2 33 2 249 .. .. 
Mise. chemical products ...•.•....• 7 1!,~ 1 60 2 8,400 3 2,500 .. 
Paper ........ 0 •••••••••••••••• o. 8 1,362 .. .. 4 311 .. .. 4 1,05 
Paper boxe& and tube. ............ 6 418 .. .. 1 20 1 5 1 17 
Mis<- paper goods ................. 13 1,~ij .. 4 347 2 425 4 66 
Printing and book malting ••......• 8 1,3~1 1 22 7 1,283 .. ·n • .. 
Silk and silk goods ................ 8 3,22 2 2,302 .. .. 2 2 7. 
Wool manufactures . .............. 6 652 .. .. 1 157 3 339 2 \5, 

~~=";'ih.;.i~.y;~i.',;jtg;,;,d; 3 983 .. .. 1 913 1 15 1 5. 
15 1,035 .. .. 5 503 5 212 2 7. 

Other textiles and allied products .... 7 588 1 100 6 488 .. .. 
M..,', clothing ................... 4 752 2 722 .. .. ~ 1 28 1 
Men', shirts and furnishings ...•.... 9 693 1 2 18 4 8. 
Women*s clothing .... ............ 12 265 6 175 2 26 2 9 2 5. 
Wemen~s headwear . .............. 3 615 2 65 1 550 .. .. .. .. 
Laundering, cleaning, dyeing. etc. . •• 4 72 .. .. 2 51 1 I. 
Floer, feed and other ceteala ••...•• 3 188 .. .. 2 98 .. .. .. .. 
Fruit and vegetable canning, etc. .. .. 6 IJ068 .. .. 1 89 .. .. 1 20 
Groceries, n. e. Co. • • • • • • • • •••••••• 4 1,435 .. .. 1 10 .. 1 57: 
Confectionery and ice cream, ....... 5 9!2 .. .. .. .. 2 773 1 ~ 

Cigan and other tobacco products .•• 2 251 .. .. .. 1 25 i 22l 
L~t and power ................. 7 12,281 .. .. 2 9,204 4 2,573 1 50< 
Mis<:elIaneoua .................... 17 4,639 .. .. 6 2.655 8 1,848 2 9. 

Total ......................... 255 78,900 25 4,117 70 35,550 81 23,237 45 10,21. 
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EARNERS OF EACH SEX IN NEW YORK: STATE 
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" .. 3 368 .. 1 292 2 76 
4 543 1 2 2 497 1 44 

1 31 IS 1,397 1 21 5 565 7 789 .. .. 7 612 2 32 4 376 .. 
· . ~SO 

3 200 · . .. ·2 10 1 190 
1 5 241 · . · . 2 71 1 10 
1 287 6 97 ., · . 4 80 .. " 

" .. 1 21 .. .. .. · . I 21 .. .. 2 527 I 7 1 520 .. o. 

00 .. 2 17 I 8 1 9 00 • 0 

· . 2 51 2 51 .. '0 

1 328 14 2,164 4 151 3 507 6 1,286 .. 3 42 2 9 · . 1 33 
1 179 2 40 1 10 1 30 .. .. 

2 94 .. 1 6 
2 506 6 288 1 25 3 78 2 185 
1 500 7 4,039 2 262 2 3,220 3 557 
· . 8 599 · . .. 3 302 3 285 
3 222 6 313 · . 3 140 

" 3 475 13 575 2 9S 2 129 5 229 
8 434 1 7 7 427 .. 

2 76 8 1,554 2 1,166 3 2S7 
" .. 6 702 .. .. 1 3S 3 429 

3 845 'i6 1 770 1 55 
3 245 15 1,447 1 5 463 7 758 .. . . 7 1,362 2 768 5 594 

4 1,842 3 1,816 .. .. 1 26 
2 570 9 2,300 3 252 .. 

'258 
2 35 .. .. 12 789 4 278 4 2 103 .. 3 420 2 70 1 350 " 1 5 4 177 .. · . 1 25 3 152 
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PaoPOSED 48-Houli. LAw 

In the questionnaires sent out by the Conference Board, 
employers were asked to indicate what they believed would 
be the result in their plants if a 48-hour law for women were 
adopted. Replies were received from the whole range of 
representative establishments. Many of the companies con
cerned have been operating in New York State for a long 
period, some for seventy to eighty years, so that their judg
ments may be considered as based on considerable experience. 

The plants from which replies were received to this specific 
question numbered 175. Approximately one-fourth of them 
stated that a further reduction of hours of work for women 
would pr@judicethemagainsttheemployment of female work
ers, while a slighdy larger number of employers held that be
cause of the correlation between the work of men and of women: 
it would be necessary to reduce the hours of work for men to 
conform to the hours of women. Likewiseaboutone-fourth of 
the plants reported that such legislation would decrease their 

. production and increase their working force. A few asserted, 
furthermore, that their only alternative would be to cease 
employing women, and substitute men, while others said that 
a 48-hour week would really mean a 44-hour week because 
of the general demand for a Saturday half-holiday. One 
prominent concern, engaged in packing fruit, asserted that a 
law of this kind would compel them to leave the state in 
order to he able to meet competition from other states, and 
another exceedingly strong plant, employing about 800 
persons, said the law would make two-thirds of its machines 
idle. 

On the other band, forty-seven of the plants reported that 
they donotemploy any women, and thirty-sevenothers, which 
do. employ women, said that the legislation could not affect 
them much, chielly because their present work schedule is 
already forty~ight hours or less per week. About twenty of 
the employers stated that in their plants the effect would not 
be to shorten men'shours, orto prejudice them against women. 
Seven plants said they must employ women, regardless of 
legislative restrictions in hours of work. 

The prepd\lderance of opinion, as gleaned from the qUe&-
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tionnaires, is that a 48-hour law would reduce production, 
increase the working force, and shorten the hours of male 
workers because of the interdependence of men's and wo
men's work. Rather than to reduce the hours of male work
ers, many plants would prefer to dispense with the services 
of women. 

A more detailed analysis of the 175 replies, giving the 
attitude of employers toward a 48-hour law, indicates that 
the manufacturing industries which would be most affected 
in these various ways are pottery, paper box and paper 
goods, textiles, men's wear, certain chemical and food prod
ucts, and certain of the metal-ware plants where the propor
tion of women employed is small. The following ast shows 
reported estimates of probable decrease in production in 
individual plants, which would result from a reduction in 
the working schedule to forty-eight hours per week. 

n.o....u. 
lDdll&llJ' Pnwduaioa 

Men's shirts and collars. •• .•. .••... ..•.•.•.•.. 10% 
T .. til ....................................... 8 '" 15 
Worsted yarns. • ••••• •. •••••• •••••• ••• ••. • .• . 11 
Knit goods •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••• .4 '" 12 
Paper ..••••••••.•••.••.•.....••..•••..•••... 3 to 15 
Cereals. ••••• . . •. •••••• ••• • •••••. . •••••• ••• •• 12 
Pottery. • • ••• . ••••••••••• ••.••.. . ..•.•.• ••.• 10 

The interdependence of men's and women's work is cited 
as the reason for this estimated decrease in production. To 
substantiate the above estimates, the employers submitted 
descriptions of the industrial processes which would be 
particularly affected by a 48-hour law. 

The textile industry processes, it is emphasized, are highly 
interdependent. In the preparation of work the dresser 
tenders cannot operate until the spoolers have performed 
their work. In the manufacture of yarn the heavy work 
must be done by men, the lighter and more skilled by women, 
and the processes are so coordinated that if the women 
cease to work so must the men. One knit goods manufac
turer made the following statement: 

fC. • * cur production is so arranged that unless female operators 
can work ten bours per day to take care of production from knitting 
and dyeing machinery, which latter are operated by men, it simply 
means that men can only work same number of houil as 1f!'imlen, as a 
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plant of our character cannot be operated economically with only a 
partial force of help. • 

"In our finishing department where about two hundred and fifty 
women are employed, possibly fifty men are engaged in interdependent 
pcsitions, work which women cannot perform, when these women 
cease their work these men also must cease work, as there is no produc
tion passing along to them from the machines, etc., operated by 
women.n 

A worsted mill executive states thaf7S% of his company's 
employees are women. The spinning and twisting frames 
require such skill that theyeannot be run except by women. 
The work of the men,who card and comb the wool, is limited 
by the ability of the women to use and finish their product. 
One emp'oyer describes the spinning process as "the neck 
of the bOttle," and if the spinners go on shorter time the 
entire organization must do so, reducing output. Prtvioui 
studies of the Conference Board have shown that textile 
manufacture is one in which reduction of hours results in 
reduction of output. 

The pottery industry presents another case of intricate 
. division of labor. It is estimated by one plant that 80% of 
the production would be affected by reducing hours of wo
men because most of the work is done in gangs, and that 
output would be reduced 3~%. The following description 
of the pottery working process illustrates the correlation of 
the men's and women's work: 

"In connection with the ware making in the clay shop, one woman 
works with several men on the cup crew making cups. The work of 
the girl consists of the finishing operation, that is, applying Il wet 
sponge to the cup while it is still m the wet clay and before it hIlS 
m:eived the first fire. In addition to this the cup inspectors are 
girls. In making the plates and other flat ware a crew consists of 
juggerman, one or two apprentice laborers and a girl finisher, the 
operation being similar to that of cup making. After the ware hIlS 
m:eived its first lire, women work with men in the cleaning operation. 
In the next operation the ware is dipped in the glaze. II. dipping 
crew consists of three men who do the heavy work and two to four 
girls who dip the light ware. In the second, or glost kiln tiring, women 
work with the placing crews in making" stars," brushing the bottom of 
cups and other work. The glos., or second fire, drawing crew consists 
of seven men and five girls usually. Trimming crews consist usually 
of four to six men and two to three women. In our decorsting shops Il 
printoarew"on hand press work consists of one man and three giris, 
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the man doing the actual pre.. work and the girls transferring the 
decoration to the ware. In all of these operations I?irls arc doing 
work for which they are particularly fitted and which, In many cases, 
could not be eliiciendy performed by men." 

Judging from this and other similar expressions of opinion, 
a reduction of hours for women in the pottery industry will 
mean reduced output for the whole plant. When asked 
whether the loss could be made up by increasing equipment 
and number of workers, one establishment replied that com" 
petition would not allow this increased expenditure. 

Very much the same interrelation of processes exists in 
the enamel industry, which is said to meet keen competition 
from Indiana and West Virginia, where hours of'work are 
unregulated. ' . 

• In machine manufacture, where the number of women 
engaged is comparatively small, the employers state that 
rather than reduce hours for the whole factory they will 
replace women by men. Thus one company writes, "in 
case the proposed 48-hour law for women should be passed, 
in all probability we would find it advisable to eliminate all 
women workers in these departments." This plant now em
ploys 365 women. Another appliance manufacturer writes: 

"We employ women in our plant for light .... mbling operations, 
small machine operations, such as running light drill presses and tend
ing automatic machines; and should this law be passed the employ
ment of women in the manufacturing end of the business would 
automatically cease as we could not alford to operate a certain 
percentage of machines on one schedule of hours and the remaining 
machines on another basis. In the event the 48-hour law was enacted 
the women now employed would be replaced by men and the class 
of women who enjoy and can earn a good living would be denied 
this opportunity." , 

Another metal working plant reports: 

"~hould the proposed 48-hour law for women be passed, we would 
be compelled to change our entire bolt and nut plant from a 53 to a 
48-hour week because we are absolutely dependent on female help. 
Needless to say this would put us to • considerable disadvantage with 
our principal competitors who are located in Pennsylvania and Ohio." . 

One metal-furniture company estimated that a further 
reduction of hours for women would cut prcfduotion down 
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$1,250 per week. Rather than do this, women would be 
replaced. A factory employing 190 women stated that it 
would be necessary to dismiss its women workers if the 
48-hour law became elfective. 

From these replies it would appear that in plants with 
interdependent processes, where small numbers of women 
are now employed, the tendency would be to replace women 
workers wi th men. The larger industries, such as textiles, 
pottery, and some metal working plants, could not alford to 
do this, but would suffer reduced output. 

Overtime WorJc 
Some 0'£ the employers who might be willing to subscribe 

to the 48.:hour week, and others who already have adopted 
that schedule, stress the need of liberal or flexible overtime. 
provisions to meet the demands of peak seasons. Thus the < 

paper-making industry requires overtime operation during 
the months of December and JanullIJ' to expedite delivery 
of papers used in sample books. During the rush season, 
it is necessary to work at least nine hours a day for six days, 
and overtime often increases the week to sixty-three hours. 
Paper industries reported that the overtime seasons may 
extend over twenty-four weeks. 

The establishments in the industries covered by the survey 
were asked to state the number of weeks of overtime worked 
during the past year. They reported as follows: 

Leather ..•.•..........• 13 to 16 weeks overtime per year 
Machin~ry and metals . .. 6 to 12: : ::: 
Confectionery . .... , . . . .. 4 to 20 
Paper .................. 24 Cl 

Food and coreab ......•. 18 to 30 .. 
.. .. .. 

Printing . ............... 6 Ie 

Womco'. neckwear., .. , .20 
.. .. .. .. 

Men~& wear ..•..•... , .• • 10 .. .. .. u 

H .... c:orsets •...•..... ; .10 
Furruture. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 

.. .. .. n u 

The canners' problem in overtime is related to the great 
perishability of the materials which they handle. The present 
law exempts canners from the 54-hour regulation dunng the 
season from June 15 to October 15. The.need for further 
preferential treatment is expressed by an executive of a 
canning edmp~ny as follows: 
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''We feel that we should be placed under no greater restrictions 
than the farmer; at least during the period when we are handling his 
perishable crops. We consider that we are a part of agriculture. a 
step between the producer and the grower; the tail end of the harvest 
season. In fact our industry has been SO recognized by the Federal 
Government. At the cooference on Agricultural problems, during the 
Harding administration, the canning industry was placed in the 
agricultural class. The.-.cent Federal Warehouse Act, under the 
administration of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
includes the canning industry in its provisions. 

"If we are to be put on a par with many other states, it is our 
opinion that we ohouId be eacluded entirely from the provisions of 
the labor law applying to female adults, during such times as our 
handling of perishable products, snch as peas. cherries, berries, 
tomatoes, and corn. However. if this procedure could not he brought 
about, it would work less hanlship on us if. instead of setting specific 
dates during which time we are granted certain privileges under the 
law, we could have a period of time, say three or four weeks. per_ 
mitting us to apply' this time period' whenever the peak load came on. 
This then would take care of the seasonal variations, since one year 
the peak may occur at one time and the next year it wiD be ten days 
or two weeks later, depending on weather conditions.n 

REGULATORY LEGISLATION AND INTERSTATE COMPETITION 

It has been pointed out that the effect of regulatory legis
lation upon industrial development cannot be fully stated 
in terms of dollars and cents. It is more or less intangible in 
character, eludes even rough statistical measurement, and 
varies from industry to industry and from one section of the 
country to another. For example, a general 48...hour law for 
women will have no effect in industries which employ exclu
sively male workers; but it may prove unduly burdensome 
for an industry in which the labor force consists of a large 
proportion of women, or in which the processes carried on by 
even a relatively small proportion of women set the pace for 
the male workers. In industries where interstate competi- ' 
cion is'very keen, even the slightest advantage possessed by 
one state over another in such matters as hours. of work, 
workmen's compensation, continuation school requirements, 
etc., may sometimes be the deciding influence in determining 
relative progress in the states in question. 

It may be of interest to note in this connection that the 
states in which a high rate of industrial gro~ iil,Inost evi-
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dent are, as a rule, singularly free from legislative restrictions 
upon industrial activity. A comparison of the provisions 
regulating hours of work for women in various states, con
tained in Table 14, shows clearly that the states which have 
been industrially undeveloped, but which are now attracting 
the newer, large scale industries, are more liberal in this field 
of regulatory legislation than such older industrial states 
as New York, Massachusetts and Ohio. In practically all 
southern states women are permitted to work sixty hours per 
week. Alabama and Indiana do not restrict hours of work, 
while of the industrially developed states Illinois is the only 
one which allows women to be employed for sixty hours pel" 
week. • 

This does not imply that exclusively long wOl"k periods are 
necessarily beneficial economically or socially, or thatin some. 
cases the circumstances of industrial development may not 
dictate restriction in the public interest. The point to which 
emphasis is here given is merely that general restrictions 
may often he ill-adapted to the needs of the situation, and 
that this, like all, regulatory legislation is most effective and 
salutary when it is intelligently proportioned, adjusted or 
conformed to the conditions to be met in respect both to 
social needs' and the requirements of industrial growth .. 

Differences in legislative standards are particularly felt in 
certain branches of industrial activity which cannot be 
easily adjusted to new conditions of work. The canning 
industry for example, feels the limitation of hours of work for 
women acutely because of the seasonal nature and perish
ability of its products. The present laws of New York State 
allow women to work sixty-six hours per week in canning 
establishments from June 15 to October 15. Although this 
period of exemption from the 54-hour law seems fair, the em
ployers find it less flexible than the season. Sometimes crops 
are late in ripening, making it impossible to use overtifne ad
vantageously during the period allowed, and when the rush 
comes the overtime period has expired. 

The canners of New York complain that the competition 
of the middle western states has so reduced prices that no 
profits have been made for the past two years. They at
tribute tllil; pt.:carious position of the canning industry in 
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New York State to the unfavorable effect of regulatory 
legislation and point out that nearly every other state ex
empts canners of fruits and vegetables from the laws limiting 
the hours of work for women. Wisconsin, with a 9-hour day 
and 54-hour week, has a special law for canners which allows 
a lO-hour day and 6O-hour week. Sixteen statesl exempt 
canners entirely from the law, except that in some states 
extra payment is required for overtime hours of work. 

The canners report keen competition from Michigan, 
Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. One New York canner has 
recently opened a branch in Indiana, which plant now 
produces 25% of the company's sweet com pack, thus taking 
the business away from New York. Another illustration of 
conditions in New York is obtained from a plant which 
established a branch in Michigan: 

U So far as our own industry (canning) is concerned, it is our opinion 
that the present form of industrial legislation in New York State is 
causing the industry to move to other lieIds. In our own particular 
case, in 1923 we decided to build an additional plant. We did not 
con:sider a location in New York principally on account of the trend 
of industrial legislation affecting our indUStry. We went to Michigan 
and built a factory there. Our investigation disclosed the fact that 
our industry, so far as labor and compensation laws were concerl;led, 
was not hampered in that state as it is in New York State." 

The cotton spinning industry of New York feels the com
petition of the South, which, in addition to its natural and 
geographic advantages, has the advantage of being free from 
many of New York's legislative restrictions upon industry. 
A cotton mill operator states the situation as follows: 

.. If they care to examine our books they will find that the cost of 
producing i. about half in Alabanta as against Utica and that our 
Alabama mill has made fair profits under the same management on 
the same product during the same time that the Utica min has con
tinually lost money to the point where it has been forced to shut 
dowtl." . 

Another says: 
.. Mill after mill in the City of Cohoes and in the State of New Yark 

has been forced to go out of business. Some of these mill. in the City . 

1 Arkansas, California, Delaware, Idaho, Maryland, MichiganJ NevadaJ New 
Jersey, New Mexko, Ohio, Oregon) Pennsylvania, Utah, Vugini_ Was~ton. and 
Wyoming. t. 
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of Cohoes have heen sold and mills that formerly manufactured under. 
wear and wearing apparel are now operating as waste and shoddy 
mills. Employment has been reduced on a ratio of 10 to 5:' 

The machinery and appliance manufacturers feel their 
chief competition from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illi. 
nois and Wisconsin. A manufacturer of heavy cranes re
ports that no profits were made in New York during the 
past four years because of underbidding in the above named 
states. 

The employers were requested by the Conference Board 
not only to state their objections to regulatory legislation 
but also f.o suggest a way of mitigating some of the most 
objectionilble restrictions upon industrial operations. A 
number of employers suggested that equity could best be 
established and maintained among the various states bf 
placing such subjects as workmen's compensation, health 
insurance, and child labor under the jurisdiction of the' 
Federal Government. One employer.says: 

"We believe the only way legislation might relieve any competitive 
conditions is to have workmen's compensation, health insurance, old 
age pensions, and similar will_ legislation under the jurisdiction of 
the Federa! Government." 

Among the more concrete suggestions for remedy is the 
recommendation made by a number of employers that the 
continuation school system be modified so that compulsory 
education may end at the age of sixteen. Other employers 
feel that the regulatory functions of the State Department of 
Labor and the insurance companies should be coordinated 
in a way to avoid irritation and uncertainty on the part of 
industry. 

The weekly payroll law is criticised as being out of date. 
It is said" that the law is not generally observed and that 
payment in cash is no longer necessary or advisable!. Em. 
ployers suggest that the law be changed to allow semi
monthly payment by check. 

It is suggested that some means ought to be found to 
modify of rdax, in cases involving severe hardship, the 
regulation en~cted by the Public Health Counc~1 and having 
the force bf law to the effect that cross connectlons between 
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water supplies in industrial plants must be removed prior 
to July 1, 1928. If this regulation is carried into effect it is 
alleged that it will cost thousands of dollars to individual 
plants to provide a second source of water for fire protection. 

SUMMARY 

A considerable majority of the employers who replied to 
the Conference Board's questionnaire feel that the growth 
of New Yark industry is being retarded by regulatory legis
lation and that many industries are moving to other states. 
This is particularly true of those branches of industrial 
activity which have to meet keen competition fmm states 
where legislative standards are considerably lower than in 
New York . 
• Although the employers are practically united in the 

, opinion that legislative restrictions upon industrial activities 
have been responsible for the failure of New York industry 
to keep pace with its competition, they do not advocate 
abolition of the existing measures; but they recommend 
strongly that the legislators examine each new measure more 
closely than heretofore in the light of its probable effect 
upon the industrial progress of the state and in relation to 
the level of legislative standards in other states. Should the 
state fail to adopt this policy many industrialists are con
vinced that the industrial leadership of New York will be 
seriously jeopardized. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TREND OF INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS IN 
NEW YORK STATE . 

THE purpose of this chapter is to ascertain whether the 
development of legislation in New York State is re
flected in any clear way in the relative growth and 

economic position of the state's industries. It is obvious 
that acc.rrate measurement of the effects of legislative influ
ences upon industrial conditions is a difficult and complex 
task, and that in this field conclusive demonstration is lesa 
to be expected than suggestive indication. Legislativeregula
tions relating to employment, hours of work, working condi
tions, safety, sanitation and workmen's compensation are only 
a few among the many influences that affect the relative de
velopment and position of industries in any state as com
pared with other states. Differences in the predominant 
type of industry, in technical advancement, in managerial 
and business methods, in the type of workers available; in 
the extent and effect of labor organization, in proximity to 
markets and to sources of material, and in taxation, are 
among the more important circumstantial influences upon 
industrial development in any state, and it is practically 
impossible to isolate or make allowance for the effects of 
such influences apart from those of legislation. 

If, however, the burden of regulatory legislation, of com
pensation costs, and of taxation is at all decisive or influential 
in the industrial development of a state, it is probable that 
its effect will be apparent in the course of a long period of 
time when the trend of industrial development in any state, 
as measured by appropriate standards, is compared with the 
trend of industrial development generally, and particularly 
when it is compared with the trend of development of similar 
or identical industries in other states • 

• Such comp'arisons do not, of course, preclude the possi
bility thllt a leIative decline in industrial development in a 
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state like New York may be merely the reflection of a more· 
rapid growth of industry in other parts of the country or of a 
shifting of industry to other sections because of condi tions 
which have no direct relation to legislative factors. As a 
matter of fact, 'the outstanding feature of industrial develop
ment in the United States during the past quarter century 
has been such a shifting of industries from the eastern to 
the middle western states and from the North to the South. 
But such migration of industry under the influence of purely 
economic factors does not lessen the force of the question 
whether it may not be worth while to preserve a more even 
balance between the economic advantages offered by other 
sections of the country and the local disadvanta~ under 
which industry in the state is sometimes put by 'reason of 
the social legislation which rapid industrial growth brings 
-;nth it. ' 

The study of industrial development in New York State 
from this point of view has been approached in two ways. 
First, specific evidence was gathered from the experience and 
attitude of industrial employers as to the specific effects of 
growing legislative regulation upon their own enterprises. 
Such evidence, which is necessarily suggestive and fragmen
tary rather than conclusive, has been presented in Chapter 
III. The second approach is through an analysis of authori
tative and comprehensive statistical information regarding 
industrial changes in New York and other states. This is 
the task of the present chapter. 

METHOD OF STUDY 

In making such an analysis it is necessary to select certain 
standards or tests by which to measure the trend of industrial 
conditions in New York both absolutely and in comparison 
with other states. The standards which have been chosen 
are such as the number of enterprises, size of establishments, 
value of products, value added by manufacture, number of 
wage earners, wages paid, installed power, management costs, 
corporate income and growth of population. The net result 
of applying these standards of measurement should be indic-, 
ative of industrial trends. Each factor is explained briefly 
to facilitate a clear judgment as to tbe value alld significance 
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of the comparisons made, and is analyzed at length to reveal 
the comparative industrial position of New York among its 
competitive states. 

The period chosen for the comparisons is that between the 
Censuses of Manufactures of 1914 and 1923. The first and 
chief reason for this selection is that the most importan t 
regulatory legislation adopted in New York State coincides 
with this period. Secondly, 1923 is the latest year for which 
complete data are available, and 1914 appears to be as re
mote a date as should be used in comparing recent economic 
and industrial trends. 

It is realized that the census data for 1914 and 1923 are 
not comparable in all respects, chiefly because in 1923 no 
manufact;uring establishment producing commodities valued 
at less than $5,000 was included, whereas for 1914 the data 
'include all establishments reporting products valued at 0; 
above $500. From the total figure representing" all indus
tries" in a state or in the United States in 1914, the estat.: 
Iishments producing commodities ofless than $5,000 in value 
may be eliminated, so as to make the 1914 data in these 
groups comparable with the figures for 1923, but this can 
not be done for each specific industry, An unavoidable ele
ment of error exists, therefore, in any conclusion regarding 
individual industries when based upon comparisons of census 
data for those two years. Nevertheless, the error from this 
source is not believed to be large' enough to invalidate the 
comparisons. The census officials have indicated that be.
cause of the relatively slight importance of the smaller estab
lishments in most industries, the element of error in this 
respect in comparisons of figures for 1914 and 1923 probably 
does not exceed one per cent in such basic items as value of 
products and number of wage earners. As regards number 
of establishments, however, the margin of error may be large, 
because numerous small enterprises which were counted in 
1914 were not included under the revised schedule for 1923. 

The comparisons have been made, where data are avail
able, between the trends in New York State and those in the 
six. most important competing states1 and in the United 
States as a whole, first, for all manufactvring industries com-

. ' lAI aac:ertained in Chapter I • 
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bined, and second, for twenty leading industries of New York 
State. These specific industries have been selected because 
in New York they represent the leaders in three different 
classes of achievement; first, in value of products; second, 
in number of wage earners employed; and third, in the pro
portion of women among all wage earners. One of them, 
the cotton goods industry, is not relatively prominent in 
New York, but it is included because of its importance in 
one competing state and in the United States as a whole, as 
well as because it presents questions of peculiar significance 
in relation to regulatory legislation. 

NUMBEll OF ENTEllPIlISES , 

The change in the number of industrial enterprises in a 
state as compared with the change in the United States as a 
io-hole wi thin a given period is perhaps the simplest and most 
general indication of comparative industrial development. 
Such a comparison would be more definite still if it could be 
carried into particular industries. This measure, however, 
loses a large part of its value because it takes no account of 
changes in the average size of manufacturing establishments. 
The last twenty-five years have witnessed in industry generally 
a defini te trend towards large scale manufacturing en terprise, 
in part achieved through consolidations and in part the re
sult of recognition of the increased efficiency of the larger 
organizations. In consequence, a relatively slower rate of 
increase in the number of enterprises in any industry or in 
industry as a whole, as compared with the country generally, 
may easily reflect merely a compensatory effort to offset 
legislative disadvantage by consolidation or by large scale 
production. In other words, the fact that the number of 
enterprises in an industry increased more rapidly for the 
United States as a whole than in New York State would not 
necessarily prove that a competitive disadvantage existed in 
the latter. Taken in connection with other considerations, 
however, such a comparison should indicate whether condi
tions in New York State were such as either to retard the 
increase in number of industrial enterprises or to promote 
large-sized establishments. 

As indicated previously, comparative data en t4~ number 
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Of manufacturing establishments are subject to considerable 
error if carried to specific industries, and for this reason no 
attempt is made to employ them. The census officials state 
that the rejection in 1921 of all enterprises having products 
valued at between $500 and $5,000 resulted in a reduction of 
21.6% in the number of establishments, as compared with 
the number in 1914. No doubt a similar inconsistency exists 
between the data for 1923 and for 1914. Correction of the 
1914 figures for "all industries," however, to make them 
comparable with the data for 1923, shows the general situa
tion in New York, the United States and the states compet
ing with New York. On this basis of comparison, the changes 
in number of establishments from 1914 to 1923 were as 
follows: , 

United States ..................................... + '9% 
New York ........................................ +12% 
P .... ylvani ...................................... + 4% 
Ohio ............................................. + 6% 
Illinois ........................................... +1719 
New J.....,. ....................................... +2679 
M.....hwet ...................................... +1579 
Michigan.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... - I'll> 

As the increase in New York was approximatdy the same 
as the average increase for the six competing states, and 
slighdy higher than that in the entire United States, it seems 
evident that so far as the mere number of enterprises is con
cerned New York showed no sign of retardation in industrial 
growth during this period. The relative growth in number 
of enteTrises, however, cannot be considered significant as 
a test of mdustrial progress without consideration of the aver
age size and kind of establishments and their productive ca
pacity. It has been mentioned previously, and will be shown 
more clearly in this chapter, that the average establishment 
in New York is much smaller than in other states. The 
addition of an equal percentage of factories, therefore, would 
not constitute equal growth according to other measures of 
accomplishment. Moreover, because of the peculiar com
position of New York industry, the kind of industries in 
which the growth has taken place most markedly must be 
taken into account, and this unfortunatdy cannot be done 
for reasqQs al:-eady given. 
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VALUE OF PR.ODUCTS , 
A more significant measure of the industrial trend is the 

relative growth in value of manufactured products in the 
state. This measure, moreover, has a wider importance, in 
that the value of products for industry as a whole measures 
the economic turnover on the part of industry in the state, 
or its contribution to the current income of the state, in the 
form of wages, salaries, commissions, profits, taxes, transpor-
tation charges, retail and wholesale trade, etc. . 

The trend of value of products for all manufacturing indus
tries in a state as compared with that for the United States 
as a whole or for competing states, however, can not'alone be 
conclusive evidence of relative retardation or growth. Wide 
changes in price levels which have taken place during the· 
period since 199 have affected commodities differently, 
and since the make-up of industry in New York State is not 
quite the same as that for the United States as a whole, or 
for any other state, it is possible to draw conclusions from 
the trend in value of products only by comparing specific 
industries in New York State with the same industries for' 
the United States as a whole and for competing states. Even 
here an uncertain element enters because of the specializa.
tion of production within any particular industry. The 
textile industry, for example, in a single state may specialize 
in a certain type of product, thus rendering invalid any com
parison with a more diversified textile industry in another 
state. Barring this qualification, however, the comparison 
of the relative trend in value of products of identical indus
tries should suggest the presence or absence of retarding in
fluences. 

Table 27 presents a picture of industrial trends on the 
basis of production values. The data are given in index 
number~, and the range of each figure above or below 100 
indicates the percentage of growth or decline since 1914. 

I t is clear from the table that, for all industries combined, 
the growth in New York State since 1914 has been somewhat 
less than in the United States as a whole. This is indicated 
by an index of 236 in the one case and of 250 in the other. 
Four of the six competing states made greater progress than 

8 
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TABLE 27: INDEX NUMB EllS OF VALUE OF MANUFACTURED 

PRODUCTS, 1923 
Base, 1914-100 

(Source, u. s. Cens ... oi Manoio ....... ) 

Compedton or New York 

1Dda_ u ...... N", M ..... S ..... York p- Ohio lllinoi.- N_ "' ... Midlj., .. I'~ J ...... "'" 
po 

All industries ........ 250 236 261 289 225 242 218 358 
Clothing, men's ...••. 257 260 360 286 213 411 253 177 
Clothing, women's •..• 297 325 163 170 286 255 213 126 
Foundry and machine 

sho,P products ...••. 270 266 244 275 289 266 175 420 
Prjntmg and publish-

249 232 258 285 265 323 247 lng •••• '6' •••••••• 292 
Knit goods •••••••••• 328 29S 34S 252 279 392 269 239 
Boo .. and sho.., other 

'101 !baa rubber ....•... 199 290 180 185 357 129 145 
Millinery and lace • goods ••••••••••••• 261 270 116 191 258 229 80 978 
EIectri.al machinery, 
~aratus and sup.. . . ............. 386 260 453 483 463 255 268 814 

otor vehicles (not in-
466 eluding motorcycles) 629 678 1,420 IJY1.7 4,454 537 475 

·Furniture .....•••..•• 287 281 220 260 287 211 '1t!t7 298 
Iron and st<eI (includ-

ing ro~miU.) .... 343 383 288 395 329 559 286 600 
Tobacco-ag"", and 

Co~c-:ci:y .~. i~' 261 ISO 230 165 65 .. 102 166 

cream .•••••••••.•. 299 272 335 256 271 313 271 360 
Carpets and rugs, wool, 

other than rag .••..• 289 270 317 .. . . 508 222 . . 
Silk manufactures .•••. 300 359 329 242 315 
Shirts •.••.•.•.•••.•• 252 245 320 196 240 340 153 393 
Boxes, paper and other 

(except wooden) .••. 354 280 297 615 374 471 281 130 
Canning and preserv-

:ti~~.~~.:~. 248 142 258 129 224 374 190 
CottoD goods ••••••••• 281 287 409 .. . . 213 213 .. 
Collars men's ..•.••.• 230 232 157 . . .. .. .. . . 

New York. Michigan leads with an index of 358, which 
reflects the rapidity of industrial development in th~t state. 

Individual industries present numerous situations of inter
est. In the men's clothing industry, although New York 
made slightly greater progress than the United States as a 
whole, and exceeded the progress of Illinois, Massachusetts, 
and Michigyt, three other states, namely Pennsylvania, 
Ohio amf Ne~ Jersey, advanced more rapidly than did New 
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York. The prestige of New York in this field, however, has 
not yet been reduced. In 1914, the v81ue of the men's cloth
ing production in this state was 43.1% of the total for the 
United States, and in 1923 it was 43.5%. While other states 
made larger percentage gains than did New York, the actual 
amounts of their increase were comparatively small. The 
production in Illinois ranked next to New York in 1923, but 
it was only about one--third as great. Other states were much 
farther behind. 

The women's clothing industry, measured by the compara
tive growth of production values, remains secure in New 
York. The index for this state is 325, whereas for the United 
States it is 297 and for the six competing states -it ranges 
from 125 to 286. New York, furthermore, produced 79.9% 
gf all the women's clothing of the entire country in 1923, 
SO that the meager progress in other states does not inspire 
alarm. . 

In the foundry and machine shop products industry New 
York maintained practically a rate of progress comparable 
with other states. The index number for the United States 
is 270 and for New York 266. Pennsylvania and Massachu
setts rank below New York; New Jersey is on an exact parity 
with New York, while Ohio, Illinois and Michigan take the 
lead. Except for the rapid growth in Michigan, which no 
doubt resulted from the great expansion of the automobile 
industry, New York made a good record of progress iJct com
parison with competing states. In 1923, the value of the 
foundry and machine shop products of New York was 11.7%. 
of the total value produced by that industry in the United 
States, as compared with 11.9% in 1914. 

Printing and publishing made less progress in New York 
than in the United States or in anyone of the competing 
states. In 1914, furthermore, the value of the New York 
product' was 27.2% of the total for the United States, 
whereas in 1923 this state's proportion declined to 25.3%. 
When measured by value of products, therefore, this industry 
appears to be losing ground in New York. 

In the knit goods industry the index for New York was' 
295, whereas for the United States it was 328. Pennsylvania . 
and New Jersey also made greater relative'tlrogress than 
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New York. As the Pennsylvania product in this industry is 
96% of that of New York, it is apparent that competition is 
keen between the two states. In 1914, New York produced' 
30.2% of the knit goods product in the United States, but 
by 1923 this state's share had declined to 27.2%. Apparently 
the relative trend in New York is downward. 

In the boot and shoe industry New York made greater 
progress between 1914 and 1923 than the United States or 
five of the six competing states. Illinois alone exceeded New 
York in percentage of growth, but production in Illinois in 
1923 was only about one-third as great as'in New York. 
Massachusetts leads in production. In 1914, New York ac
counted fbr only 13.4% of the national product, whereas by 
1923 its ~roportion was 19.5%. The trend, therefore, seems 
to be favorable in New York. • 

In the production of millinery and lace goods New York 
made greater relative advancement than the United States 
or any competing state except Michigan. The high index 
of 978 for the latter, compared with 270 for New York, how
ever, is not especiaUy significant when taken in connection 
with the fact that the 1923 value of the Michigan product 
was $2,432,911, as against a value of $297,505,409 in New 
York. The state ranking next to New York in value of 
product in this industry produced only about one-eighth as 
much as New York. Since New York in 1914 produced 
63.4% of the total millinery and lace goods of the United 
States, and by 1923 had increased the percentage to 66.4, 
,it seems clear that the trend in New York has been favorable. 

In the manufacture of electrical machinery, apparatus and 
supplies New York failed to keep pace with the country as 
a whole or with its competitor states. The index for the 
United States is 386, compared with 260 in New York. In 
Massachusetts it is slightly above and in Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Illinois and Michigan it is much above the Nc!w York 
level The effect of the rapid growth in other states is re
flected in the fact that New York's portion of the total na
tional production declined from 22.1% in 1914 to 14.9% in 
1923. These facts may reflect differences in product in this 
industry as among the various states, but to what degree 
this is tme cfnnot be determined from the census data. 
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Measured by value of product, the motor vehicle industry 
appears to have made comparatively satisfactory progress 
in New York. 

The production of furniture has made greater relative prog
ress in New York than in four of the competing states. 
Michigan, Illinois and the United States, however, have 
made better percentage increases than New York. It seems 
apparent from the table that in this industry New York 
State is making about the average rate of growth. 

In the iron and steel industry the New York index is higher 
than that of the United States, Pennsylvania, Illinois and 
Massachusetts. On the other hand, Ohio, New Jersey and 
Michigan advanced· faster than New York. This·is a rela.
tively small industry in New York, Pennsylvania producing 
IRore than ten times as much as New York in value, neverthe
less the trend of growth in the latter has been about up to 
the average. 

Shirt manufacture constitutes an important industry in 
New York State. Measured by value of product, this state 
in 1914 produced 43.1% of the total shirt output of the 
country, and in 1923 the figure was 41.9. The index number 
representing growth from 1914 to 1923 is 252 for the United 
States and 245 for New York, suggesting· a relative retarda.
tion of growth in New York. Pennsylvania, New Jersey and 
Michigan made greater progress in the industry, but the 
three of them combined produced only about three-fifths as 
much as New York. 

In the manufacture of paper and other non-wooden boxes 
New York seemed to lag behind. The index for the UniteJ 
States is 354, while for New York it is only 280. Pennsyl
vania, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey and Massachusetts, each 
made greater relative advance than New York. The produc
tion in New York in 1923 was 23% of the total in the Un~ted 
States,"but in 1914 it had been 29%. The trend in New York, 
therefore, appears to be unfavorable. 

Another industry which has apparently undergone a rela
tive decline in New York is that of canning and preserving 
fruits and vegetables. The index for the United States is 
248; for New York it is only 142. Pennsylvania, Illinois, 
New Jersey and Michigan all exceeded New ~rk il\percent-
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age of growth. In 1914, the New York product was 10% of 
the total in the United States, and by 1923 it was down to 
5.7%. From this it is apparent that the trend of the industry 
in New York has been decidedly less favorable than in other 
states. 

VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURE 

Since the cost of materials and fud forms a large part of 
the value of products generally, but differs in its importance 
as between different types of manufacture, a truer measure 
of the trend of industrial development is afforded by the net 
value or value added by manufacture. This standard is of 
special importance in measuring the trend of costs, since 
the value' added by manufacture is what is paid for wages 
and managerial expenses and is increasql by the nse of 
power, machinery and capital investment. To secure a~ 
accurate idea of the effect of factors inHuencing wages, em
ployment, supervision and capital investment it is necessary 
to relate these to the productive output as measured by the 
net product. -
.. Table 28 presents the trends in the United States, New 
York and the six competing states on the basis of value 
added by manufacture. For all industries combined it is 
evident that the increase from 1914 to 1923 in value added 
to raw materials by means of the manufacturing process in 
New York was less than in the United States as a whole or 
in any competing state except Massachusetts. The differ
ences in most cases were quite marked. 
r III the individual industries New York likewise lagged 
behind all except one or two states in su~h manufacturing 
groups as printing and publishing, electrical machinery and 
supplies, motor vehicles, carpets and rugs, shirts, canning 
and preserving fruits and vegetables, and paper boxes. The 
canning industry appears to be especially backward in New 
York, the index for this state being only 136, as cotnpared 
with 331 for the country as a whole. Every competitive 
state showed greater progress than New York in this indus
try. Likewise the manufacture of electrical machinery and 
supplies has made much more progress elsewhere than in 
the State of New York, the index number for New York 
being 290' as ~ompared with 413 for the United States. 
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TABLE 28: INDEX NUMBERS OF VALUE ADDED BY MANU

FACTURE, 1923 
Base, 1914= 100 

(Source: U. S. Census of Manufactures) 

Compemon of N_ York 

JHIlIU7 United N", p- M-s.. ... V .... .. " Ohio m;. N_ ...... MidU-
y .... .... J ..... "'" -All industries . ....... 262 247 268 294 248 260 245 327 

Clothing,. men's . .... , 260 260 356 279 223 447 269 198 
Clothing, women"s .••. 270 293 163 155 2S3 228 203 90 
Foundry and madUne 

276 276 2S9 272 290 273 180 414 shop prodoc", ••.••• 
p~ting and publish-

246 230 2S2 286 273 337 250 289 mg •••••.••.••..••• 
Kni,goods ....•....•• 324 302 363 267 289 318 257 186 
Boo", and sh .... other • 

than rubber ...•.... 247 344 227 239 454 154 ,179 102 
Millinery and ~ 

goods •••...•••...• 261 274 111 201 275 200 102 960 
kcttical machinery" 

:f!.~~. ~ .~~. 413 290 445 521 475 283 282 935 
MOtor vehicles (not in~ 

cluding motorcycles) 482 456 1,033 473 984 2,930 393 356 
Fwuitun: ........... . 295 292 230 268 299 233 242 302 
Iron and sted tclud-

ing tollin~ m' ) •... 339 417 275 413 330 439 450 640 
Tobacco-agars and 
~ttes. o ••••• 0" 245 113 213 137 60 .. 99 151 

Confectionery and ice 
cream ..... o •• 00 ••• 334 325 371 258 251 392 309 J60 

Carpets and rugs, wool, 
other than rag . ..... 380 361 393 .. .. 666 303 . . 

Silk manufactures . ... 258 310 271 195 314 .. 
Shirts ....•.....•.... 226 220 268 186 238 285 126 331 
Boxes, paper and oth ... 

262 ( .. """,wooden) .... 312 277 377 342 442 298 107 
Canninew aDd preserv-

ing~ . ts and vege.. 
167' tabl ............... 331 136 353 142 256 381 

Cotton goods ..••....• 308 344 394 . . . . 233 251 .. 
Coll~ men's ........ 203 202 145 .. .. .. .. . . 

, 

Approximatdy one-third of the industries listed in Table 
28 ap~ear to have made less progress in New York than in 
other states, while another third have made about equal 

. progress and in the remaining third New York has been in 
the lead. 

NUMBER'OF WAGE EARNERS 

The relative growth or decline in the number of persons 
employed in manufacturing industries in ~w York State, '. 
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as compared with the changes for the United States as a 
whole and for other states, is of significance for two reasons: 
first, because it shows how the changes in industrial develop
ment affect the working population who derive their liveli
hood from industry, and second, because it brings the inquiry 
nearer to the question of the specific effects of regulatory 
legislation upon industrial operation. 

Table 29 is presented to show the trend in average number 
of wage earners employed in manufacturing industries in 
New York State. In all manufacturing industries combined 
the index representing the average number of wage earners 
for the United States is 125, and for New York it is only 109. 
All of the; six competing stares, furthermore, are ahead of 
New Y or~, the indexes ranging from 110 in Massachusetts 
to 186 in Michigan. This indicates in a general way that 
New York lagged behind other states in the increase of em_o 
ployment. An examination of specific industries forces the 
acceptance of similar conclusions. The differences in growth 
of employment offered were in most cases quite considerable. 

In about twa-thirds of the individual industries listed in 
Table 29, New York showed less progress than the United 
States or a majority of the competing states. Such groups, 
for instance, as men's and women's clothing, cigars and 
cigarettes, shirts, paper boxes, and the canning and preserv
ing of fruits and vegetables, experienced a considerable de
cline of wage earners in New. York between 1914 and 1923, 
while most of the competing states increased the number of 
wage earners employed in the same industries. In a few 
<1ther industries, namely, the manufacture of knit goods, 
electrical machinery and supplies, and confectionery and ice 
cream, New York shows an increase of wage earners em
ployed in 1923 as com'pared with 1914, but the percentage 
of growth in this state IS not nearly so great as in the United 
States or, with one exception, in a majority of the.states 
competing with New York. Only in foundries and machine 
shops, boot and shoe factories, and silk plants did the in
crease in employment in New York exceed greatly that for 
the country as a whole or for other states between 1914 and 
1923. 

Another indir.ation of the change in the relative position 
•• 
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TABLE 29: INDEX NUMBERS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF WAGE 

EARNERS IN MANUFACTURING, 1923 
Base, 1914-100 

(Source, U. s. Census of Manofac ....... ) 

Competiton or Nt:W York 

1_", Uaind N_ p- M_ 
Sa.., Vo" 

"" Ohio )ru. N_ <hu- Michi.-..... .... J"", ..... .. . 
AU industries, ........ 125 109 119 137 128 120 110 186 
Clothing, men's . ...... 112 90 180 159 99 149 131 82 
Clothing, women's .... 79 7S 64 51 99 104 85 49 
FoWldry and machine 

127 125 118 75 194 shop products .••..• 124 128 114 
Pr?nting and publish-

108 107 100 108 118 132 108 112 mg ..••••.•••••••. 
Knit goods ..•.••.... 129 113 119 135 143 135 .no 112 
Boots and sh .... other 

64 '90 62 dum rubber .•••.•.• 118 158 99 96 199 

• 
Millinery and lace 

goods .•••••••.•..• 120 ns 57 97 137 102 4S 387 
Electrical machinery, 

:~~~. ~ .~":. 199 152 238 207 224 149 154 3S4 
Muror velUcl .. (not in. 

cluding motorcycles) 304 193 302 170 284 1,269 94 349 
Furniture ........... . 129 118 100 126 126 106 117 137 
!run and .toe! Cutclud-

ing ~ mills) .••. 156 157 127 IS8 148 224 164 237 
TobaCCO-Cigars and 

57 79 cigarettes ... ...... , 85 53 90 86 33 .. 
Coofcctionery and ice 

cream ••••••••••••• 140 128 128 130 147 117 139 180 
Catpetsand russ. wool, 

other than rag ... .. ~ 112 114 110 . . .. 169 93 .. 
Silk manufactura .... . 116 122 117 99 143 
Shirts .••••.••••••..• 99 81 116 78 104 118 71 142 
Dozes, paper and other 

(except wooden) .••. 126 93 111 156 134 152 121 58 
Cannin~ and preserv. :t, . tI and vtgc-

ta lca .•..•.••..... 114 72 147 74 116 128 .. 100 
Cotton goods ..••••••. 124 119 139 . . .. 125 101 . . 
Collars, men's. . . ... 100 104 163 .. .. .. . . .. 

of New York industry, in respect of the number employed, 
is given in Table 30. Although the state still occupies a 
large place in the nation's activities in these industries, the 
decline in proportion of wage earners between 1914 and 1923 
would seem to indicate that New York State has been losing 
ground relatively to other states. In certain of the indus-. 
tries mentioned, like canning, the result might be expected 
as the consequence of a shifting of sources ofsuP!lJy of raw 
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materials or other causes; but whatever the reason for it. 
the tendency is clearly evident. 

TABLE30: RATIO OF EMpLOYMENT IN NEWYOllK. TO THAT OF 
THE UNITED STATES, 1914 AND 1923 

(Source: U. S. Census of Ma.uf ......... ) 

Clothing, men's . ....• , ......................... . 
. Clothing, WOIIl<D '.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 

Tobacco-cigars and cigarettes ................... . 
Shirts .••..•.•.....•...•.•.•...•.•...•.....•.•.. 
Boxes, paper ud other, except wooden . ... " . '" .•. 
Canning and.prescrving, fruits and vegetabla ...... . 
Knit~ .................................... . 
Electru:al machinery, apparatus and supplies ..... . 
Confeetionery and icc: cream ...•.••.••••••••.•.•.• 

Percetltacor of Nnr York Wqe 
Eamus to w. Eamen 

of the United Statu 

37.41 64.2 
19.7 
31.6 
31.3,g 
12.8'7D 
26.6~ 
2O.!1'9 
18.2% 

JO.1~ 
61.11'9 
12.3'7. 
2S.!~ 
23:"'19 

8.1'7D 
23.4~ 
1S~1'9 
16.Y'7D -

The trend in number of wage earners of itself, however, 
does not conclusively indicate an unfavorable situation in 
~ew York. In this comparison as in others that follow, 
account must be taken of the relative extent and character of 
the industrialization of the state. New York is an older indus
trial state; 'its industries may be less new or modernized; 
it may be nearer the "saturation point" than the other states 
with which it is compared, and its growth may for these 
reasons . be inevitably slower, As regards growth in em
ployment, of course, this depends in part upon the growth 
of the available labor supply as well as upon the demand 
Itrising from industrial expansion. It is impossible to say 
definitely to what extent this factor operates in New York, 
but the figures given in Table 42 suggest that, as compared 
with certain of the competitive states, there is little sign that 
employment has reached a saturation point in New York 
State. Possibly also the relative decrease of emplQ.yment 
in some cases reRects a growing efficiency of labor and man
agement or an extension of the use of automatic machinery 
rather than a decline of the industry. This would seem to 
be probable in cases where there has been an almost corres
ponding decline in the country generally, as, for instance, 
In the manufac-ture of women's clothing and of cigars and , ' 
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cigarettes, but it would not account for conditions in the 
paper box and the canning' industries, where there has been 
a marked increase of employment outside of New York and a 
decrease in that state. It is necessary, therefore, to examine 
other features of the industrial trend before general conclu
sions can be justified. 

SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENTS 

The relative extent of change in the average size of estab
lishments in New York State industries, as compared with 
American manufacturing industry generally, and with manu
facturing industry in other states, is of importance in a study 
of industrial trends for several reasons. For on·~ thing. it 
must be taken into consideration in judging the significance 
of the trend of number of enterprises, discussed above; 
secondly, it has a more or less direct relation to the problem 
of regulatory legislation. The large scale establishment is in 
many cases the more efficient, and to that extent, other 
things being equal, will be better able to bear a given burden 
of legislative regulation. On the surface, therefore, a trend 
toward large scale establishments might appear to be a 
natural form of adjustment of industry to increased legisla
tive burdens. This, however, is not necessarily true. Much 
depends upon the character of the industry whether a given 
legislative situation will favor the small or the large estab
lishment. Although larger establishments may make for 
greater productive efficiency, they may involve more super
vision and relatively higher management costs, especialloy 
where there is much regulatory legislation to be observed in 
matters of employment, safety, sanitation, etc. Also, where 
hours of work are restricted by legislation; the smaller esta b
lishment, other things being equal, may have the advantage 
over ijlrger ones in so far as smaller overhead costs for idle 
capital are en tailed. 

Because the data for 1914 on number of manufacturing 
establishments cannot be compared with the 1923 data as 
regards individual industries, it is likewise impossible to pre- _ 

1 It has been suggested that the a.ituation in the canning industry is & reRecrlon 
chiefty of the decline of New Y",k Sta'" as a oourceof agricliltural products, bu, i, 
appears unlikely that this can have been the major factor. •• 
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sent in complete detail a table showing the size or the changes 
in size of establishments. Data are available for the average 
size of establishments in each state and in the United States 
for "all industries," but it should be remembered that, 
because of the differences in character of the industries in the 
various states, such comparisons lose much of their signifi
cance, as has been emphasized earlier. The predominance 
of small scale establishments in the clothing industries of 
New York City, and the probability that such small units 
are specially suited to this industry, gready affect the infer
ences one may legitimately draw from these figures. 

Table 31 shows that the average number of wage earners 
per establishment in New York State was much less in 1914 
and in 1923 than for the United States as a whole or for any 
one of the competing states. There was, moreover, a decline. 
of1% in New York, between 1914 and 1923, whereas for the 
entire country there was an increase of 16%. Four of the 
competing states record increases in size of establishments 
ranging from 10% to 90%. New Jersey and Massachusetts 
experienced declines of 4%, but in these two states the aver
age size of establishment is nearly twice as great as in New 
York. 

TABLE 31: SIZE or ESTABLISHMENTS,-1914 AND 1923 
(Source: U. S. Census of Manufactures) 

Averap Numb« of Waae Indo Numben Sate Earnen per Eat.&liahmUl~ fur I92J 
1914- In! 1914-100 

United Sta .......................... 39 45 116 
New york ...••.•••...•••.•.•.•.•.•. 31 30 99 
Pennsylvania ...••..•.•••.•.•••.•.•• SO 57 115 
Ohio .••••••.••••.••••••••.••••••••. 48 62 131 
lllinoio .••.•.•••••.••••.•••••.•••••. 41 4S 110 
New Jeney .•.•.•.•••.••..•••.•.•••. 53 51 96 
Massamuaetts . ..................... 66 63 96 
Mich .. an •••••••....•.•...•..•••...• 47 88 190 

1 Da .. for 1914 ha~ been made comparable with thooe for \923 by e1uninating 
all establishments reporting annual production. of under ,5,()()(). 

The table indicates not only that the average manufactur
ing plant in New York, taking its industry as a whole, is 
much smaller than is the case elsewhere in competitive 
territory" but «'.so that New York is making no progress 
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toward multiplying the wage-earning personnel per factory. 
New York has remained persistently a manufacturing state 
of relatively small establishments. This, as has been pointed 
out, is doubtless due in some measure to the large part which 
the clothing, millinery, lace goods, and similar industries 
play in the industrial make-up of the state. In view of these 
facts it would seem probable that the markedly less pro
nounced trend toward large' scale establishments in New 
York State, as compared with the country as a whole and 
with other states, reflects a form of adjustment to interstate 
competitive conditions peculiarly adapted to industries such 
as those which bulk large in New York.' . 

WAGES PAID 

Though the total of wages paid in manufacturing indus
tries is of significance as a measure of the growth in the 
economic importance of industry in the life of the state, from 
the point of view of a study of regulatory legislation the 
significant factor is the relation of wages to industrial opera
tion as affected by restrictions on employment and hours of 
work. The latter question may be approached by comparing 
the trend of wages paid per wage earner, that is, wage costs 
per wage earner in New York State with those in other states, 
and by studying the relation of wage costs to production as 
measured by the value added by manufacture. For the 
reasons discussed above in connection with value of products, 
these comparisons can safely be made only as between states 
by specific, identical industries. If by such comparisons the 
trend of wage costs per wage earner and per thousana 
dollars of value added by manufacture in any state shows 
markedly different movements from those for the same in
dustry in .another state or in the country as a whole, it is 
justifiable to look either for some pronounced difference in 
exterIf.ll factors affecting industrial operation or for some 
special difference in improvement of industrial technique. 
Which of the two is present would then have to be decided 
by some test of the increased use of machinery and power, or 
increased effort of management. 

Table 32 sets forth the relative position of New York as 
regards the increase in the aggregate amoulft of "ages paid 
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TABLE 32: INDEX NUMBERS OF WAGES PAID IN MANU

FACTURING, 1923 
Base, 1914= 100 

(Source, u. s. Census of M."ufattures) 

Competiton of New Vorl: 

1a<1....,. United New p..".. ....... S ..... y"", 
~ om. m;. N ... ch~ Michi-- ..... .Juooy H'" ... 

An industries ....•••. 271 252 272 JOB 268 1.75 234 422 
Clothing, men's . ..... 271 247 383 361 258 447 300 171 
Clothing, women's . ... 191 197 123 116 217 239 194 88 
Foundry and machine 

.hop producta •••••• 263 265 255 279 272 268 162 401 
PJ!nting and publish-

238 241 240 238 272 295 227 248 IDS .. •• ........ • .. • 
Knit goods ............ 282 254 299 26J 275 297 224 234 
Boo .. and ah<!<s. other 

than rubber . ....... 237 360 201 215 J96 132 177 125 
Millinery and Iatc: 

goods ............. 297 322 127 202 302 217 102 706 
.Electrical machinery, 

;b~~.~ .. 8~. 414 3m 541 439 458 312 324 751 
_vehicles (not i ... 

dueling moum:ycles) 608 404 657 340 482 2,861 171 675 
FUI1'lituJ'e •.. •••••..•• 279 273 221 265 279 255 248 299 
bon and .teeI Ji:clud-

ina rollinl! . ).... 339 363 281 401 297 490 323 611 
Tobacco-clg1ll'8 and 

c!f~'~'i~' 1'58 108 196 159 61 .. 87 151 

cream ............ . 318 306 316 296 346 312 3m 444 
Carpets and rug>, wool, 

other than rag . ..... 330 360 JOB .. .. 497 266 .. 
Silk manufactures . ... 269 3m 278 220 324 
Shirts . .............. 198 180 232 153 178 269 125 220 
Boxes, paper and other 

(except wooden) .... 289 228 252 418 313 416 240 116 
Can~d preserv. 

~::~.~~.~.~~ 249 152 396 143 242 334 156 
eouon goods ......... 271 279 386 .. .. 295 229 .. 
CoHan. men·s. < •••••• 177 177 129 .. .. .. .. .. 

in manufacturing industries. Once again New York State 
takes lowest rank with the exception of Massachuset~. By 
this measure of progress, it is dear that New York did not 
push forward so fast as other states. In other words, the 
rdative amount of wages going to New York State industrial 
wo,kers, which constitute the bulk of the buying power of 
the state and so the mainstay of its business life, did not 
increase qearly 50 much as for the United States as a whole 
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or most other states. A number of individual industries 
contributed to the unfavorable trend in the state, among 
them being men's clothing, knit goods, electrical machinery 
and supplies, motor vehicles, paper box manufacture and 
the canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables. This 
trend suggests the question whether or not the smaller in
crease in wages paid indicates declining wage costs for New 
York industries. 

WAGE COST PER WAGE EARNER 

Taking into account both the relative change in number 
of wage earners in New York manufacturing industries and 
that in wages paid, Table 33 shows that the wage cost per 
wage earner in New York industries as a whole' increased 

.131% as compared with 117% for the United States. All 
six of the competing states, furthermore, show smaller per
centages of increase in this respect than does New York. 
Thus, while it has cost the New York employer relatively 
more for each worker than in other states, the aggregate of 
purchasing power provided by New York industries has not 
relatively increased. 

Unless it were obvious that New York industries in the 
aggregate and individually are of such a peculiar kind as to 
involve a very different type of worker than manufacturing 
industry generally, it would be reasonable to infer from this 
disparity the influence of special factors upon wage costs in 
New York State. This probability is emphasized when a 
comparison of wage costs is made by specific industries. In 
each of the twenty industries listed, except .foundries ana 
machine shops, electrical machinery and supplies, and can
ning and preserving fruits and vegetables! the wage cost per 
wage earner in New York State has increased more since 
1914 than for the United States. The disparities are quite 
large lnd significant,and it should be noted especially that 
they are greatest in the cases of the industries employing 
a large proportion of women workers. The three exceptions, 
foundries and machine shops, electrical machinery and sup
.plies, and canning and preserving establishments are rela~ 
tively unimportant as employers of women workers. The 
printing and publishing industry also, in wlttch til; disparity 
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TABLE 33: INDEX NUMBERS OF WAGE COST PER WAGE 
EARNER, 1923 

Base, 1914= 100 
(Source: U. S. ee.. .. of Manufac:tures) 

Competitonl of New Yori: 
1"" __ Ulljt~ N ... Pm~ M~ S ..... y"", 

OY~ 0IH0 11li~ N ... 
"'~ 

Michi. ..... noi. J ..... ..... .. . 
All industries ....•.... 217 231 230 225 210 229 213 227 
Clothi~ men' •. ..... 242 274 213 227 260 J01 229 208 
Clothing, women's .... 242 262 191 226 218 231 227 180 
Foundry and machine . 

shopproductB ••..•• 213 207 224 221 217 226 215 207 
Printing and publish-

221 225 233 220 230 223 210 221 mg ..•••..••••..•• 
Knit gooch . .£. •• ..... 218 224 251 194 193 220 204 210 
Boots and shl>es, other 

than rubber ........ 201 228 202 224 199 206 197 202 
Millinery and lace goods ............. 248 272 224 207 220 212 229 182 
Elec:trical machinery, 

;rcs~~~. ~ .•. ~":. 208 202 228 212 205 209 210 212 
Motor vehicles (no. in-

cluding motorcycleo) 200 209 218 200' 170 225 183 194 
Furniture ........... • 216 232 214 :UO 223 240 211 219 
Iron and steel (mclud-

ing rolling mills) .•.• 217 230 221 214 201 219 197 258 
To~ac:a>-cgars and 

185 203 219 183 187 152 190 
c!k~'~'i~' 

.. 
cream ............ . 227 238 247 228 235 267 221 247 

Carp ... and rugs, wool, 
other than rag ... ... 293 314 279 · . .. 294 287 .. 

Silk manufactura ... .. 233 251 238 · . 222 226 
Shirts . .............. 199 222 200 196 172 229 176 155 
Boxes, paper and other 

198 (except wooden) •••• 230 245 227 268 234 273 199 
~and preserv-

:t-1es. :~.~.:~. 219 212 269 193 208 260 151 
C::Cgoods···· ..... 218 233 2n .. .. 235 227 . . 
Co men·s ..... ... 171 171 80 · . .. .. .. . . 

in wage costs was small, employs a relatively small propor
tion of women as compared with some of the other industries 
listed. 

Practically the same condition is found to prevail when 
New York is compared with the competing states. Among 
the twenty industries, there are only.three in which the wage 
cost per wage earner did not increase more in New York than 
in a majority oflrthe six states. 

• 
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Wage costs have not only grown more rapidly in New York, 
but they appear to be absolutely higher than in other states. 
Taking all manufacturing industries in the United States as 
well as in each state, and comparing the actual average cost 
of labor per wage-earner month, it is found that the cost in 
New York exceeds the average for the United States as a 
whole and for all the New England states and for New Jersey 
and Pennsylvania, and is exceeded among the competitive 
states by Ohio, Illinois and Michigan. These differences 
may be in part the result of difference in type of labor in the 
industries of the various states, but they are nevertheless 
large enough to suggest the effect of other factors as welL 

• 
MANAGEMENT COSTS 

Unfavorable external influences upon wage costs may be 
ket by better organization of production. The only statisti
cal measure possible of the extent of this readjustment is to 
be found in the trend of management costs, calculated in 
terms of the salaries paid to official, supervisory and clerical 
employees in relation to the working force. Here again 
comparison must be made as among identical industries in 
different states. The comparative trend of management 
costs also has a secondary significance in that it may reflect 
the extent to which regulatory legislation has directly in
volved increased costs of supervision in industrial establish
ments. 

Table 34 illustrates the changes in salaries paid in New 
York, the United States and competing states between 1914 
and 1923. The table reveals that the increases of salary to 
industrial officials have not been so great in New York as in 
the United States, or in anyone of the six competing states 
except Michigan. When comparisons are made in specific 
industries, it is found that in twelve cases out of twenty the 
salari~ in the United States as a ~hole have been increased 
more than those in New York, while in the six competing 
states there are eleven of the listed industries in whIch all 
but one or two of the states have exceeded New York in 
salary increases and only six industries in which. the increases" 
of salary in New York have been in excess of those in more 
than half of the competing states. 

~ 
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TABLE 34: INDEX NUMBERS OF SALAIUES PAID IN MANU
FACTUIUNG, 1923 

B .... 1914-1oo 
(Source, U. s. Census of Manufactures) 

Competirau or New Yorl: 

W...,. United N~ p- M .... S ..... Yorl .. ~ 0IU0 1m. 11'_ ..... Yiclai-..... ..... 1<_ ..... ... 
AU induatri .......... 234 226 242 247 242 246 238 215 
Ciot:h:ing. meat, . ...•. 209 185 337 226 213 532 235 160 
Clothing, women's ... ~ 231 254 138 112 263 226 139 92 
Foundry and machine 

ahoy ptOducto •.•.•• 232 209 251 214 241 271 191 300 
Prjntmg and publish.. 

:il9 217 226 272 251 271 225 262 !nfI .••••••••••••••• 
Knit gaodt •. ~ •••••••• 323 335 381 208 344 293 353 148 
Bcoto and sboeo, other 

th"" rubber .•....•. 216 261 203 154 - 170 226 100 
Millinery and Iacc 

gaodt ............. 
Electrical machinery. 

276 288 160 181 314 216 71 910 • 

~~. ~ .':'.~. 392 397 326 50. 501 250 369 502 
MOtor nhid .. (not in-

duding motwqdes) 365 252 654 3~ 741 1,258 229 353 
Furniture ........... . 240 234 194 178 240 264 238 235 
'hoD and steel {indud.. 

ins rullint! mills} ••.. 267 253 239 286 262 421 257 419 
Toi?ac_ars and 

169 88 187 98 54 120 195 CIgarettes . •. s •••••• .. 
Confectionery and ice 

cream ............ . 258 233 288 219 269 282 248 282 
Carpe .. and ruga, woo1, 

other th ... rag ...... 207 144 223 .. .. 697 197 .. 
Si1lt manufactures .••• 265 309 311 247 191 
Shirts ............... 212 203 255 127 209 163 185 139 
B...,., paper and other 

(except wooden) •••• 302 240 346 373 307 405 351 138 
.c~ and preserv-:t · .. and_ 

172 227 ta lea ............. 246 187 279 95 169 
CottoD gaodt .•••••••. 254 313 318 .. . . 250 219 .. 
CoD ... mtn' •.•.•..•. 188 193 185 .. .. .. .. .. 

It is of interest to note that in three of the four industries 
in which New York recorded low net product and low<wages, 
namely, the production of motor vehicles, paper boxes, and 
canned fruit and vegetables, the index of salary increases 
likewise is comparatively low. In the fourth industry, fur
thermore, that is, the manufacture of electrical machinery 
and supplies, New York is practically on a parity with the 
United ~tates lind the competing states. 
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The changes in aggregate salary cost, however, are only 
an indirect indication of industrial growth and throw no 
light on changes in productive methods and management 
made in adjustment to unfavorable industrial environment. 
In view of the fact that the increase in wage earners (Table 
29) was less than the increase in salary costs (Table 34) one 
might expect the increase in salary cost per wage earner to be 
relatively high. From Table 35 it is seen that the manage-

TABLE 35: INDEX NUMB EllS OF SALAllY CoST PEll WAGE 

EAllNEll IN MANUFACTUIlING, 1923 
Base, 1914-100 . 

(Source. U. s. Census of Manofactw.sl . • 
Compettton or New Yot'k 

ru...u,. Uaited N"" ..... M_ 
Su", Yod< ... 1:- 0,"" m;. N_ ,.~ MkhO. 

.~. 
DO. - "'" ... 

All industries ..•.•.... 187 201 204 ISO 190 205 216 116 
Clothing, men' •...... 186 205 187 142 214 358 179 195 
Clothing, wom ... • •.••• 293 338 214 218 265 218 163 188 
FOWIdry and machine 

shop products ...... 188 163 221 169 193 229 253 155 
Prinq and publiah. 

ing ......... . 0 •••• 222 203 220 252 212 205 208 233 
Knit goods •.•••••••• 250 295 321 154 241 216 322 133 
Boo .. and oboes, other 

than rubber ..••.... 184 166 204 160 203 266 244 161 
Millinery and lace 

goods .•••••••••••• 230 243 281 185 229 211 160 235 
ElCctricai machinery, 

;Ii~~. ~.~ .~~~. 197 261 137 243 224 168 240 142 
Motor vehicles (not io. 

cluding JIIOtOrC)'cleo) 120 131 217 194 261 99 244 101. 
Forniture-. .. 4 •••••••• 185 199 188 142 191 249 202 172 
Iron and ,ReI (includ-

ing ~ mills} .•.• 171 161 188 153 In 188 157 In 
T~and 

198 165 208 113 161 211 246 agarettes .......... . .. 
Confectionery and ice 

cream . ............. 185 181 225 168 183 241 179 157 

C=~~.~,. 184 . 126 203 .. .. 412 212 .. 
Silk manuiactwa .•... 229 252 266 

201 
. 249 133 

Shir ................. 213 251 219 . 163 139 259 98 
B ...... paper and other 

(ex<:ep' wooden) .... 240 258 312 240 229 266 291 236 
C~and_. 

:ties~~.~.~~. 216 260 190 128 145 134 219 
CeJ:!, gcoda ......... 204 262 228 .. .. 231 217 .. 
Col men·.s . ....... 181 186 114 .. .. .. .. , .. 
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ment cost per wage earner, as measured by salaries paid to 
officers, superintendents and clerical employees, has increased 
more in New York State than for the United States as a 
whole, so far as all manufacturing industries are concerned. 
The most notable exceptions among the specific groups 
examined are the foundry, printing and publishing, boot and 
shoe, iron and steel, tobacco, and carpet and rug industries. 

For all industries combined, the increase in salary cost 
per wage earner was higher in New York than in the United 
States, but with the six competing states New York was 
almost equal. In the twenty individual industries the New 
York figure in thirteen cases was in excess of that for the 
United Stl!.tes, while eleven of the twenty industries showed 
increases 1n costs greater than those in a majority of the 
states in competition. 

INSTALLED POWEll 

The extent to which unfavorable external influences on 
wage costs have been met by improvement in the processes . 
of industrial production may be more concretely gauged by 
the trend of installed primary power utilized in production 
than by management expenses. Other things being equal, a 
pronounced increase in installed power per worker in identi
'cal industries in one state as compared with another or with 
the country as a whole would strongly suggest the operation 
of some external influence, such as regul,atory legislatioR in 
making necessary such reduction in production costs through 
increased use of power machinery as would offset the in
creased wage cost arising from legislative factors. 

Table 36 shows the increase in the use of power between 
1914 and 1923. New York made less progress in the aggre
gate amount of power used than the United States or any 
competing state with the exception of Massachusetts. In 
the twenty specific industries, furthermore, there are only 
three cases in which progress was greater in New York than 
in the United States, and four cases out of twenty in which 
New York was not behind a majority of the competing states. 
Not a single instance occurs in which New York was ahead 
of all states, but in three of the industries all of the competing 
states we;! aheXd of New York. 
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TABLE 36, INDEX NUMBEllS OF INSTALLED HORSEPOWER, 

1923 
B .... 1914=100 

(Source: U. S. c.... .. of Manufactures) 

Competium of New York 

Lo-.,. Ullited N_ Pam- M_ s ...... y ... .... Ohio mi- N_ 
"'~ 

MidU-
Yam-

..,. J....,. ..... po 

AU industries ........ 148 141 145 167 153 161 14() 203 
Clothing, men's ...... 149 108 157 309 185 190 2n 88 
Clothing, women:·s .•.. 99 95 76 66 163 91 129 39 
Foundry and machine 

llO 255 sh".l'pmduc:IS ..••.. 162 146 l5l 187 14() 148 
Prinnng and publish. 

ing ................ 121 llS lOS 113 155 127 127 106 
IUUt8QOds ••.••••.•.. 149 133 126 126 193 152 167 141 
Boots and sh..., other . 

than rubber ........ 134 154 133 89 24() 89 107 49 

• Millinery and lace 
8QOds ............. 125 125 45 30 134 14() 70 2.738 

Electrica1 machinery, 

;~~~. ~~ .~~. 
Motor vehicles (not in-

212 128 201 34() 221 132 189 533 

cluding motor<ydco) 41S 244 330 241 349 2,675 95 488 
Furniture ........... . 203 136 819 136 133 115 121 135 
Iron and steel (includ-

ing rolling mills) .... 
Tobacco-cigan and 

152 121 131 147 143 238 126 295 

~'~'i~' 185 89 118 169 47 .. 55 4 

cream ............. . 267 213 268 206 230 279 283 359 
CarpelS and "'8'> wool, 

other than rag ... ... 126 143 107 .. .. 145 99 .. 
Silk manufactures 185 169 183 158 187 
Shirts ............... 82 62 83 83 93 93 92 85 
Boxes, papes: and other 

(except wooden) •.•• 165 121 197 275 186 309 109 9 
Cano~and_. • 
:tles.:~.~.~. 158 94 181 99 155 160 110 

~~goods ....•.... 138 163 158 .. .. 246 129 .. 
Co men's •. , .•.•. 150 133 167 .. .. .. .. .. 

This is not surprising in view of the characteristics of New 
York'State industries which have already been revealed in 
the earlier discussion. It emphasizes still more strongly the 
fact that New York is persistently a state of small scale 
establishments, and is characterized by industries in which 
relatively little power in the aggregate is required. Properly 
regarded, this fact and the relatively small increase in the 
amount of power used suggest a definite ~ndicap inherent 

• 
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in New York State industry as regards its adjustment to 
competitive pressure through increased scale of operations 
and use of power. 

Installed Power per Wage Earner 
The extent to which this handicap has been met, under the 

pressure of competitive conditions, however, tan be seen only 
by comparing the change in use of power with that in the 
amount of labor. Although the amount of power used in 
New York is comparatively small, and the increase since 
1914 has not been striking, the adjustment to unfavorable 
competitive conditions of wage and management costs 
through die greater use of power per worker has been sur
prising. • 

I t is clear from Table 37 that for all manufacturing indus-. 
tries combined the installed power per wage earner in New 
York State has increased more largely than for the country 
as a whole or for any competing state except New Jersey. 
The individual industries listed, however, happen in most 
eases to be those in which the growth was less in New York 
than in the United States or the competing states. Notable 
illustrations are the men's clothing, foundry, boot and shoe, 
electrical machinery, furniture, iron and steel, tobacco, con
fectionery and ice cream, and silk industries. In the cotton 
goods and the wool carpet and rug industries, however, New 
York ranked above the competing states as regards increase 
in installed horsepower per wage earner. 
o These comparisons suggest strongly that New York indus
tries, because of their peculiar character, have not been able 
to adjust themselves to changing competitive conditions as 
fully as the industries in other states by increased use of 
power and larger scale of operations. The fact that they have 
remained predominandy small scale, low-powered enterprises 
would suggest that they have found it easier in this way to 
meet the local conditions that have faced them, than by 
increasing their employment and mechanization. It is likely 
that undue legislative regulation of employment and working 
conditions would favor such an adaptation. 

In considering the changes in installed power as a.n in
dica.tor o£ oinduf.:rial trends, it should be noted that they 
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TABLE 37: INDEX NUMBEllS OF INSTALLED HOllSEPOWER. 

PER. WAGE EAR.NE1l, 1923 
Base, 1914= 100 

(Soun:o: U. S. Census of Mmafactun:s) 

Competium of New York 

Ioduuy Uaite4 "- Pc... iii ..... s..- V ... 

"''' Ohio lIIi- "- d>~ 
• ~m ..... J ..... ..... 

All industries ... ...... 119 129 122 . 122 120 134 127 
Clothing. men~8 ...... 133 120 87 194 187 128 208 
Clothing. womcn·s .... 126 126 118 128 163 88 151 
Foundry and mochin< 
~products ...... 131 114 133 148 111 125 146 

Ptintmg and publish-
tl2 108 lOS lOS 131 96 118 mg ............... 

Knit goods .......... 116 117 106 93 135 112 152 
Boo .. and sh .... other 

than rubber ........ 114 98 134 93 120 139 118 
Millinery and Lu:e 

goods ............. 105 106 78 30 97 137 157 
Electrical machinery, 

;I:.aratus and sup-
. . ............. 107 85 85 164 98 88 123 

Motor vehicles (not in-
cl",ung motorcycles) 136 127 109 142 123 211 102 

Furniture. . .. , ....... 157 116 795 108 106 108 103 
110ft and steel (includ-

ins roIl~ mill.) .... 97 77 103 78 96 106 77 
ToblUXD-C1g.... and 

c%:.~·~·i~· 217 168 131 195 144 .. 97 

cream. _ ........... 191 166 209 159 156 239 203 
Carpets and rugs, wool. 

other than rag . ..... 112 125 97 .. .. 86 107 
Silk manufactures .. ... 160 138 156 159 131 
Shirto ............... 83 76 71 107 90 79 130 
Box.., popel" and other 

(coccopt wooden) ..•• 132 130 178 177 139 204 91 
Canni%.; and pnoserv-:t · .. and_ 

ta lcs ............. 139 130 123 134 133 124 .. 
Cntton goods ......... 111 136 113 .. .. 196 128 
Collan, men's .. ...... 145 128 103 .. .. .. .. 

Michl--109 
107 
79 

132 

94 
126 

79 

707 

151 

140 
99 

125 

5 

200 

. . 
59 

16 
• 

107 
.. 
-. 

afford only an indirect measure of increase in the use of 
mach~nery to offset increased labor costs. In the textile in
dustry and some branches of the clothing industry, there has . 
been an increase in the amount of machine operation per em
ployee. The effect of such changes can be seen only in the 
growth of output in relation to installed power and numbet 
of workers. 
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JI' alue Added oy Mantifacture per Unit of Installed Power 
Though the manufacturing industries as a whole in New 

York State in 1923 utilized considerably less power per 
worker than the average for the United States, and less than 
for any of the competitive states except New Jersey, the net 
product or value added by manufacture for each unit of 
installed power increased tremendously in New York, and 
substantially the same in New York as in the United States 

TABLE 38: INDEX NUMBEIlS OF VALUE ADDED BY MANU-

FACTURE PER UNIT OF INSTALLED HORSEPOWER, 1923 
Base, 1914=100 

(Source, u. S. CenaIlS of Manul'actureoJ 

Competmm of New V.rlt 

1m"", UaiM N_ p~ M_ Sa", y.,. 
.,.~ OIDo 115- N_ 

<.~ MidU-. 
aoia J ..... ... ~ .,,'" po , 

An iDdustries ..•.•.... 177 175 186 176 162 162 175 161 
Clothing, men's •.•..• 174 241 226 90 120 235 99 225 
Clothing, women' ••..• 271 J09 214 236· 156 251 157 23J 
Foundry and maclUn. 

188 171 145 208 185 164 163 . obop produc ........ 171 
Printing and publioh-

203 199 232 252 176 264 197 274 mg ..•••••..•.• ~ .. 
Knit soods •...•••..• 217 228 288 212 150 210 154 132 
IIoota and sh-. othu 

172 168 207 than rubbet-.....•.. 184 224 171 268 190 
Millinery and lace 

soods •••• ····•·•· . 208 219 250 679 205 143 146 35 
Electrical maclUnery, 
~atus and sup-

225 215 215 149 176 ..... -, ........ 194 221 153 
Motof'vehicles (not in_ 

412 73 duding motorcycles) 116 187 313 196 282 110 
Aunit""" ........... 146 214 28 197 225 203 201 224 
II<!" and ~ud lindud-

223 343 210 280 232 185 356 217 mg roIIinIJ millo) .... 
To1?ac:co-c'gars and 

133 127 181 81 129 179 3,629 c!f:Cri:::; .~. i~' .. 
cream .••.•.. to •••• 125 153. 139 125 109 140 109 100 

Carpe .. and rugs, wool, 
253 367 459 306' other than rag •.•... 302 .. . . . . 

Silk manufacture! .•... 139 183 149 124 168 391 Shir ................. 275 355 323 223 255 307 137 
Box.., paper and othu 

218 140 137 184 143 273 1.163 (exctp. wooden) •... 189 
Canninl and preserv~ 

:tles~"'. ~.~':'. 209 145 195 143 166 239 151 
Cotton~~ ....••.• 223 211 249 .. .. 95 195 .. 
Collan men.' JI •••••• 135 152 87 .. . . .. . . . . 
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and the six states listed as competitors between 1914 and 
1923. In fact, New York is slightly ahead of the other states, 
and only two points behind the United States as a whole. 

Table 38 brings this out very clearly. In fifteen of the 
twenty individual industries examined, New York is ahead 
of the record for the United States as well as of a majority of 
the competing states. This is not true, however, in such 
industries as printing and publishing, cigars and cigarettes, 
wool carpets and rugs, canning and preserving of fruits and 
vegetables, and cotton goods. 

These comparisons suggest, in general, that in most New 
York State industries employers have sought since 1914 to 
offset the relatively higher and increasing wageP costs per 
wage earner by changes in organization or by increasing the 

.efforts of management per wage earner so as to secure a 
higher net product for a given amount of power. In the 
meantime, the average size of establishment has remained 
relatively small in New York, decreasing in this state, while 
it was increasing in the country generally. Taken in connec
tion with the trend of industrial growth in New York State 
as compared with the United States as a whole, these facts 
would suggest an increasing competitive pressure upon New 
York State industries, particularly upon those employing 
large proportions of women workers. 

Yalue Added oJ Manufacture per $1,000 Wage Cost 
The question then arises as to whether the relatively high 

and increasing wage cost per wage earner has been suffi
ciently offset by the increased use of power, or by greater 
expenditures on management, so as to keep the relation of 
wage costs to effective production fairly oonstant and on a 
level with other states. Reference to Tables 39 and 41 indi
cates that for manufacturing industries as a whole and for 
most 'of the specific industries this appears to have been 
barely accomplished. For all manufacturing industries in 
New York State the value added by manufacture for a 
given expenditure in wages (Table 39) has declined only 
slightly since 1914, and this decline is 1% less than that 
for the manufacturing industries of the United States gener
ally. In such industries as printing anct pub/iihing, the 
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TABLE 39: INDEX NUMBERS OF VALUE ADDED BY MANU

FACTURE PER 151,000 OF WAGE COST, 1923 . 
B..., 1914~100 

(Source: U. S. c.ns .. of Manufactures) 

Competitors ofN_ Yorl 

Indllltl'J' United Now p- M_~ ...... Yo.!: .,.~ Ohio I .... Now 

""" 
Michl-

~ ..... J_ ..... -All industries . .. ~ ~ ... 97 98 98 95 92 95 104 '?7 
Clothing, men' •. ..... 96 lOS 93 77 87 100 89 116 
Clothing, women's . ... 141 149 133 134 117 95 lOS 102 
Foundry and machine 

shop pnxIucts ...... 105 104 102 97 107 102 III 103 
Prjnting and publish-

103 95 105 120 100 114 110 117 mg ...••••.•••.•..• 
KnitgoodlJ ...•.••.... 115 119 III 101 105 107 115 79 
lIooto and ahoeo, other 

. 104 than rubber, ....... 96 113 111 115 117 101 81 
Millinery and lace 

good •.•••.•••.•... 
Electrical machinery, 

88 85 88 100 91 92 100 136 

;~~ .. ~.~':. 100 94 82 119 104 91 .7 115 
Motor vehic:les (not in-

cluding motorcycles) 79 113 157 139' - 102 230 53 
Furniture. .......... . 106 107 104 10~ 107 91 98 101 
I"", and steel ~clud. 

ing "'llin!f . ).... 100 115 98 103 111 90 139 105 
Tobacco-agars and 

cigarettes .•••••.••• ISS lOS 109 87 99 .. 114 100 
Confectionery and ice 

aum ............. 105 106 118 87 71 126 101 81 
Carpets and rug>, wool, 

1I~ other than rag ...... 115 100 118 .. · . 134 · . 
Silk manufactures 96 101 97 89 97 
Shirts ..•............ 114 111 115 111 133 106 101 ISO 
Boxes, paper and other 

<except wooden) .•.• 108 115 110 90 109 106 114 93 
Canniul,.; and _-

:tia. ~~. ~.~~. 133 89 89 99 106 114 107 
Cotton good .......... 113 123 102 .. · . 79 110 · . 
Collars men's ....... , US 114 112 .. · . .. .. · . 

manufacture of boots and shoes, and the canning and pre
serving of fruits and vegetables. the ratio of productivll con
tribution to wage costs has decreased in New York State 
both absolutely and relatively tu the increase in the United 
States as a whole. In the millinery and lace goods industry, 
furthermore, there was a relative as well as an absolute de
cline in both the United States and New York, but it was 
greater in,the lal'<:er than in the former. In the manufacture 
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of electrical machinery and supplies, there was a relative and 
an absolute decline in New York, while the record for the 
United States remained practically at the 1914 level. In 
carpet and rug manufacture New York maintained a station
ary position, while the United States as a whole advanced 
15%. For the other industries listed, the value added by 
manufacture in proportion to wage cost has generally shown 
a greater increase than for the entire United States. 

These figures may, of course, be interpreted in the con
verse sense, as measures of changes in the wage cost perSl,OOO 
of net product. In this sense it is seen that wage costs in 
terms of product have increased slightly in New York. The 
increase for all industries was a little less than that for the 
United States as a whole and less than for any eompeting 

.state except Massachusetts. It is of interest to note here, 
as is shown in Table 40, that the average cost of labor 
per $1,000 of value added by manufacture in all New York 
State industries combined was lower in 1923 than for the 
country as a whole and for all competitive states. In other 
words, New York State industries in 1923 got more produc
tion for a given wage expenditure than did the industries of 
the country as a whole or those of the competing states. This 
may again be in part a reflection of the differences in indus
tries among the states, but it nevertheless indicates a special 
emphasis upon efficiency in New York industry. 

In slightly more than half of the twenty industries listed,' 
there were marked increases both absolutely and relatively to 
the country as a whole in the net product for a given wage 
expenditure. This fact strongly suggests that New Yor~ 
State industries have been under some pressure to offset in
creased wage costs per wage earner and. secure a greater 
product for a given wage expenditure by improvements in 
industrial operation, and that they have met this pressure 
with &nsiderable success. In so far as this situation is the 
result of legislative factors, it would indicate several possi
bilities. If the industries in competing states have not been 
under so great a pressure to maintain. a favorable ratio be
tween wage costs and value added by manufacture as in New 
York State, it would apparently be because the wage costs 

• In Table 39. 



TABLE 40: ANALYSIS or CENSUS or MANUFAPTURES, 1923 

An"~NuD)oo 
Aver.eo ~vuaJC' Avcrtjllo 

A,.~nf! Coat A""~ Prim...,. Primary Cott of DmIiop, ud St.U: bltr ofW ... ' HOftePQWet Horfe~cr L.bor pu olL. rpet "Value A ded'~ 
E"ReI'll per per E.t.boo per • W.J.f Earner. JU,(XX) of If' Primary Etublillunent Iilhment [allier • .,h "Value Added" OfKpcnna 

United Stat ........................................ 44.72 168.6 3.77 $104.51 $425.89 $781.11 

New Entand ...........•.......................... 65.75 217.6 '9.al 97.80 470.42 753.97 
foliddle t1antic .................................... 40.81 14S.9 3.S7 111.21 417.36 894.74 
East North Central. """ " ....................... 54.28 206.1 3.80 116.38 435.45 844.83 
W .. tNorth Central ..................... " ......... 28.29 103.2 3.65 100.04 388.64 846.S3 
9Iluth Atlantic ..... " ............... " ............. 48.80 184,4 3.78 73.10 4OS.S7 572.41 
East South Central ................................. 46.21 194.S 4.21 74.49 434.31 488.91 
W .. t South Central ............................... 33.61 159.7 4.75 82.78 370.69 563.90 
Mountaio .......................... ' ............. . 26.71 19S.9 7.33 IIS.72 405.18 467.37 
Pacific . ...... " ............... , ............. , ....... 29.70 133.3 4.49 117.21 420.58 74S.18 

iit 
New Ensland, 

Maine ...•...................................... 50.75 347.5 6.85 9\.86 494.96 325.28 
New Hampohirc ......... " ...................... 69.86 327.1 4.68 87.49 536.57 417.89 
Vermont . ............................. ,., ...... , 30.15 173.6 5.76 93.92 501.55 390.36 
Massacltuae'tI ................................... 63.43 183.6 2.90 99.84 460.S9 898.41 
Rhod.lsland .................................... 79.64 231.8 2.91 94.37 481.31 808.42 
Connecticut . .... , ............................ , .. 84.10 . 232.3 2.76 99.67 466.19 928.89 

Middle Atlantic: 
New York ...................................... 30.14 85.5 2.84 114.50 376.87 1,285.81 
New Jer1ey ..................................... SUI 143.' 2.81 107.67 426.58 1,079.77 
Penntylvania . ................................... 57.47 268.1 4.66 109.20 468.76 599.34 

E .. t North Central: 
Ohio ............ " ............................. 62.45 295.5 4.73 \16.77 437.87 676.40 
Indilllla .....•............•...................... 59.31 279.5 4.71 107.20 444.99 613.41 

~!!~~:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: : 45.01 138.1 3.07 \17.87 406.51 1,134.31 
88.35 258.3 2.92 127.34 477.26 1,095.05 
31.65 1IB.7 3.75 99.91 413.47 772.88 

Wet' North Central: 
Minnceota . ..................... , ............... 26.66 118.0 4043 100.62 397.94 685.S7 
Iowa ...... ..................................... 22.76 82.6 3.63 100.85 368.43 905.66 
Misoouri. ....................................... 37.18 104.6 2.81 96.60 378.07 \.089.83 



North Dakota . .................................. 10.45 49.2 4.71 120.46 448.77 683.86 
South Dakota ................................... 10.52 33.7 3.20 100.57 455.06 829.26 
N.b .... ka ....................................... 22.67 93.9 4.14 105.97 393.55 780.58 
KaAuo ....•.................................... 28.70 143.1 4.99 105.77 431.95 589.34 

South Adantic: 
Delawart' ........•............................ . 51.03 248.3 4.87 98.66 470.12 517S4 
Maryland ....................................... 40.66 157.2 3.87 88.16 407.54 671.58 
District of Columbia . ............................ 16.37 53.1 3.24 125.52 367.71 1,263.52 
Virginia ......................................... 40.68 157.2 3.86 78.18 429.62 565.03 
We8t Virginia . ................................ ,. 57.61 250.0 4.34 106.95 498.90 592.84 
North Carolina .................................. 65.05 263.2 4.05 61.19 292.68 620.01 
South Carolina .................................. 82.04 345.5 4.21 55.74 465.17 341.41 

~1=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 44.96 147.1 3.27 55.85 413.79 494.98 
38.49 81.8 2.13 67.08 498.30 759.90 

East South Central< 

f:::':"!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 38.85 127.4 3.28 89.77 447.51 734.17 
46.17 169.7 3.68 72.36 418.18 564.94 

Alabama ........................................ 54.92 321.1 5.85 72.38 436.60 340.25 
~ Millii .. ippi. ..................................... 44.01 143.9 3.27 61.36 441.25 510.40 !:l 

We .. South C.ntrol: 
Arkansu . ........................................ 36.19 134.2 3.71 70.66 461.S6 495.49 
l.ouisiana. . ..................................... 53.18 226.2 4.25 73.05 382.16 539.21 
Oklahoma .............•.........•......•........ 20.52 123.2 6.00 108.11 389.29 555.36 
Tex ............................................ 27.72 148.5 5.36 90.75 335.99 605.03 

\fountain: '. 
23.48 280.6 11.95 128.27 531.50 242.35 Montana ............. ............................ 

Idaho .......................................... 32.05 141.5 4.41 116.67 516.68 613.96 
Wyoming ....................................... 30.53 97.4 3.19 138.72 305.39 1,708.63 
Colorado ........................................ 22.68 127.9 5.64 108.49 386.81 596.88 
New Mexico ..................................... 29.35 90.7 '3:09 98.97 619.38 620.77 
Arizona ........................................ . 31.83 454.2 14.27 116.89 298.11 329.76 
Utah ........................................... 27.13 241.8 8.91 103.68 319.93 436.49 
Nevada ......................................... 44.87 269.1 6.00 139.22 633.64 439.62 

Patific; 

~~~~ .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 36.86 195.9 5.31 116.75 510.39 516.57 
32.82 168.8 5'M 108.76 .87.32 520.62 

Cabrornia . ........ 'loo' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 26.70 105.3 3. 119.57 379.03 959.34 
•• 
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in their case have not been so large a factor in industrial 
operation. In New York State, where the wage costs per 
wage earner have risen more markedly than elsewhere, it is 
probable that competitive conditions have enforced changes 
in industrial operation to meet the situation. This is the 
normal outcome of unfavorable competitive conditions, but 
there is an economic limit to this process, and in the compari
son of installed power and salary costs in proportion to value 
added by manufacture, there is at least a suggestion that this 
limit is being approached. 

IT alue Added by Manufacture per $1,000 of Salary Cost 
That tlte management of New York States industries has 

not laggeii behind in efficiency is further suggested by com
parison 'of the increase in net product with that in salary. 
costs. The net product for a given expenditure on manage
men t, as measured by salary costs, shows a considerable in.. 
crease in New York as well as in the entire United States. 
In about three-fifths of the industriesexamined, the increase 
'in New York has been greater than for the same industries 
throughout the country. In four of the groups, namely, knit 
goods, millinery and lace goods, electrical machinery and 
supplies, and the canning and preserving of fruits and vege
tables, however, New York has experienced a decided de
crease in the net product in proportion to salary costs. 

Table 41 shows increases in value added by manufacture 
per $1,000 of salary cost. It will be observed that New York 
fxceeded the records of Pennsylvania, Illinois, New Jersey 
and Massachusetts, but that Ohio and Michigan were in the 
lead. In about half of the industries New York made a 
better record than the competing states. 

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND POPULATION 

Perhaps the broadest question that may be asked .d
ing the manufacturing industries of a state is whether they 
have grown as rapidly as the population of the state. If 
they have grown faster than this, it is reasonable to asSume 
that they have found expanding markets in other states; if 
they have grown less rapidly, it is likewise reasonable to 
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TABLE 41: INDEX NUMBEIlS OF VALUE ADDED BY MANU

FACTURE PER JI,OOO OF SALARY COST, 1923 
B .... 1914~OO 

(Source. U. S. c...u. olManuractuta> . 

Comperitou of New Ymk 

Imm7 um..d New P9,.. "-S ..... V .... 

"''' 0100 IJl>. N .. "- Mid .. .- ... J_ -. ... 
All iDdustties ..•.••.• 112 113 111 119 102 106 103 152 
Clothing" men's . ..... 125 141 106 124 105 54 114 124 
Clothing" women's ... . 117 115 118 139 96 101 146 98 
Foundry and nw:bine 

119 132 127 120 shop products •••..• 103 101 94 138 
Printing and publish-

103 106 III 105 109 124 111 110 mg ..•••••..••••..• 
Knit goods. ... : ••.•.• 101 90 95 128 54 109 .73 126 
Boo .. and sh_ other . 

than rubber ........ 114 132 112 155 113 90 82 102 
~ry and lace 

good .............. 
Elec:triea1 machinery, 

95 95 70 111 87 93 143 105 

:~~.~.~. 
Motor vehicl .. (DOt in_ 

105 73 137 103 95 113 76 186 

cluding motorcycles) 132 181 158 144 133 233 172 101 
Furniture. .......... . 123 125 119 150 125 88 102 128 
Iron and .~tnclud,. 

ins rolling . ).... 127 165 115 144 126 104 175 153 
To~accc-cigars and 

145 129 114 140 111 82 77 agarettel ......... . .. 
Confectiol>ery and ice 

aeam •..•..•••.... 129 140 129 118 93 139 124 128 
Carpc .. andrugs, wool, 

251 176 other than rag .•...• 154 .. . . 96 154 .. 
Silk manufactun:a ... . 97 100 87 79 164 
Shirts .............. . 107 108 105 146 114 175 68 238 
Doses. paper and other 

(.,.cept wooden) ..•• 104 109 80 101 11I 109 85 78 
Canninf, and preserv- • in!, Nita and vqe-

fa la ............. 135 73 127 148 152 222 .. 74 

, 

Cotton good", ........ 121 110 124 .. .. 80 114 .. 
COIla ... ·men· •...•.•.. 108 105 78 .. .. ,. .. .. .. 

suppose that industries in other states have found increasing 
marke'b in the state in question. If the industries of New 
York State, therefore, have grown as rapidly in relation to 
the population of the state as the manufacturing industries 
of the country as a whole have developed i.n relation to the 
total population, it would be suggestive of a .normal eco- . 
nomic environment and development for New York State 
industries, barring the possible differences> in tb.; effect of 
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changes in foreign trade. This is especially true because of 
the. fact, noted in an earlier chapter, that except for few 
variations New York State presents a representative cross
section of manufacturing industry in the country as a whole. 
Such a comparison, of course, would be of little significance 
for speqfic industries which might be located in New York 
State and yet find their chief markets elsewhere. Only a 
detailed study of population growth in relation to industrial 
development ls among the various competing states would 
give any clue as to how far an industry in any state was losing 
its market to competitors in other states. 

Table 42 is presented as a measure of the growth of New 
York Sta~ industries in relation to population between 1914 
and 1923; the basis of measurement being the number of 
establishments, the number of wage earners and the value 
of manufactured products. Because the figures relate to ad 
industries in each of the states listed and in the United States, 
it has been possible to eliminate from the 1914 census data 
all establishments rated at less than $5,000 in value of 

.products. Thus the figures for the two years are comparable. 

TABLE 42: GllOWTH OF IImVSTllY AND POPVLATION, 

1914 AND 1923 
(Source. u. s. c.: .... of Manufactwa> 

Uillited N ... p=," N_ M_ 
Midri-Ohio - ..... s ..... Voot J....,. ..... po 

~umber of atablUhmmta 
per I (Jl) populuiaa.: 

~~ r 19if .•••..••••••••• 1,83 '-53 g 2.03 Ul' U.l 1.81 
1923 ................ 1.71 lSI 1.81 •• 2. 1.41 

Wqe omen pee 1.0)) 
~l.rion: 

914., •••••.••••••• 70.53 107.12 ll~:~ 91.03 8l.J3 131.91 1't:~ .... 0 
1913 ............... , 78.59 lOS.11 119. lU.S7 9U7 1'lI.1S .... Ill.fl 

v ..... of manufactured 
r::~~ per 1.000 popu.-

~hlM ~~ $<'6.182 Z-ll9,OH 1914 ••••••••••••••• ~'.m 1'<0,634 $l71 .... _851 
1913 ••• ' ••••• ,' .... , U,I6S $Ol'. S8J0,887 S/lS,285 991.137 ~ ;5.959.151 

lade. aumben ia 1923 of 
relaUons- aboYe lUted 

(191.-100) 

'i~ ".2 102.S 103.2 102.0 11." Number of eatablUhmenu. ... 2 .. .. 
Number of tnae eamera .. , l1i:. 98.1 106. 116.> 113,0 99.1 'n.7 147.8 

V*!:tll:! .. ~~~!~. 221.1 210.' 232.1 ..,." 197.8 198.7 193.1 m.l 

The table reveals that in two out of three respects the 
industries QfNew York State have shown declines smce 1914 • 
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in relation to population, and that in the third case the 
development has been relatively less than in the UJ;lited 
States as a whole. 

For the entire country the number of manufacturing estab
lishments in relation to the population in 1923 was 3.8% 
below the 1914 level; while for New York State it was only 
0.6% lower than it had been in 1914. Three of the competing 
states show considerably greater percentage declines than 
occurred in New York, but the other three show an advance
ment of2% to 3.2%. From this it is apparent that while the 
growth in number of manufacturing establishments in New 
York did not keep up with the growth of population, in this 
respect it has merely shared in the general tendency. The 
tendency toward small establishments in New York Stat~ 
industry, however, is evident in the fact that the number of 
enterprises has grown somewhat faster in relation to the 
population than in other states. 

Comparisons of the changes in the number of wage earners 
and in the value of products in relation to the population are 
more directly significant in this connection. For the United 
States as a whole the number of wage earners in manufactur
ing industries in proportion to the population increased 
11.4% during this period and the value of products of all 
manufacturing industries 121.1%. In New York State, 
however, the number of wage earners in manufacturing indus
tries in relation to population was smaller by about 2% in 
1923 than in 1914, and the value of manufactured prod~t 
had increased only 110.4% in comparison with the popula
tion growth. All of the competing states except one m~e 
better records than New York in respect to the increase in 
number of wage earners in relation to the population growth, 
and three of the active competitors likewise bettered New 
York in growth of manufactured products as compared with 
FOpMation fignres. These comparisons are striking enough 
to suggest that the manufacturing industries of New York 
State in relation to their own market have been losing ground 
relatively in comparison with the manufacturing industries 
of the United States as a whole. 

This impression is further strengthened by a comparison 
of the relative growth of the various s~ific.\pdustries in 

10 
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New York State and the same industries in the United States: 
In New York State the number of wage earners employed in 
the manufacture of men's and women's clothing, printing 
and publishing, cigars and cigarettes, shirts, paper boxes, 
canned fruit and vegetables, and men's collars, has shown a 
decline in relation to the population of the state since 1914. 
In each of these cases except printing and publishing and the 
manufacture of men's collars, furthermore, the retrogression 
has been greater in New York than in the United States as a 
whole. Seven other New York industries among the twenty 
specially studied made some progress in number of wage 
earners as related to the growth of population, but failed to 
advance as. rapidly in this state as the same groups did in 
.the United' States. These industries are the manufacture of 
knit goods, millinery and lace goods, electrical machinery 
and supplies, motor vehicles, furniture, confectionery and 
ice cream, and cotton goods. 

In respect to value of products, ten of the twenty indus
tries made relatively less growth in New York in relation to 
population than they did in the country as a whole. These 
are printing and publishing. knit goods, electrical machinery 
and supplies. furniture, cigars and cigarettes, confectionery 
and ice cream, carpets and rugs, shirts, paper boxes, and the 
canning of fruits and vegetables. 

It is, of course, impossible to say definitely to what extent 
the relatively slower development of New York State indus
t~es during this period has been due to differen tial influ
ence of legislation affecting industrial operation, but these 
comparisons at least suggest that New York industries have 
been keeping up with the demand of the market in their own 
and other states less rapidly and fully than American industry 
as a whole has grown with the American market as a whole. 

The question here arises as to how far the relatively slower 
growth in production and industrial employment com
pared with population in New York State is a reflection 
merely of the fact that New York was more highly developed 
industrially at the start-nearer the saturation point, in 
other words. 

It is evident that as regards number of manufacturing 
establishme,n.t.s per 1,000 population, New Yark is more 
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highly developed than the United States or the states classed 
as competitors. But this is because, as noted earlier, New 
York is characterized by smaller establishments than the 
average, and whether a relatively large number of small 
establishments means greater industrial development is ques
tionable. On the basis of number of wage earners or value 
of manufactured products per 1,000 of population, however, 
it seems that New York is only an average state-that it 
is not more highly developed industrially than the competing 
states. New York, with more establishments in proportion 
to its population than any competing state, in 1923 did not 
have so many manufacturing wage earners and did not 
produce so much value in manufactured products,in propor
tion to population as did Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts 

,or Michigan. Not only were these four states ahead of New 
York in per capita industrial development', but Pennsylvania 
was ahead in number of wage earners per 1,000 of population, 
and was behind only a few doUars per capita in value of 
manufactured products. 

In spite of the growth it has attained in respect of the 
value of its products, and despite the relatively large number 
of its factories, it would appear from these figutes that New 
York is still less fully industrialized than some of the com
petitive states, so far as the proportion of its population 
engaged in industry is concerned. But this cannot be de
finitely affirmed without further knowledge of how the reser
voir of real labor supply for industrial work in New York 
compares with that in other states. Such knowledge is lactE: 
ing, but it is evident that the concentration of a large palt 
of the commercial and financial activity of the whole country 
in New York City creates relatively larger liIemands upon the 
available working population in New York than in other 
states. It is difficult, moreover, to give any exact measure 
of th'; relative degree of industrial development, because it is 
not a matter merely of the relative number of establishments, 
value of products, or employment, but depends in large part 
as well upon the character, organization and equipment of the 
industries. Whether New York State is in a relativelyad-' 
vanced stage of industrial development from these points of 
view cannot be determined from availablll>dat~. 
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The Te~tile Industry 
A definite indication of relative industrial conditions in 

New York and other states is afforded specifically by the 
cotton textile industry, for which comprehensive official 
data regarding growth and activity are available. These 
data are in terms of spinning spindles in place, spinning 
spindles active, and active spindle hours, and so enable a 
strict comparison to be made as among the various states in 
respect to the trend of the industry. 

It is true that the cotton industry is not one of the leading 
industries in New York State, in respect of number of wage 
earners or value of products, but for several reasons it may 
be considered a sensi tive indicator of the pressure of external 

.or artificial factors on industrial operation. In the first place, 
wide changes in market conditions for cotton textile prod
ucts, due to changes in clothing styles and habits, as well as 
high prices of raw materials, have adversely affected the 
industry as a whole in the United States during the years 
since the World War. This has made the industry un
usually sensitive to high or rising wage costs, and to the 
factors, legislative and otherwise, affecting them, and has 
put a premium upon improvements in equipment "and man
agement to meet these conditions. In the second place, the 
relatively large proportion of w9men employed in the indus
try has made it especially sensitive to legislative influences 
affecting hours and employment in the various states. 
'\ But, as has been reiterated frequendy in earlier discussion, 
il is impossible to disentangle from the complex of factors 
which have affected the northern cotton industry the precise 
influence of the legislative environment. In this case, as in 
all others discussed, it is mainly desired to see whether the 
industry in New York State appears to be retarded byad
verse influences, (or any marked evidence of that sort cjlmes 
with it a warning to the state to consider its policies affecting 
industry with special care. 

Table 43 and the accompanying chart show the changes in 
spindles in 'place, spindles active and active spindle hours in 
the cotton mdustry in New York, Massachusetts and North 
and South Carolina during the years (rom 1922 through 
1926, as camparell with the last month of 1921 as a starting 
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TABLE 43: INDEx NUMBERS OF COTI'ON SPINNING ACTIVITY 

IN SELECTED STATES, DECEMBER, 1921 TO DECEMBER, 1926 
(Source: Computed from Returns of the United States B ........ of the ee ..... ) 
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point. The outstanding fact they reveal is the expansion 
and relatively high activity of the cotton industry in the 
southern states, and the decline in the two northern states 
during this period. In North and South Carolina, the states 
competing most keenly with New York and Massachusetts 
in the cotton industry equipment as represented by spindles 
in place, activity as represented by spindles active, and pro
due,tion as represented by active spindle hours, all have risen 
steadily since 1921, while in New York and Massachusetts 
there has been a decline in all respects. 

It is noteworthy that the situation in New York seems to 
be relatively worse than in Massachusetts. The decline in 
spindles in place has been more marked, and the active 
spindle hours show a less favorable relation to the number of 
active spindles in New York than in the New England stat~ 

, Taken together with the facts pointed to in the preceding 
analysis of industrial trends, namely, the relatively great rise 
in wage costs, salary costs and installed power per worker in 
the cotton goods industry in New York as compared with the 
entire United States, the decline of activity in the manufac
ture of cotton goods in this state seems to indicate an increas
ing pressure upon the industry to meet unfavorable compet
itive conditions. Only limited success has been met in this 
respect. There has been a gr6llter rise in net product for a 
given expenditure in wages in New York than has been true 
in the United States generally, but t4e reverse has been true 
in regard to net product for a given increase oflnstalled power 
and for a given unit of expenditure in salaries. Despi~ a 
worse condition in Massachusetts as far as net product per 
unit of installed power is concerned, this state, which has 
even greater restrictions on working hours and employment 
than those found in New York, appears from Table 43 to 
have been better able than New York to meet the competi
tion'of southern mills. 

SUMMAR.Y 

As regards the sum total of industrial accomplishment 
within state or nation, the tables show that New York made _ 
a smaller percentage of growth than the United States or 
than most of the competing states betwet'o/l 1914 and 1923 in 
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value of manufactured products, value added to !'aw materi
als by manufacturing processes, nwnber of wage earners, 
wages and salaries paid, power installed for use in factories, 
and net product per unit of installed power. 

In like manner, New York faced growing costs of produc
tion, as shown by the fact that the relative increase of wage 
cost per wage earner was greater in -this state than in the 
United States or in any com'peting state, while the increase of 
salary cost per wage earner 10 New York exceeded that of the 
United States and half of the states in chief competition. In 
all nine of the standards or measures of industrial develop
ment so far mentioned, therefore, New York made rela.
tively less progress than was made elsewhere. 

Althougli. New York lagged industrially in the installation 
'of power, the record as to the employment of wage earners 
was even worse, and as a consequence the percentage increase ' 
of installed power per wage earner was greater in New York 
than for the country as a whole or for five of the six compet
ing states. Perhaps' it was this relative improvement in one 
of the factors of production which enabled New York to 
avoid defeat according to every measure of industrial prog
ress, for in spite of adverse conditions in most respects New 
York State did achieve a percentage leadership over the 
United States as a whole, and over four of the six competing 
states, in the increase of production per $1,000 of wage cost 
and of salary cost. Such facts would seem to indicate that 
New York State has struggled somewhat successfully against 
~ keen competition of other states, and by means of im
Pfoved management and greater increase in use of power 
and machinery per wage earner has partly overcome the 
competitive handicaps. The evidences .of special effort made 
by New York State manufacturers to adjust themselves to 
an unfavorable situation, however, are clear. 

Aside from the situation in industry as a whole, there are 
several specific industries in which New York has lost much 
ground relatively in comparison with other states. Among 
these may be mentioned the canning and preserving of fruits 
and vegetables, the manufacture of electrical machinery, 
apparatus and supplies, the making of boxes from paper and 
allied materials 3J1d the cotton spinning industry. Other 
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industries which appear to be laboring under difficulties in 
this state are printing and publishing and the manufacture 
of men's clothing, shirts, knit goods, and furniture. 

In relation to population growth, many of the important 
industries of New York are shown to be underdeveloped in 
comparison with the same industries in the United States 
and in the leading competitive states. 

This analysis of the main features of the industrial develop
ment of New York State since 1914 suggests clearly, if it does 
not prove conclusively, that industrial progress in the state 
has been in some way hampered by unfavorable influences 
in the economic, social or legislative environment. New 
York State does not show a free, healthy industrial growth 
in this period when compared with other competitive states 
or with the country as a whole. This has not, evidendy, 
been due to any failure of New York manufacturers to seek 
greater efficiency in operation, for in this respect the record 
of New York is striking. To what extent the decisive ham
pering factor has been the relatively rapid growth and ad
vancement of industrial legislation cannot be defini,tely 
stated, but the conditions indicated warrant the feeling that 
if New York State continues to proceed, as it has, faster 
than the competing states in adopting cosdy regulatory 
laws, the results may be destructive of New York's industrial 
leadership. 



CHAPTER V 

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

THE relation of the regulatory legislation of New York 
.' State to its industrial progress presents a problem not 

only of considerable importance to the people of the 
state, but also of more general interest. The growth of 
legislative reguIation of industry, as the latter extends its 

, infiuence in the life of the community, the diversity of stan
(lards among the various states, the interstate character of 
modern business, and the increasing dispersion of industry , 
throughout the states, all render timely and important a 
careful consideration in each state of the question whether 
its standards of industrial regulation are appropriate to the 
conditions and prospects of its industrial development • 
. No more fitting subject for such a scrutiny could be chosen 

than New York State. Its manufacturing industries are the 
pivot of its economic life, despite the importance of its larger 
cities as financial and trade centers. At the same time, as 
the leading industrial state, its industries bulk larger in the 
industrial life of the nation than those of any other common
wealth. It presents, moreover, in no sense a highly spe
~~ized industrial picture. Except for the clothing and allied 
industries, its industrial make-up is representative of the aver
age industrial state, and is highly diversified-more emphati
cally so than in the case of other states because of the large 
number of relatively smaller establishments which particu
larly characterize its industries. Neither in this respect nor 
in the characteristics of its population, or of its working 
force, as regards sex, race, urbanization, does it present" any 
peculiarities so significant as to ilWalidate comparison of 
legislative regulation or of industrial development with other 
industrial states. There are, in other words, no reasons 
inherent in the character of its industrial or social life which 
would lead one to expect that New York should require 
spe<oial stanQ.tfrds 6f industrial regulation, or that its indus-

140 
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trial development should not compare favorably with that 
of the other leading industrial states. 

On the contrary, there are grounds for believing that the 
industrial situation in New York State is such that its indus
trial position and progress under present conditions are espe
cially vulnerable to excessive or i1l-conceived regulatory 
legislation, that the normal industrial growth of the state 
has already been retarded and that its future industrial 
progress presents serious problems. Though the state -has 
long been and still is in the lead industrially among all the 
states, and has a well diversified arid balanced group of indus
tries, there are suggestive, though not conclusive, indications 
that New York still belongs industrially among the older 
industrial states of the New England group. When the. 
urban clothing industries and those of the New York district 
are excluded, New York's manufacturing enterprises are 
still predominantly small scale, employing relatively few 
workers per establishment (a relatively large proportion of 
whom are probably skilled workers of American stock), 
using relatively little power per establishment and turning 
out products of relatively high labor content, of specialized 
character and high value. Because of the distance from 
sources of raw materials, the large basic or heavy industries 
like iron and steel and textile manufacture using much un
skilled and foreign-born labor are not prominent in the indus
trial picture, nor do some of the newer industries of distinc:
tively modern technique and large scale production figura 
very largely in New York as they do in some of the mfd
western and western states. New York is evidently not at
tracting such industries. 

In a few of its industries New York hes as yet no sub
stantial competition in other states; but from an examina
tion of the twenty-five leading industries of the state it is 
clear'that New York has formidable competition in the home 
market from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey, 
Massachusetts and Michigan, and that some of the newer 
industrial states like Wisconsin are making their power felt 
in this regard. _ 

If the period since 1914, which coincides with the adoption 
of the larger part of the state's regulatory-legisktion an" its 
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compensation laws, be considered, an analysis of the census 
data suggests strongly that there have been at work factors 
which have hampered or retarded New York's industrial 
growth relative to that of other states and of the country as a 
whole. New York has made relatively less progress indus
trially between 1914 and 1923 than the United States as a 
whole or than its chief. competitive states measured by the 
increase in workers employed in its manufacturing indus
tries or in the value of their products in proportion to the 
increase that has taken place in the local market through 
population growth. Contrary to the general tendency, the 
number of wage earners in manufacturing in New York State 
in propor~on to its population has actually declined in this 
~period. 1ft printing and publishing, the manufacture of men's 
and women' s clothing, cigars and cigarettes, shirts, paper 
boxes, canned fruit and vegetables, men's collars, there has 
been a marked relative decline in the number employed in 
proportion to the population. Seven others of the twenty 
leading industries showed a smaller relative growth in New 
:York than in the country as a whole. In respect of value of 
products in proportion to the population ten of the twenty 
Industries showed less growth in New York than in the 
country as a whole. 

These instances of relative declines or relatively slower 
growth are not merely the natural reflections of a relatively 
advanced industrial development in New York in 1914, at 
,he beginning of the period of comparison;for even in 1923 
~w York did not have as many employed in manufacturing, 
ot- produce as much, in proportion to its population as Ohio, 
New Jersey, Massachusetts or Michigan. Pennsylvania was 
ahead of New York in respect to wage earners per capita and 
about even with New York in respect of value of products 
per capita. 

According to practically all measures of industrial de"'elop
ment available, New York failed to keep pace with the chief 
competing states or with the country as a whole during this 
period. This is true in respect of the increase in workers 
employed in manufacturing, total value of products and net 
product of manufacturing industries, total wages and salaries 
paid, POWet ,installed and net product "per unit of installed 
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power. In point of total value of products New York made 
less progress between 1914 and 1923 than the United States 
as a whole or than four of the six chief competing states. 
Industries in which this retardation was particularly evident 
are: canning and preserving. the manufacture of paper 
boxes, shirts, electrical machinery and supplies, knit goods, 
and printing and publishing. 

In respect of increase in net product, New York lagged 
behind the country as a whole and all competing states 
.except Massachusetts. This same relative retardation is 
evident in such manufacturing groups as printing ~d pub
lishing, electrical machinery and supplies, motor vehicles, 
carpets and rugs, shirts, canning and preserving oC frui ts and 
vegetables, and paper boxes. 

In respect of number of workers in its manufacturing in
. dustries New York showed less growth than the country as 
a whole or than any of the competing states. This is true 
for about two-thirds of the leading industries of the state. 

It is particularly striking that, despite the fact that in 
1914 the average size of manufacturing establishments in 
New York was less than for the United States as a whole or 
for any of the competing states, there was not only no im
provement in this respect from 1914 to 1923 but a distinct 
retrogression. The average number of workers per estab
lishment in New York declined about 1% from 1914 to 1923, 
whereas for the United States as a whole it increased 16%. 
Increases ranging from 10% to 90% took place in four of the 
competing states. In view of the definite trend toward la)ge 
scale enterprise which is characteristic of recent industrill 
development in some of the newer industrial states, this fact 
strongly suggests that industry in New York State is in some 
basic manner out of step with the trend of the times, Of for 
some reason has found the smaller establishment best adapted 
to the local environment. The centering of the needle trades 
in and about New York City is partly, but not wholly, the 
cause of this situation. 

In respect of the total of wages paid in New York State 
industries-a factor that vitally affects the buying power of 
the local market-New York also fails to show as great an 
increase between 1914 and 1923 as the coUlltry as a whole or 

•• 
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as any of the competing states except Massachusetts. Here 
again mast of the industries noted earlier as exhibi ting signs of 
retardation are seen particularly to lag behind. . 

Along with these evidences of retarded development in 
respect of employment, production~ size of establishment 
and total wages paid, the main costs of manufacture in New 
York State, as measured by wages paid per worker, have in
creased more than for the country as a whole, or for any of 
the competing states. Thisis true also for each of the twenty 
leading Industries of the state. Wage costs have not only 
grown faster in New York, but they appear, to be absolutely 
higher than the average for the United States as a whole or 
for all the,competitive states except Ohio, Illinois and Michi
gan.'" Th~ same tendency is evident, though not to such 
degree, in regard to management costs as measured by, 
salaries paid to officials per wage earner. 

It is impossible to ascribe these evidences of industrial 
retardation to any single obvious cause. A broad considera
tion of industrial developments since-pre-war days makes it· 
.appear likely that this situation is due partly to the failure of 
New York State to attract industries of the newer type, and 
partly to the tendency of manufacturers located in New 
York to seek other places in which to expand their scale of 
operations. It seems clear, however, that they are not due 
to any lack of energy and application on the part of the 
manufacturers of the state who have remained and sought to 

oadapt themselves to the existing conditions and trend. 
PIn. analysis of the few indicators of improvement in efficiency 
dvailable from census data rna-kes it evident that New York 
State industrialists have struggled, 1mQ. with a large measure 
of success, to resist the unfavorable conditions of whatever 
sort with which they have been face!i. Though New York 
has been a state characterized by relatively small use of 
power, and though the total power installed in its manu
facturing industries has increased less than for the country 
as a whole or than for all the chief competitive states except 
Massachusetts, in practically all the leading industries the 
amount of power Installed per wage earner has increased 
more than for the country as a whole or for any competing 
state. exceRt. New Jersey. This is not so true of individual 
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leading industries as it is for all industries combined, but 
this fact suggests that some of the industries which are not 
yet dominant in the state have made a greater effort to over
come obstacles and to modernize their processes and man
agement than those industries which have heretofore been in 
a leading position. 

But, whether by the larger application of power or by 
more effective use of high cost labor, the productive accom
plishment has been noteworthy. Though the aggregate of 
wages paid, salaries paid and power used increased less in 
New York than in other states, and though wage and salary 
costs per worker have been high and have increased more 
largely than in other states, the net product per iylrsepower 
installed, and per $1,000 paid in wages and salaries'has t!fther 

'increased more largdy than or kept pace with the country 
as a whole and the chief competitive states, despite the fact 
that New York has remained a relatively small-scale, low
powered industrial state. In some of the specific industries, 
however, the efforts toward increased efficiency appear to 
have been less successful than was generally true, and these 
industries are in most cases those noted earlier as evidencing 
an especially unfavorable position. 

It is not possible to say conclusivdy to what extent the 
legislative environment in New York has been a factor in 
this situation. It is clear that though New York has been 
lagging behind in industrial growth, it has gone ahead 
rather more rapidly than other industrial states in the stan.. 
dards oflegislative regulation of industry. Industry in Nlw 
York is subject to rdatively more numerous and more sevele 
regulation than the pefage industrial state in such matters 
as hours of wor!>. fOf women, factory safety and sanitation, 
workmen's compensation', the regulation of canning and 
presqving establi~ments. and attendance at continuation 
,schools. 

Only six of the forty-eight states have enacted laws limiting 
the hours of women employed in manufacturing to an absolute 
maximum of forty-eight hours per week. Of these six only 
two, Massachusetts and California, are important enough' 
from the industrial standpoint to make such legislation mean 
much in the economic life of the state. From.lhe point of 
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view of the number of women affected 'by the law, only 
Massachusetts is important. 

Of the eight states which have limited the hours of women 
to eight per day, not one is located east of the Mississippi 
River, and California is the only one among them which 
might in any sense be classed as an industrial state. 

All of the six industrial states which compete actively with 
New York permit women to work at least 9me hours a day, 
just as is the case in New York, while Illinois, Pennsylvania, 
and New Jersey allow ten hours of work. Ohio limits the 
work week for women to fifty hours, and- Massachusetts 
limits it to forty-eight hours, but the other competitors, along 

""with New t York, permit at least fifty-four hours. I1linois 
,impo'ires no weekly limit whatever, and does not even prohibit 
Sunday work. 

Under the new law in New York (to be effective January 
1, 1928), permitting women to work forty-eight hours in a 
six-day week or forty-nine and one-half hours in a five-and
one-half-day week, and allowing oveftime which may be so 
spread out as to make a regular fifty-one-hfur week, New 
York will be handicapped in comparison with Pennsyl
vania, Illinois, New Jersey and Michigan. 

Canneries especially are under more rigid restrictions as to 
hours of work in New York than in any competing state ex
cept Massachusetts, the tendency in most states being to 
remove rather than to increase restrictions. -
• The legal restriction of working hours in New York 
StlUe has gone forward more rapidly than in other industrial 
states despite the fact that in many lines of industry the 
length of the present working day is shorter than that legally 
allowed. Working hours in the factories of New York State 
have been adjusted to economic conditions and to the nature 
of the employment. Over 56% of the women emploYl'd in 
New York industries, aCcording to the State Department of 
Labor, and 55%, according to the investigations of the Con
ference Board, work not to exceed forty-eight hours, while 
85% to 87% work fifty-one hours or less. The present situa
tion allows a flexible adjustment to economic requirements 
in highly seasonal industries. The length of the work week 
in New Yor~Stat.: shows a downward trend, but there is a 
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great difference between the voluntary shortening of the 
working day and arbitrary establishment and universal appli
cation of a short work week in manufacturing industries. In 
certain industries hours have been reduced without loss of 
efficiency or earnings. But in the case of industries subject 
to acute competition from other states, there is reason in 
New York State 1:0 consider with especial care the legal estab
lishment of a w~ing day which it has not as yet been found 
to be economicall~ posSible to adopt voluntarily in all indus
tries. 

In the industries of the United States generally there has 
been a swing toward a longer standard work week since 1921. 
In 1921 the percentage of workers employed on a "'Iork wee.k-
of forty-eight hours or less was 51.5%, but between'1921olnd 
\923 the proportion dropped to 46.1%. This indicates 
definitely that the tendency throughout the country in recent 
years has not been toward a work week as short as forty
eight hours. 

Whatever the precise part which the rapid development of 
regulatory legisl~on has played in the retardation of indus
try in New York'; the manufacturers of the state are viewing 
its trend with serious concern. They feel, according to the 
tCl\timony gathered in this study, that the legislative environ
ment-in which the workmen's compensation laws, the fiscal 
policy as well as the regulatory legislation are included and 
not separable-Itas put a definite handicap upon industrial 
operation and expansion in New York State. 

The magnitude of this burden, of course, cannot be meal
ured in monetary terms. The cost of compliance with speci~ 
fic requirements of the regulating laws, which may be esti
mated at about three million dollars annually, is inconsider
able in comparison with those of the workmen's compensa.
tion laws or with the production of the industries of the state; 
but it weighs heavily in the balance for the business man 
considering expanding or establishing an enterprise in the 
state. If it is not the straw that breaks the back of industry 
already established in the state, it is the straw that shows to 
potential enterprise the way the legislative wind blows in 
New York. It is clear from the testimony of the manufac
turers of the state that they do not view tho future with con-... 
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iidence, that concerns alreiuiy located in New York prefer to 
make their plans for future expansion in other states, and 
that new industry is not coming to the state as rapidly as it 
might be expected to. . '. 

In conclusion, it is justifiable to say that the general indus
trial situation and tendencies in New York, togetJier with the 
very fact of leadership which the state has already attained 
in the magnitude of Its manufacturing output, are likely
even apart from further disturbing artificial factors-to make 
it ever more difficult for New York to maintain its leader
ship in the future against the competition of Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Michigan and 
~er states in the South and West in which rapid industrial 
dev~pm~nt along modem lines is going forward, and in 
which legislative regulation has in many cases not yet caugh~ 
up with the advanced standards of the older industrial states. 
This situation is one whim may well command the earnest 
attention of the business men, workers and legislators of the 
state. 


